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i. INTRODUCTION 

In June .965, under Contract No. NAS8-20209, the Marshall Space 

Flight Center (MSFC) awarded TRW Systems (formerly STL) a feasibility 

study designated as "Body-Fixed 3-Axis InertialReference System or 

Application of an Analytic Platform to Future Missions. " The background 

to this study as provided by MSFC is as follows: 

"In recent years, inertial guidance hardware technology has advanced 

to a state where an analytic platform system may provide an inertial refer

ence which is superior to present systems in which inertial sensors are 

mounted together on a gimbaled platform. In such an analytic platform 

system, the inertial sensors are mounted directly to the carrier vehicle, 

having provision in a digital computer for the function which gimbals 

provide in present systems. 

"The problems in implementing such a system fall into the following 

three categories:
 

(a) 	 The inertial sensors are body mounted rather than 
being on a stabilized platform. This environment is 
more severe because the instruments are subjected 
to all of the vehicle motions with the results that the 
inertial sensors measure quantities in an entirely 
different regime. 

(b) 	 The data rates necessary to characterize vehicle 
motions for ultimate use in vehicle navigation are 
very high. These quantities which are fundamentally 
analog in nature must be converted to digital signals 
at a very high rate. 

(c) 	 Vehicle attitude rate data will be used to derive vehicle 
attitude in space. The computations for providing this 
may be very complicated and require very high accuracy 
and speed.
 

"Surveys of the progress of the industry in solving these problems
 

were conducted in 1964 and i965. These surveys indicated that indeed
 

progress was being made and that such a system might provide signifi

cant benefits for the future space system."
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The basic objective of the study was to determine the feasibility of 

application of an analytic platform system for use on a Saturn boost mis

sion. To accomplish this, it was necessary to (i) study inertial instru

ments and angular encoders which might be utilized; (2) consider the 

attitude-reference and navigation equations which would pdrform the 

analytic reference; (3) determine computer requirements and perform 

computer preliminary design; and (4) perform system error modeling, 

flight simulations, and alignment studies. The results obtained have 

demonstrated the feasibility of using a given (though not necessarily 

optimum), analytic platform configuration for the. mission. 

While the potential advantages of the strapped-down indrtial refer

ence system have been often quoted, they will be repeated here to establish 

the motivation behind the study. Because of-the early development status 

of strapped-down guidance, none of these advantages has yet been conclu

sively demonstrated. Further, a system optimized for one mission might 

have relative advantages which differ from those of a system optimized 

for an alternate mission. Nevertheless, the possible advantages of the 

strapped-down system in comparison with a gimbaled system are tabulated 

below: 

* -	 Minimum maintenance problems. 

* 	 Wideband body rate data can be provided for control 
system stabilization. 

* 	 Minimum size, weight, and power for a reference 
utilizing well-developed components. 

* 	 Minimum mechanical complexity (this may imply 
higher reliability even though the electronic com
plexity of the strapped-down system is greater). 

" 	 All-attitude operation. 

* 	 Compatibility and flexibility of usage with other 
sensors, such as star trackers, radars, etc. 

* 	 Highly amenable to techniques of redundancy. 

* 	 Minimum configuration constraints. 
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The approach studied in detail was defined by MSFC and involved the 

use of three single-axis platforms (SAP) and three pendulous-integrating

gyroscope-accelerometers (PIGA). Such a system has high accuracy poten

tial. In addition, it can function despite relatively high body angular rates. 

To accomplish the study objectives, nine tasks were performed as 

indicated in the block diagram of Figure i-i; these tasks are briefly 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 

INPUTFROMOTHER 

TRWEFFORTS 

Figure i-i. Study Block Diagram 

i. i STUDY INERTIAL INSTRUMENTS 

Various sensors and subsystems with potential use in analytic plat

forms were investigated relative to their performance, interface require

ments, and development status. Only conventional components were con

sidered for this study; that is, "exotic" instruments such as the electro

static gyro, laser gyro, nuclear spin gyro, etc., were not considered. 

.V ANGULAR ENODER SURVEY 

A survey of angular encoders was made to determine whether the 

high-accuracy encoder requirements of this system were feasible and 

desirable from an engineering point of view. The encoders considered 

during the study included inductance, reluctance, capacitance, magnetic, 
optical, and mechanical. 
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1. 3 STUDY ATTITUDE REFERENCE AND NAVIGATION EQUATIONS 

The attitude reference equations considered were Direction Cosines, 

Euler Symmetrical Parameters, Cayley-Klein Parameters, Quaternions, 

Euler Angle Systems, and the Gibbs Vector. Two methods of integrating 

the accelerometer increments were also considered. 

1.4 STUDY ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES 

Two methods of alignment were developed and simulated on a digital 

computer. 

1. 5 SYSTEM PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

An MSFC concept of an accurate strapped-down system (using three 

SAP's and three PIGA's) was studied in detail. All the equations required 

to be mechanized in the computer were written both in digital differential 

analyzer (DDA) and general purpose (GP) form. These included the 

equations covering attitude reference, navigation, alignment, compensation, 

guidance command iteration and resolution, and body rate. 

1. 6 ERROR MODELING 

An error model of this system was developed which included con

tributions from, the equations, alignment errors, angular rate effects on 

the instruments, and the normal (stable platform) instrument errors. 

1.7 COMPUTER STUDIES 

Studies were performed to determine the timing and memory re

quirements for both GP and DDA computer mechanizations. In addition, 

estimates were made of the hardware required for this application. 

1. 8 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Finally, the error model was used for a performance analysis. 

1. 9 COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS 

Certain parameters of the SAP and PIGA systems are compared with 

parameters of a strapped-down system using rate-integrating gyros (with 

pulse rebalanced output axes) and force. rebalanced accelerometers. 
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2. SUMMARY 

This section summarizes the study results contained in Sections 

3 through 9 of the TRW Systems Phase i Final Report. 

Our study demonstrates the feasibility of using a strapped-down 

inertial reference assembly (SIRA) and an associated strapped-down 

digital computer (SDG) to replace the presently used-ST-124 gimbaled 

IMU for guidance of the Saturn booster. The system that was investigated 

in detail uses three gyros, each mounted on a table with one degree of 

angular freedom (commonly termed three SAP's) for providing the data 

required to maintain an attitude reference. In addition, three PIGA's 

are used to sense accelaration. Our report includes a comparison of 

certain aspects of this system and an alternate strapped-down system 

mechanization. 

Several kinematic representations suitable for the maintenance of 

the attitude reference in the computer were investigated, and direction 

cosines were chosen for further study. All computer equations (for both 

the GP and the DDA usage) were derived. The accuracy of the critical 

equations was studied. 

The sensitivity of the SAP and PIGA to body rate inputs was studied, 

and the numerical effects were calculated. The accuracy of the instru

ments was not seriously degraded by the environment expected, provided 

that the PIGA's are compensated for body rates. Similarly, the study of 

angular encoders for shaft-angle readout demonstrates that devices with 

suitable resolution, accuracy, size, weight, and reliability are readily 

available. 

Computational requirements for both the GP and DDA mechanizations 

were considered. The GP is strongly recommended by virtue of its flexibility. 

Some aspects of the alternate strapped-down approach * (electrical 

rebalance of the gyro output axis) are presented. In addition, a catalog of 

instruments suitable for use in a strapped-down system is given. These 

two efforts provide some generally useful background material. 

Data for the alternate mechanizations were available from prior
 
TRW Systems' efforts.
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2. 1 FEASIBILITY OF THE SELECTED CONFIGURATION 

A brief description of the system selected for further study is given 

below and is followed by a presentation of the system error model and 

performance, and certain parameters. 

Z. 1. 1 System Description 

The block diagram of Figure 2-i depicts the selected configuration 

which uses three SAP's. An angular rate (ca) along a gyro input axis causes 

a precession of the gyro about the output axis. The gyro gimbal angle pick

off voltage is amplified, demodulated, and filtered to provide an error sig

nal. This signal is shaped and amplified in order to drive the single-axis 

table in such a direction that the gyro float is torqued back to null. Thus, 

the single-axis table keeps rates about the table axis (gyro input axis) 

nulled. As a result, the angle between the table and the body is the inte

gral (in body space) of the body angular rate about that axis. An incre

mental platform angle pickoff (Aa) will be used because of inherent sim

plicity. There would be no net advantage to the use of a whole angle 

pickoff. Pitch, roll, and yaw systems are identical in construction. 

PIGA's are used to sense acceleration (a). Note that the block dia

grams of the PIGA's and the gyro loop are functionally very nearly identical. 

The PIGA is compensated for input axis body rates as well as bias 

and scale factor. 

The computer implemented provides computations necessary to 

make the system equivalent to a platform system. The incremental angles 

are used to provide the attitude reference as well as the body attitude rate 

data. The attitude reference equations along with the compensated velocity 

pulses are used to integrate the total velocity in inertial space and to pro

vide incremental velocity outputs to the main guidance computer. Equa

tions are also required for initial alignment, and the configuration shown 

uses -the PIGA's for leveling and external information (optical) for the 

azimuth reference. The attitude reference equations and the commanded 

attitude are used to provide inputs to, the attitude error computations. 

Attitude error signals are also computed. 
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Certain computer requirements are also indicated on Figure 2-i. 

The number of units* required for a DDA is given as well as the memory 

and timing requirements for a typical, state-of-the-art, airborne com

puter. (See Section 6 for the groundrules assumed in the computer sizing.) 

Several sets of equations are possible for some of the functions indicated. 

These are discussed in detail in Section 5. The simplest equations pos

sible for the two computer mechanizations were used to obtain the require

ments noted in Figure 2-i. 

2. 1. 2 System Error Model and Performance 

The system error model discussed in detail in Section 3 takes into 

consideration: (i) the usual instrument error terms which would be ob

tained with the instruments mounted on a stable platform; (2) body angular 

rate sensitive terms (see Section 7); and (3) computational errors (see 

Section 5). This error model was "flown" on a Saturn-Centaur (Voyager 

injection) trajectory with no parking orbit, and the resultant injection 

errors are presented in the Confidential annex appended to this report. 

The total inertial velocity at injection is' approximately I0, 800 m/sec 

(35, 500 ft/sec). Section 3 presents a-detailed discussion of the peiform

ance analysis. The results (3a velocity error of 3.0 m/sec and position 

error of i. Z6 km) clearly demonstrate the feasibility of an accurate boost 

of a spacecraft using the selected strapped-down system configuration in 

place of a conventional IMU. 

2. 1. 3 System Parameters 

Table -2-I provides a summary of the characteristics of the strapped

down IMU. Characteristics of the SIRA were obtained from MSFC where 

certain preliminary'design efforts for such a system are underway. The 

SDC estimates are obtained from Section 6. 

A unit can be an integrator, adder, or sampler as defined in Section 6. 
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Table Z-I. Strapped-Down IMU Characteristics 

Weight Average
Power Size MTBF 

kgm ib (watts) (in.) (hr) 

Computer Subsystem (SDC) 

DDA 7.0 15.5 64 13 x 7 x 5.5 14,000 

GP 8.2 18.0 8Z 14.5x 7.x 5.5 10,000 

Inertial Subsystem (SIRA) 15.9 35.0 26.5* 	 al-ft dia Not 
sphere available 

Gas Supply (7. 5 hr) iZ. 3 Z7.0 Negligible 	 1/2-ft 
3 

Not 
sphere available 

Total IMU 

DDA 35.2 77.5 90.5 

GP 36.3 80.0 108.5 

If a heater is used for temperature control, this number will increase. 

2. Z COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS 

Information pertinent to the "Alternate System" described herein
 

was obtained from work performed by TRW Systems on other contracts.
 

Z. Z. i Alternate Strapped-Down System Description 

Figure Z-2 is a functional block diagram of the alternate configura

tion. The SIRA instruments consist of three single-degree-of-freedom,
 

rate integrating gyros and three pendulous accelerometers, each of which
 

has functionally identical pulse rebalancing electronics. Just as with the
 

selected configuration, each gyro pulse represents an'increment of angle
 

about the gyro input axis. These pulses are accepted as inputs to the SDC 

where they are compensated (for gyro input-axis misalignments, scale factor, 

bias, and mass unbalance terms), and then utilized to compute the attitude 

of the vehicle with respect to an inertial reference frame. 

This system is such,that torquing (or forcing) current is continuously
 
applied.
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Each accelerometer pulse represents an increment of velocity along 

a body axis as was the case with the PIGA's. The pulses are compensated 

for bias, scale factor, and input-axis misalignment. 

The computer interface for both configurations is identical except 

for the following: 

(i) 	 Higher frequency input pulses are received from the 
alternate system. This disadvantage stems from the 
method of processing gyro data in the SIRA, which 
results in a minor increase in input hardware and no 
accuracy improvement. 

(2) 	 The alternate system has more calibration requirements. 
This is a result of the difference in stability of the in
struments used. In order to obtain the required accuracy, 
it is necessary further to calibrate (automatically) gyro 
biases and thrust axis accelerometer scale factor during 
the prelaunch countdown (see Subsection 3.3). 

The error model discussed in Subsection 3. 3 for the alternate 

system is repeated here as Table 2-I. The performance of this system 

on-the Saturn-Centaur (Voyager injection) trajectory previously discussed 

is included in that table: The errors are greater by a factor of 3 over 

the previous system. 

2. 2. 2 Comparison of Systems 

Table Z-Ill compares the physical parameters and performance of 

the selected system and the alternate system. The numbers used for the 

computers are taken from Section 6, and the alternate system SIRA 

physical parameters are from MSFC. The computer numbers for both 

strapped-down systems are considered to be the same. Note that such 

important aspects as cost, development status, and reliability are not 

compared. 
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Table 2-II. Summary of Performance Analysis Typical 
.Electrically Rebalanced Output Axis System 

Error Position Velocity ErrorError tte)(It) 

Error Soorce 


Manitde (3r) 
AVYAVR AVN 

ChamberError, 

Bs
 
x Acel 80pg 290 1020 -- 1.0 22 --

YAc-e1 80 -- -- 1090 -- -- 1.9 
ZAconi 801 930 610 -- 1.3 2.2 -

13-. Correlotei 
woliInerle. 
Reference
 

Alego, t
 
YA- 190 . 1290-- . 5.1 

*ZA,
s 190Pg 1100 100 -- 1.1 0.8 -

Ret1,cateoo Error 

X Acci 105 g 540 2070 -- 1.8 3,9 --
Y Acel iS0Og -- ---- 2070 -- 3.6 
Z Acel 150 g 1740 1140 -- 2.1 -3.9 -

13os Correloted 
withSoole Footor 

X Axoe 190 g/g 330 -4470 -- 0.3 -2.8 --

ScaleFactor 

XAccel 105pg/g 10 2200 - 10.2 4.5 -

Noic..ority 
X Ac-l 90pgg 050 1950 -- 0.9 3 9 --

Gyro Choaeel 
Error, 

Bias 
6 

X Gyro 0 deg/hr -. .- 1870 -- -- 7.0 
Y Gyro 9.16deg/hr 3490 -349C -- 5.1 -13.9 
Z Gyro 0 16dog/hr .. .. 3900 -- -- 8. 

Sp- Axe-

Ma.. Ublace 

X Gyro 0.12 deg/hr/g .- .. 2490 .. 8.4.-


Bios Correloted
 
with Spec Axc
 
tinbal-e 

X Gyro 0.60 dog/hr .. .. 5400 .. .. 14.0 
Vbrateoon Induoed 

Drift Rote 

X Gyro 0.06 dog/hr .. .. 690 -. 2.7.. 


Y Gyro 0.06deg/hr 1380 1380 -- 1.8 -5.1 -
z Gyro 0.06deg/hr -- 0190 ---. -- 3.0 

ScoleFactor 
Y Gyro 180X 1o- 360 -450 -- 0.3 -2.1 -

dog/dog
 
Noodleore ty
 

6 

Y Gyro go X 10- 180 -200 -- 0.3 
 -1.2 -. 

deg/deg
 
Gyro Ahgnent 

X Gyro to Y 
Axo 60 orcooc .. .. 150 .. 2.1.. 


Aeimxth 60.orc - -- 4290 .. .. 7.2 

RSS 4460 5710 8900 6.6 17.6 22.5 

RS3 of AP.., AVel 11.4760t 29.3 Ulle 
3,498 S.9 m/ec 
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Table 2-11I. Comparison of Selected and Alternate Systems 

Weight SteadySystem State Attitude Velocity Position 
Power Rate Error Error 

(kgm) (ib) (watts) Limitation (3w) (3w) 

Selected System 19.With DDA 35.2 77.5 90.5* ft/sec I 14.00ft] 

With GP 36.3* 80.0 t08.5*** 60 deg/sec (3.0 m/sec)] i.26 kmj 

Alternate System 
With DDA 15.7 34.5 142 1iz,z00 ft]131.4 ft/sec I 

With GP 16.8 37.0 160 10 deg/sec (9.6 m/sec)] [ 3.66 kmJ 

Includes 7.5-hr gas supply. 

Will take transients up to rate indicated for GP, but 
sustained rate limitations are much lower (See Subsection 2. 5.) 

Does not include heater. 

2.3 KINEMATICAL REPRESENTATION STUDIES 

This subsection summarizes investigations of various kinematical 

representations which might be used to provide the mathematical angular 

reference relating body attitude to a given inertial attitude. The investi

gations are given a thorough treatment in Section 4. 

Numerous kinematical representations such as these have been
 

developed as shown by the tabulation below:
 

* Three-Parameter Systems 

Three-gimbal Euler angle representation (several 
mechanizations possible) 

Gibbs Vector (alternately known as Rodriguez-
Gayley parameters or vector presentation) 
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* Four-Parameter Systems 

Euler's symmetrical parameters (alternately 
known as Rodriguez parameters) 

Quaternions 

Cayley-Klein parameters 

Four-gimbal Euler angle representation (several 
mechanization possible) 

* Four- to Nine-Parameter Systems 

Direction cosines 

Expansion of this list through the ueveLopment of new techniques is 

feasible, although such an effort is beyond the scope and intent of this 

study. Although ten different names are given above, there are actually 

only seven different systems. 

The three-parameter systems have distinct singularities. For 

certain attitudes of the vehicle and finite body angular rate inputs, the 

required parameter rate is infinite, making it impossible to compute 

fast enough to maintain the attitude reference. For some missions, this 

might present little or no difficulty, as evidenced by the fact that three

gimbal inertial platforms find wide usage. However, there is-no-apparent 

advantage in the use of either of the three-parameter systems, and there 

is an obvious disadvantage in their inflexibility for a complex mission. 

Therefore, the three-parameter systems were not considered as candi

dates for maintenance of the attitude reference. The other techniques 

have no singularities. 

The terminology "four-gimbal Euler angle, " although somewhat 

artificial, will be retained here as the definition of the mathematical 

equivalent of a four-gimbal, all-attitude, inertial platform configuration. 

The three remaining four-parameter systems, Euler symmetrical 

parameters, Quaternions, and Cayley-Klein parameters can each be 

derived independently of the others. Of these, the Cayley-Klein param

eters and the Quaternions use specially defined complex numbers (some

times termed hypercomplex) and operations. Section 4 demonstrates that 
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the four independent parameters of each of these systems are identical. 

Thus, if one begins either with Cayley-Klein parameters or with Quater

nions and derives a matrix defining the functional relationship between a 

rate of change of the parameter and the body angular rate of change, that 

particular matrix will be identical for all three systems. The fundamental 

requirement of the analytic platform is that it be able to transform the 

vectors from body space to inertial space, and vice-versa. The equations 

relating the direction cosines to the independent parameters of the Euler 

symmetrical, Cayley-Klein, and Quaternion representations are also 

identical. Thus, in this sense all three systems are equivalent. 

This equivalence greatly simplifies the problem. It remains only 

to evaluate the relative merits of direction cosines, Euler symmetrical 

parameters and the four-gimbal Euler angle system. The evaluation 

criteria here involve the computer requirements (both memory and timing 

for both GP and DDA) and accuracy considerations. 

While body rates are not directly available in any presently known 

accurate strapped-down implementation, incremental body angles are 

available. Therefore, each of the algorithms must be expanded to per

form an approximate integration (see Section 4). An obvious choice would 

be either a first- or second-order Taylor's series. Several other expan

sions are readily available, but studies of alternate expansions for the 

direction cosine parameters (see Subsection 4. 3) have indicated a clear 

preference for the Taylor's series expansion. Computer requirements 

established for these systems are summarized in Table 2-IV. 

It is obvious from the table that there is an advantage to the use of 

direction cosines for the maintenance of the analytic reference from the 

point of view of computer timing and memory. There appears to be no 

physical reason why the accuracy of direction cosine reference would be 

surpassed by the use of either of the other candidates. The proper investi

gation of accuracy would require a computer simulation, since a solution 

to this problem is not amenable io a hand analysis. 
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Table ?-IV. Estimates for Parameter Updating and 
Forming the Direction Cosine Matrix 

GP ESTIMATES DDA
ESTIMATES 

Memory Estimates Timing Estimate (irsec)
(Words) 

NumberKinematical Representation 
of UniteRsequied 

Program and General TRW GP Computer 
Cnstan 

Variable 

irection Cosines 

First-order Taylor's series 58 21 13.A + IM 2.58 27 

Second-orderTaylor's series 88 21 156A + 30M 3.66 

Euler Symmetrical Parameters 

First-orderTaylor's series 143 28 154A + 22M 3.08 50
 

Second-order Taylor's series 163 Z8 167A + ZgM 3.7
 

Four-Gimbal Euler Angle + 

First-order Taylor's series Z21 45 320A + 66M 7.8Z 70 
Second-order Taylor's series 397 66 5isA + ItMti i2. 17 

A = Add times 

M = Multiply times
 
5 Net considered necessary because of high computational rates available for DDA
 
- Assumes that a small angle approximation is valid for the redundant gimbal
 

Further, several expansions of each alternate parameter plus numerous 

inputs would be required. Because of these considerations, direction 

cosines were selected for further study. 

In addition to providing the background for the above discussion, 

Section 4 contains a description of all the kinematical representations 

considered, some discussions of their properties, and a presentation of 

the equations applicable to this study. Inaddition, the second-order 

Taylor's series expansion for the Euler symmetrical parameters and the 

four-gimbal Euler angle system are presented; Finally, further dis

cussion of the computer requirements for the selected representations 

is given. 
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2. 4 COMPUTER EQUATIONS AND PERFORMANCE 

This subsection provides a brief summary of the work presented in 

Section 5, which includes all computer equations as well as software error 

analysis. 

As implied in Subsection Z. i, discussions with MSFC early in the 

study phase established that the following operations be performed by an 

SDC: 

(i) Inertial instrument error compensation 

(Z) Attitude reference equations 

(3) Acceleration integration in inertial coordinates 

(4) Prelaunch alignment 

(5) Linear interpolation of guidance commands 

(6) Generation of attitude error signals 

(7) Computation of the vehicle body rates as measured by 
the gyros. 

All equations required for the above and derived in forms suitable 

for both DDA and GP mechanization are presented in Section 5. In several 

cases, more than one set of equations was considered. 

The accuracy of only three sets of the above equations is critical to 

the proper performance of the strapped-down system. That is, if the 

computer errors for the attitude reference, velocity integration, and align

ment equations are made sufficiently small by the selection of the proper 

equations word size and iteration rate, it will follow that the errors made 

by the same computer on the other computations are completely negligible. 

Thus, accuracy analyses were limited to those areas. 

2. 4. i Direction Cosine Computation Errors 

The direction cosine equations used for the attitude reference were 

expanded with a Taylor's series to provide an algorithm suitable for use 

in a spacecraft digital computer. Two other expansions, Backwards 

Differencing and Algorithm A (a Runge-Kutta technique modified to improve 

accuracy) were compared with a first- and second-order Taylor's series 
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expansion for accuracy when subjected to coning motion of the vehicle. 

The results are summarized in the graph of Figure 2-3, which is an em

pirically obtained normalized curve from which the error resulting from 

an input of two orthogonal sinusoidal rates of equal amplitude and 90-deg 

phase shift can be calculated. The error of any of the four algorithms 

for any limit cycle amplitude, frequency, and computer sampling interval 

may be found as follows: 

(i) 	 Normalize the computer sampling interval with respect to 
the limit cycle period. For example, the normalized 
sampling interval for a 0. 5-cps signal and a 20-msec 
sampling interval is 0. 02T/2. 0 = 0. OtT. 

(Z) 	 Obtain the percent error from the normalized graph. 
For instance, the percent error for the Taylor's series 
is 0. 1% for the 0. 5 cps signal and a 20-msec sampling 
interval. 

(3) 	 Calculate the correct vehicle coning rate in the desired 
units. For a 0. 5-cps signal with an amplitude of 0. i rad, 
the vehicle coning rate is 

- 4
W, = 	 (0. 0i) 

Z 
(i) (0.5) = 1.5708 x 10 rad/sec 

w' = 0. 5655 rad/hr = 32. 403 deg/hr 

(4) 	 The coning error is 0. 1% of 32.4 deg/hr or an equivalent 
drift of 0. 034 deg/hr. 

The results of Figure 2-3 and the relative complexity of the com

puter equations led to a clear choice of the Taylor's series expansion for 

maintenance of the s titude reference. -

An analysis of the errors made when the vehicle turns at a constant 

rate about one axis (termed slewing) was also made, and analytical error 

terms were derived. The results of that analysis are summarized in 

Table 2-V. The incremental angle is designated-A. The second-order 

Taylor's series' primary advantage is the reduction of the scale factor 

error. The choice of first or second order is a tradeoff between the 

available computer space, maximum available computation rate, and the 

required accuracy. 
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Figure Z-3. Coning Study Results 

Table Z-V. Direction Cosine Slewing Errors 

Single Axis Slew Three Axis Slew 

Scale Factor Per Cycle Scale Factor Per Cycle 
Error Angle Error Error' Angle Error 

First-order 
3Taylor's series i + A

2 
- A "2 343 4 _.3 

19A/4 

Taylor's series 
Second-order -\i+A14 +A/ -A3 

2 
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In Table Z-VI below, the errors for both algorithms are tabulated 

for four different sampling rates. From the table, it appears that the 

first-order Taylor~s series meets a drift criterion-of 0.01 deg/hr if 

sampled faster than every 6.4 msec, and the second-order Taylor's 

series meets that drift criterion if sampled faster than every 8.5 msec. 

In the error analysis of Section 3, it has been conser vatively assumed 

that a 10-msec computation time will be available and a second-order 

expansion used, resulting in an error of 0. 015 deg/hr (3o). 

Table 2-VI. Results of Attitude Reference Error Studies 

Drift Errors of the Drsft Errors of the 
First-Order Taylor's Series Second-Order Taylor'sSeries 

-
(10 deg/hr) (IS deg/hr) 

Computer Sampling Rate in rnsec 15 to 7.5 5 " 2 15 :'I01.S': 7.5 5 

Stewing Errors 
(noaxnurn rate=6deg/sec) 5.37 2.3 1.34 0.6 0.0956 2.69 1 0.67 0.3 0.033 

Comeng Errors 
(0.05 deg at 3 cps) 2.07 1.0 0.044 0.028 0.0081 2.07 1. 0.044 0.028 0.0081 

RSS 3r 5.76 2.51 1.34 0.6 0.096 3.39 "I52 0.67 0.3 0.033 

During a i000-sec flight, the second-order Taylor's series-would 

update the direction cosines 100,000 times. Suppose it is desired to keep 

the roundoff error less than 13 arc sec. An unjustifiably conservative 

approach would assume roundoff additive and yield a requirement of 

-13 arc sec x 4.85 x 106 rad/arc sec = 6.31 x 10 10 rad 

which would require 31 bits. 

A much more realistic approach is to divide the attitude error at 

injection by the 4 _i,. i. e_., 

613x.8 xi -8
 
AG = 13 x 4.85 x 10 10 x 4.85 x 13 -7
 

3. 16 01 

which is equivalent to a word length of 23 bits. 
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Thus the required word length for the attitude reference equations
 

is estimated to be between 23 and 31 bits. The actual word length re

quired will be obtained from the next phase of the study by performing 

hypocomp simulations of typical trajectories, and is likely to be near 

23 bits. 

If a DDA is used, the roundoff errors are likely to be negligible as 

a result of the nature of the DDA operation. 

'2.4. 2 Alignment Study 

Two methods of alignment were simulated. Quantization of the 

input was not simulated. The results show that the constant-gain filter 

methods may be used for the alignment but will require almost an hour 

to reduce an initial error of i deg to less than 20 arc sec. Also, both 

alignment methods presented in Section 5 may be used although the first 

method, a servoing technique, is preferable. 

Since the constant gain filters require a long calibration time, it is 

recommended that a variable gain filter be used (such as a Kalman filter). 

Since it is desirable to align up to launch time, it is also suggested that 

the variable gains be changed to constant gains of i0 - 5 
when the alignment 

has attained an accuracy of about 10 arc sec. 

2.4. 3 Acceleration Integration 

A preliminary examination of the acceleration integration equations 

accuracy is presented in Subsection 5.4. 

The software errors of these equations are examined inthat section. 

with consideration given neither to computer quantization errors nor to 

errors associated with the fact that the accelerometers are not all located 

at the same point. These errors will be analyzed in Phase 2 of the MSFC 

study. 

Furthermore, the work performed to date is not sufficient to support 

a specific prediction in the velocity and position errors at the end of a 

nominal flight. Sufficient work has been accomplished however to 

indicate the likelihood that these errors can be kept under 0. 3 m/sec 

(i ft/sec) per axis. 
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Since the acceleration-integration errors are nonlinear functions of 

the vehicle accelerations, vehicle angular motions, and the equation-itera

tion rate, the acceleration integration accuracy must be obtained from 

simulation. Since the errors are nonlinear, different combinations of 

vehicle motions and accelerations must also be simulated. 

The word length requirements for a general purpose computer were 

estimated to be between 18 and 26 bits. These word lengths were arrived 

at by dividing the desired quantization error by the number of computer 

cycles during a flight, n (conservative approach, Z6 bits), and by dividing 

by the' 4"A (optimistic approach, 18 bits). The actual word length require

ment will be verified in Phase 2 of the study with simulations. 

2. 5 COMPUTER STUDIES 

Table Z-VII illustrates some of the basic differences between the 

DDA and GP approach. 

Table 2-VII. Comparison of GP and DDA Approach 

DDA DDA 
Characteristic (Simplest With GP 

Equation Set) Extrapolation Computer 

Iteration time (msec) 1. 072 1.568 7.5 to 8.6 

Integrated circuits 553 636 1, i1i 

Memory size (bits) 9,464 12,428 18,43Z 

Power (watts) 64 68 82 

Weight (lb) 15.5 15.5 18.0 

Reliability MTBF (hr) 14, 000 13, 200 10,600 

Computer size (in. 
3 ) 1

3 
x7x5.5 1 3 

x7x5.5 1
4 
.6x7x5.5 

Flexibility Poor Poor Good 
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The response time or iteration time for both systems differs by a 

factor of 7 for the simplest set of equations considered. The maximum 

iteration time given for the GP device assumes a much more complicated 

set of equations than for the DDA but does not differ much from the mini

mum time. The exact nature of these equations is given in Section 5, and 

the assumptions inherent in the estimates are given in Section 6. 

The GP device is able to track at maximum input angular rates of 

60 deg/sec per axis. Consider the DDA using the simplest equation set. 

Under these conditions, it is possible for the DDA solution to lag behind 

if the gyro inputs are at their maximum rate. For a full 16-bit accumu

lator (input time buffer), it would take the DDA (216 ) (. 072 msec) = 7 sec 

to countdown and process the data obtained for a 60-deg rotation at maxi

mum rate (10 arc sec or 17-bit SAP encoder assumed). The GP device, 

on the other hand, does not have this difficulty. Generally, the solution 

within the GP will have slightly greater errors for 60 deg/sec inputs, but 

a sustained input rate of this magnitude for the DDA as designed would 

effectively cause a loss of reference. The GP output solution will lag 

somewhat, since the output devices are countdown counters and would prob

ably operate at about 512 kpps. Transients of 60 deg/sec can be tolerated 

with the DDA. 

Thus for nominal input data rates (less than 1. 4 deg/sec), the DDA 

can initiate the first increment of the solution within 1. 072 msec. The GP 

computer would require a minimum of 7.5 msec. The DDA will thus have 

slightly better accuracy for the range of rates likely to occur during a 

Saturn boost, and can provide the attitude error signals for these rates 

with much less pure time delay. 

The GP device can take advantage of the fact that some calculations 

are not required every iteration. Thus the computational workload can be 

shared over many iterations. The DDA cannot use this freedom to any 

particular advantage. 

Of considerable importance is the flexibility involved in using these 

devices. Certain items such as constants and scale factors may be changed 
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within the DDA. However, the sequence and type of instructions are 

essentially wired in, and changes would necessitate the replacement or 

modification of the core stack. 

In summary, then, the GP approach affords more flexibility and the 

ability to maintain tracking at high turning rates, all at the expense of 

added hardware and slightly reduced accuracy with a nominal environment. 

The DDA involves less hardware, yields a faster solution for mod

erate turning rates, but loses accuracy when high rates are maintained 

over any extended period of time. The DDA also lacks the flexibility 

inherent in a GP approach. It does have slight weight, power, and relia

bility advantages. 

The above considerations have led to the recommendation of a 

GP design. The addition of guidance equations (prediction and steering 

equations) to the computational load would strengthen this decision. 

Other possible requirements, such as automatic self-check and execu

tion of discrete time-dependent commands, would further favor a GP 

decision. 

2.6 RATE-SENSITIVE ERROR TERMS 

The literature on inertial guidance systems contains extensive 

analyses of instrument errors. These analyses generally neglect effects 

of body angular rates because the components are mounted on an inertial 

platform. Thus it was necessary (see Section 7, summarized briefly 

here) to derive the equations of motion for a single-degree-of-freedom 

gyro when mounted on a single-axis platform (used either as a SAP or 

PIGA). The transfer functions for the drive servos were obtained from 

MSFC. The error terms obtained are a function of the dynamic environ

ment to which the instruments are exposed, and hence Saturn flight data 

were analyzed to develop a representative input to the error model. 

The angular rate-sensitive error terms are listed in the following 

two tables. Table Z-VIII presents the SAP drift-rate terms, their causes, 

and the errors resulting from the assumed environment. Table 2-DC 

presents similar information pertaining to the PIGA. These terms are 
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approximations that will be verified by a computer analysis in the second 

phase of the study. The SAP terms in Table Z-VIII are based on the follow

ing assumptions which are discussed in detail in Section 7. 

(i) 	 Platform rotation angle (9 p) remains essentially constant. 

(Z) 	 Forcing functions are generally periodic in nature. 

(3) 	 The float angle (e) and the platform angle rate (E ) are 
not excited by the SAP spin axis component of vehicle 
angular velocity (w3 ). 

(4) 	 Superposition is used in certain applications where it 
is not rigorously permissible. 

(5) 	 Product of inertia and anisoinertia terms that appear 
in the Output Axis Equation are negligible. 

(6) 	 Most of the "cross-product" terms from the derivation 
of the Input Axis Equation are negligible. 

The above assumptions generally apply to the PIGA terms in Table 

2-IX with one fundamental difference. Due to the rotation of the PIGA, it 

was further assumed that drift rectification effects would be negligible as 

a result of the averaging effects of the table rotation. 

The following notation is used in Tables Z-VIII and Z-IX: 

P = 	 Pendulosity of PICA 

H = 	 Magnitude of angular momentum component 
pertaining to gyro spinning wheel 

16Z,"o 3 = Component magnitudes of vehicle angular 
velocity along the platform axes 

Q1QzQ3 = Amplitudes of vibrational forms of wi," 2 c 3 

I = Moment of inertia of float about its output axis 
y 

0 = 	 Output axis angle (between float and platform) 

o = 	 Input axis angle (between platform and vehicle)
P 

qVjZ,4j3, P4 = Phase angles of wZ relative to w3, Le' 
relative to w3, LPe' relative to W3, and 

w)3 relative to w3' respectively. 

= Magnitude of transfer function ±

= Phase shift of transfer function 
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Table 2-VIII. Approximate Drift Rate Errors and Causes 

Tumerical 

Error Value, deg/hr, 
No. Error Cause Error Term WorstCase) 

.1 t tare fixed torques, mass Le'
 

unbalances, anisoelasticity
 

(MSFC error model)
 

e
 

C2 Ramp input of . (constant angu-
Negligiblelar acceleration during finite -L&,2

Hra'Z
 
time interval) 	 r 

£3 	 Rectification due to sinusoidal 'ae 0 0(L
 

inputs of i and 0)3 2 3 "c'@ - 0.003
 

£4 	 Rectification due to sinusoidal
 

inputs ofLet and (Le' are i I , e \
. 3 

MuBs and Mubi activated by !F£eel 03 cos L '2) Negligible 

vibration inputs) 

e5 	 Rectification due to sinusuidal i . 

inputs of Le'and. 3 (Lp' L 03 case - 0.020 
pe 3~ !HTp pe 3 1ts

friction torques or mass un- pe L.
 

balances excited by vibration)
 

-

66 Rectification due to sinusoidal 

inputs of . and .3 (different ± flrr f U cos - Negligible 
e ZNH 523 cos(k 2propagation throughloop than 

£7 	 Rectification due tosinusoidal X2 ($- N g
 
prpagt hroughlooptha(difernt £4 2 H0 t b
 

inputs of Le'and. 3 (different ! L et '3 col r Negligible 

propagationthroughloop than c') r
j e e 

e9 	 Rectification due to sinusoidal 

inputs of wX and 03 (maximum X 

value occurs when x and w3 f frX3 Cos 0.Oi 

are in phase) 

See MSFC supplied error model of Section 3. 
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Table 2-IX. Acceleration Measurement Errors and Causes 

Errors Error Cause Error Term 

AA L e ' are bias, scale factor errors (MSFC error Le 

model) P 

AA 2 Ramp input of wZ (constant output axis angular I 
acceleration during finite time interval. -- py( 
Negligible error. 

AA 3 Any form of component of vehicle angular Hr 
velocity along PICA input axis (compensated P WX 
for in the computer). 

2.7 ENCODER STUDIES 

2. 7. 1 Background 

This subsection briefly summarizes the survey of digital encoders 

described in Section 8 in more detail. The-survey was concentrated on 

encoders having a resolution of 10 arc sec (17 bits) or better. Present 

studies indicate that this resolution is sufficient for the SAP. The en

coder presently used on the PICA has adequate resolution (0. 05 m/sec). 

Two of the encoders considered, namely the theodosyn and inductosyn, 

are particularly suited for SAP angle readout. Briefly, the theodosyn sys

tem consists of a complex electro-optical transducer and the associated 

digitizing circuits; the inductosyn is in essence a multi-pole air-core 

resolver. 

The results of the study are tabulated in Table Z-X. The following 

paragraphs are applicable to this table. 

2. 7. 2 Shaft Readout Devices 

For the most part, Table Z-X is limited to devices whose resolutioi 

and accuracy figures meet the requirements of 217 bits or better. Excep

tion to this criterion was taken only when a particular type of encoder was 

not commercially available with the desired range, resolution, and accuracy. 

In this case, the closest available resolution is given. Table 2-X is based 

on information obtained from the references given for Section 8 and on dis

cussions with the manufacturers. 

These studies will be refined in Phase 2. 
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Table Z-X. Shaft-Angle Readout Devices 

PR-toUetin Accuracy " Trade Transducer Power Coot~Weight(s 0 pt e 	 P rCs(bit.) (aro/ec) 00tp0 Vondor NName ameter (lb) Type liabllity Remarks(Sre (ie.) 

18 .5 Absolute Baldwin 4.6.9.9 36 25 coded 8620.00 Discrete circuit 
(include, (includes optical (includet component.
elentronics) electronics) di.e electronits) 

19 .2.5 Incrementcl Wayne 	 Digicyn 2.5 6 6.5 25 Photo-	 Discetecexcult 
George 	 (include lnrludee electric Doetponentss 

electronic.) cellelectronic,) 


(strobe
 
lamp) 

13 *40 Absolute Norde- 3.2x 1.75 - 1.0 Mageetic 

Ul *150 Incremental Date Inroyn Z x 4.1 	 1.1 0.9 ReluctanteTech 	 (includes (includee 
electrone.s) electronics 

19 *2.5 Incremental Norden 	 Microgyn 5.3 a 3.5 4.5 150 Capacitive Discreteeircuittcomponents5.0 (includes

electronic,)(includes 

electronic.)' ' 
i'--"' ,
• ~','o.' . o ... 8b -- "COdcho,1 sgao 

19 a5 Abeolute Norden 4 x 1.75 0.8 0.4 V-brah 
mechanical 

18 to Absolute Solvere 	 High 1.5 . 5.4 2.3 5.0 Reeolver 
acecaracy 
reeolver 



The explanatory notes given below define the headings of Table 2-X. 

* 	 Resolution. The binary exponent of the encoder single 
turn quantization level. A 7-bit encoder resolves 
27 

128 elements per turn (360 deg) of the input shaft. 

* 	 Accuracy. A measure of the absolute location of resolu
tion elements on the encoder circle. 

" 	 Transducer Size. The dimensions of the transducer 
envelope. Most encoders have a servo type cylindrical 
package, and the length listed includes the input shaft. 

" 	 Weight. Weight of the transducer unit, excluding any 
external electronics package unless otherwise noted. 
(The weight of high resolution encoders electronics is 
typically much higher than that for the transducer.) 

* 	 Power. Input power required to operate the transducer 
assembly. (Power requirements of high resolution 
encoder electronics are typically much higher than those 
of the transducer. ) 

* 	 Type. An indication of the type of system, i.e., optical, 
magnetic, or mechanical (brushes). The various ap
proaches are outlined in Section 8. 

" 	 Cost. Since most encoders are supplied to special order, 
few vendors maintain standard price lists. Single unit 
prices are included where possible. 

" 	 Reliability. The basis for the noted MTBF (theodosyn) 
is not known. The reliability calculations for the inductosyn 
are given in Subsection 5. 2, Table 5-111. 

2. 7. 3 Inductosyn and Theodosyn Systems 

As stated, it appears the inductosyn or theodosyn system is a suit

able 	encoder for the SAP. The reasons for not considering other devices 

are 	summarized briefly in the following paragraphs. 

Briefly, the magnetic and reluctance devices do not comply with 

the resolution and accuracy requirements. 

The Baldwin Company's coded optical disc and the Wayne George 

Company's digisyn are too heavy and are not readily adaptable to the 

envisioned configuration of the SAP. The same is true of the Norden 
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Company's m,icrogyn device. Additionally, the use of a motor and the
 

fact that capacitive transducers are normally very susceptible to elec

trical noise are arguments against the choice of the microgyn.
 

The reliability of Norden's mechanical encoder is suspect because
 

of its brush surface contact.
 

A single-speed, high-accuracy resolver is normally very sensitive 

to null shifts caused by thermal or mechanical environments (shock, vibra

tion, etc. ). An inductosyn has a weight advantage over a multipole 

resolver. 

The theodosyn and the" inductosyn encoding systems have certain 

inherent desirable characteristics. However, each system has advantages 

and disadvantages with respect to the other: 

(i) 	 The mechanical simplicity of the inductosyn trans
ducer vs the mechanical complexity of the theodosyn 
transducer.
 

(2) 	 The simplicity of the theodosyn digitizing circuitry 
vs the relative complexity of the signal processing 
circuits associated with the inductosyn system. 

From the mechanical aspect, the inductosyn transducer is preferred. 

The inductosyn's mechanical advantages are even more pronounced in 

view of the fact that the rotor and the stator may be directly printed (in 

reasonably convenient sizes such as 3, 7, and 12 in. diameters) onto the 

moving and the stationary components of a customer's rotary device. 

Special tailoring of the rotor and stator sizes is also available. From 

the design aspect of a sophisticated rotary instrument, this mechanical 

simplicity is welcome. On the other hand, the theodosyn offers advantagds 

from the viewpoint of implementing the processing circuitry. 

The principal circuit advantages of the theodosyn System compared 

with the inductosyn system are enumerated below: 

(1) The theodosyn transducer divides one shaft revolution 
into 9.9 (approximately) ,arc'sec increments, while 
the inductosyn zero-crossing output occurs every 
degree. Hence, the inductosyn must be supplemented 
by electrical circuits to provide the desired digital 
resolution. 
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(2) The theodosyn provides a quadrature signal. Hence, 
the directional information need not be supplied by 
the circuitry as it is in the case of the inductosyn system. 
Also, the sine-cosine relationship may be used to 
eliminate logical ambiguities. With the inductosyn 
system, the ambiguities occurring in the transition 
region (the end of a given degree increment and start 
of the successive one) must be considered in the design 
of the processing circuitry. 

(3) 	 Although both circuits operate on a sinusoidal 
transducer signal output, the inductosyn system 
requires waveform tolerances much tighter than 
those of the theodosyn system. 

(4) 	 Other characteristics of the two systems, such as 
instrument errors, small signal level output, disc 
ruling accuracy (theodosyn) and printing accuracy 
(inductosyn), are approximately equivalent. 

2.8 	 ELECTRICALLY REBALANCED OUTPUT AXES SYSTEM 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The major portion of the study was oriented towards the single

axis platform method of the strapped-down system. Section 9 was thus 
included in order to introduce an alternate technique of electrically 

rebalancing the output axis of a gyro. It includes a tutorial- discussion 
of the fundamentals of pulse torquing, a classification of systems (see 

Figure 2-4), and some considerations of the electronic circuitry required 

for pulse torquing. 

Z. 9 	 INSTRUMENT STUDIES 

The 	purpose of this subsection is to present the major features and 
performance parameters associated with typical inertial quality gyros 

and accelerometers suitable for strapped-down guidance applications. 

While the lists are by no means exhaustive, the items described repre
sent a reasonable cross-section of the instruments presently available. 
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Figure 2-4. Classification of Electrically Rebalanced Output Axis Systems 



The various sensors listed below are described in the CONFIDENTIAL 

annex appended to this report. 

Manufacturer Model 

Single-Degree-of-Freedom Gyros 

Honeywell GG-87 

Honeywell GG-327 (Prototype 
for GG334) 

Kearfott 2590 

Kearfott 2566 

Kearfott 2542/2543 

MIT 25 IRIG 

NASA/Bendix AB-5 

Nortronics GI-Mi 

Nortronics GI-K7 

Sperry SYG 1000 

Accelerometers 

Pendulous Integrating Gyros 

Honeywell GGi62/GGZZ6 

Kearfott KAIG 

MIT 16 PIGA 

NASA/Bendix AB-3 

Magnetic Drag Cup Gyros 

Autonetics VM4A 

Vibrating String Gyros 

Arma D4E
 

Force Balance Gyros 

Bell Mod VII 

Donner 4310 

Honeywell GGi77 

Honeywell GG1 16 

Kearfott 2401 
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The gyro and accelerometer parameters presented in the appended 

tables were obtained from such sources as test reports, proposal infor

mation, and sales brochures. Much of the test data used were based on 

results obtained from only one or two instruments; and, in some cases, 

the test specimens were prototypes or early production-lot models. 

Hence, the results may not represent the performance of the population 

of instruments currently being produced. These uncertainties were ac

counted for as the tables were compiled, particularly in the area of per

formance parameters. An attempt was made to adjust the various esti

mates to a common level based on engineering judgment so that meaningful 

comparisons could be made between the various instruments. 

Only single-degree-of-freedom units were included. Each of the 

single-degree-of-freedom gyros listed must be operated'with its float 

near pickoff null. This can be accomplished by using a single-axis stable 

platform which maintains the gyro near null by means of angular position 

feedback. Another technique is to attach the gyro case rigidly to the 

vehicle and servo the float to pickoff null by means of electrically excited 

rebalance torques. The torque-to-balance loop may be of a pulsed or 

analog type. In either case, an integration of the rebalance torque current is 

generally required for angle readout and is usually obtained by counting 

the torque pulses or the output of a voltage- (torquer current) to-frequency 

converter, more generally an A/D converter. The characteristics of the 

rebalance loops are not included in the appended tables. 

A variety of accelerometers considered feasible for this application 

has been included in the tables. The integrating types (PICA's, velocity 

meter, and VSA) are body-mounted and require only servo rebalance 

electronics for operation. Note that the PIGA type sensors are gyro

scopic devices and therefore highly sensitive to angular rate, a factor 

which must be considered in the system design. The force balance accel

erometers require a servo loop to maintain the seismic mass at pickoff 

null. As with the torqued gyros, the rebalance current must be integrated 

either by means of counting a pulsed rebalance currentor, in the analog 

case, by counting the frequency output of a voltage-to-frequency converter. 

The characteristics of these electronic assemblies have not been included 

in the tables in the CONFIDENTIAL annex. 
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3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

A flight error analysis was made for both candidate configurations. 

The configuration selected for detailed study has the gyros and acceler

ometers strapped to the body, with each gyro having one degree of free

dom about the input axis, i.e., it is a single-axis platform. The case of 

the gyro is rotated through the angle required to null the component of 

angular velocity along the specified body axis. This angle is ideally equal 

and opposite to the angle through which the missile has rotated about the 

same axis. 

Instrument performance appropriate for use on a stable platform 

was supplied by MSFC. When used in the strapped-down configuration, 

additional errors occurred as a result of body angular rates. The magni

tudes of these terms are derived in Section 7. Error terms -resulting 

from alignment and computer errors are derived in Section 5. Additional 

environmental effects from temperature and pressure perturbations are 

included here. The computational errors are small with respect to the 

hardware errors.
 

The trajectory used was generated from an existing TRW Saturn-

Centaur (Voyager injection trajectory) by eliminating the parking orbit 

and terminating the Centaur second burn at the same inertial velocity as 

the reference trajectory supplied by MSFC. Subsection 3. 1 defines this 

trajectory. A comparison of the trajectories showed that the TRW trajec

tory could adequately be substituted for the reference trajectory supplied 

by MSFC. 

- Two different orientations of the pitch and yaw gyro SAP output axes 

were considered, with one orientation of the roll gyro and the accelerom

eters studied. The total error model, which included the pitch and yaw 

gyro orientations leading to the smallest errors, gives a 3a velocity of 

3.0 m/sec. 

Subsections 3. 2 and 3. 3 present the error model and performance 

results for the selected and alternate-system, respectively. 
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3. i TRAJECTORY DEFINITIONS 

MSFC supplied a reference trajectory to be used for the error 

analysis of the body fixed 3-axis reference system. A study of this 

trajectory shows that the reference trajectory was made in the following 

way: 

(i) A three dimensional simulation of the Saturn booster 
with a full engine model (not given explicitly), 

(2) A two dimensional pitch plane simulation using a 
calculus of variation techniques for both the Saturn 
S-IB and the Centaur (no lift considered), and 

(3) A circular orbit between the Centaur burns, 
in parking orbit equal to zero. 

but time 

The coordinate system used is an Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) sys

tem with X along the azimuth, Y parallel to astronomic vertical at the 

launch site and passing through the center of the earth, and Z to complete 

an orthogonal triad. 

To make direct use of the trajectory supplied would require copying 

of position, velocity, and acceleration components at each time point, 

transferring these data to punched cards, and coding a special program 

to convert the card data to the proper tape format used by the error 

analysis program. This would ignore the small difference between the 

ECI-plumb line system used by MSFC and the ECI-Greenwich or Vernal 

Equinox oriented system used by TRW. 

The fastest and most economical way to make a trajectory similar 

to the MSFC reference trajectory, for use with the error analysis program, 

was to modify the Saturn-Centaur trajdctory in existence at TRW for 

25 June i971 with a 7-min parking orbit, eliminating the coast and 

terminating the second Centaur burn at the same inertial velocity as 

the reference trajectory. 

Figures 3-i bthrough 3-4 show how the TRW trajectory compares to the 

MSFC reference trajectory. Figure 3-1 is a plot of the inertial velocity 

as a function of time. Figure 3-2 shows the altitudes. Figure 3-3 is a 

plot of the flight path angles. The flight path angle as plotted is the com

plement of THETD given in the MSFC trajectory. Figure 3-4 shows the 
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Figure 3-f. Inertial Velocity as a Function of Flight Time 
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Figure 3-3. Flight Path Angle as a Function of Flight Time 
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Figure 3-4. 	 Comparison of Cutoff Times of Various 
Stages of Powered Flight 

relative cutoff times of the various stages. This trajectory was accepted 

by MSFC for error analysis purposes. 

3. 2 SELECTED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

3. 2. 1 Error Model 

The general system model is composed of instrument errors, 

equation errors, and computational truncation and roundoff errors. The 

equations and computer requirements were established to make most of 

these "software" errors negligible with respect to the "hardware" errors. 

Of these "software" errors, only the drift and alignmenterrors are large 

enough to require inclusion in the following discussion (see Section 5). 

This section also presents the mathematical forms of the error model 

equations of the Strapped-down Inertial Reference Assembly (SIRA). These 
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equations constitute some modifications of the AB-5 gyro and AB-3 PIGA 

equations which reflect the strapped-down mode. The system model is com

pleted by additional equations representing instrument misalignments. 

3. 2. 2 SIRA Errors 

Reference 7. 4a gives the- models used for the gyros and the 

accelerometers in the stable platform mode. These models are presented 

first. 

3. 2. 2. i Stable Platform Mode 

The AB-5 stabilization gyro cqordinates of Reference 7. 4a are as 

follows: 

Using the coordinate system shown in Figure 3-5, the drift of each 

gyro is given by the equation: 

ep = C + MePao + Musa i + Mua + Eoasa (1)
pep ubs ubi s os i 

where 

C is the constant drift. 

M is a coefficient which linearly relates a component of gyroep 

drift to acceleration along the gyro output axis. This effect 

is caused by variations in turbine torques which result from 

acceleration induced loads acting on the output axis thrust 

pads. 

Mubs is the mass unbalance along the spin reference axis.
 

Muh i is the mass unbalance along the input axis.
 

E is the anisoelastic coefficient

0 

s are the sensed'accelerations along the given axes. 

o, s, i'are output, spin, and input axes. 

a 6 
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S(input axis) .o (Output axis) 

s (Spin axis) 

Figure 3-5. Gyro Model Coordinate 

The equation which characterizes the AB3 PIGA is as follows: 

a = ai + Aa i + B + CT(45 - O) + D (i5 - p) + EaSm 

= (1 + A)a i + [B + CT(
4 5 - 0) + D (15 - p)] + Ea, 

= (I + A)a i + B+ Ea S = a+ a (2) 

where 

a rn is instrument measured acceleration in g units 

is actual acceleration along trunnion axis in g unitsai 2
 

g = 9. 79426 m/sec
 

A is scale factor error coefficient 

B is bias error 

B' is bias error which includes effect of constant temperature and 

gas,pressure
 

CT is temperature sensitivity coefficient 

Q is temperature in degrees Centigrade (nominal 450C) 

D is gas pressure sensitivity coefficient 

p is gas pressure in lblin. (nominal S llb/in. 

E is cross-coupling coefficient 

is acceleration in g units along the accelerometer Is gyro 

wheel spin axis. 

a S 
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In assembling the complete error model, all of the terms of Eq (i) 

are included except the anisoelastic term. Experience indicates that the 

effects of this term will be small. 

Examination of Eq (2) for the indicated acceleration shows that when 

particular values of temperature and gas pressure are substituted in the 

appropriate terms, these terms become additional accelerometer biases 

and thus were not mechanized separately in the error model. For the 

particular values of Q and p, the bias error coefficients are raised to 

account for temperature and pressure effects (see Paragraph 3. 2.2.3). 

Because the spin reference axis is constantly rotating about the input axis 

and has an average value of angular position equal to zero, the accelerom

eter error term proportional to acceleration along the PIGA's gyro wheel 

spin axis can be neglected. 

To make the error model complete, certain additional terms were 

added. Six terms which represent the nonorthogonality of the three accel

erometers labeled Xb, Yb' and Zb are included. The misalignments to

ward the pitch (Yb) axis of the yaw (Zb) and roll (Xb) gyro input axes are 

also included. 

3.2. 2. Z Angular Rate Environment Sensitive Terms 

Equations representing an AB-5 gyro mechanized as a SAP are pre

sented in Section 7. Tabulated there are drift errors E , through c9 

attributed to the strapped-down mode. SAP error term E f is equivalent to 

the- conventional error terms of Eq (2). The drift rate resulting from C 

is negligible for this trajectory. 

The remaining seven SAP error sources, resulting from environ

mental vibrational conditions, are combined with the constant drift term, 

C, by the RSS method (temperature and pressure induced error effects are 

similarly combined with the constant drift term, (C). 

In summary, the portion of the SIRA error model that is attributed 

to a given SAP is Eq (3) and any axis misalignments: 

ep = CRSS + Mepao + Mubi as.+ Eoaa + Mubsa* (3)s 

Note that the accelerations a, and a in Eq (3) refer to vehicle acceleras 

tion components resolved through a SAP rotation angle. 
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Eq (2) characterizes an AB-3 PIGA mounted on a non-rotating base. 

The equations for a body-rfounted PICA are shown in Section 7 (AAi AA2 ,, 

AA 3 ) where AA I is the error for the stable platform mode. 

Error term iSA2 is analogous to drift rate term c 2 and is likewise 

negligible for the reference trajectory. The third term, _AA 3 , represents 

PIGA sensitivity to angular motion of the vehicle about the SAP input axis. 

This term is significant and is therefore compensated for in the computer. 

3. Z. Z. 3 Numerical Coefficients for Error Model* 

•3. 	 2. 3 Instrument Orientation 

The orientation of the gyros and accelerometers is shown in 

Figure 3-7, where the input axes of the accelerometers make equal 

angles with the nominal thrusting direction (xb). The magnitude of the 

angle is cos - 1 (i/ -3) or 54.7355 deg. 

GYRO ORIENTATION 

X6(ROLL) 

0 

0 

,) Zb (YAM) 

S 

I S 

Yb (PITCH) 0 

ACCELEROMETERORIENTATION 

X sb(ROLL) 

II 

0 

V. 	 0 $ Z 

S 0 

0 1 

* ' 

Yb(PITCH)R 

Figure 3-7. Instrument Orientation 

This paragraph is in the Confidential Annex, "Annex of Error and 
Characteristics Tabulations (U)", TRW Document No. 4499-7200. 13-001, 
and includes Eqs (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (8a), (9), (10), and (ii); 
Figure 3-6; and Table 3-I. 
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The advantage of the orientation is that it will tefhd to minimize the 

effect of accelerometer scale factor error on downrange velocity errors. It 

also reduces (on each-axis) the thaximum. sensed acceleration by (i/- -T) 

and insures that each accelerometer will always sense a net positive 

acceleration. For the AB-3 PIGA the fact that the input axis acceleration 

is always a large positive value removes the problem of the threshold 

acceleration. for alignment and insures that the error term proportional 

to spin axis acceleration has zero mean (because of the rotation of the 

PIGA about its input axis) and hence contributes negligible error duridg 

alignment and powered flight. 

No 'study was made to determine whether the accelerometer orient

ation used was optimal. 

It would be possible to initially orient the output axes of the pitch 

and yaw gyros such that the acceleration sensitive errors are minimized; 

however, there wouldbe a serious penalty in added system complexity 

if this were done. To provide some indication of possible performance 

gains, two orientations of the gyro output axes were considered. The 

orientations relative to,the body axes at launch are shown in Figure 3-8. 

Because the reference trajectory has no yaw maneuvers, there is 

no rotation of the case of the yaw gyro about its input axis, and the initial 

gyro axis orientation relative to the body axes is maintained throughout 

the flight. 

The orientation which leads to the smallest pitch or yaw gyro errors 

depends on the relative magnitude of the scales associated with the gyro 

input axis mass unbalance term and the term proportional to the accelera

tion along the gyro output axis. 

Two orientations of the pitch gyro are also considered. Figure 3-9 

shows the orientations of the pitch gyro at launch. Because the case of 

the pitch gyro rotates about the input axis of the gyro as the body rotates 

about the pitch axis, the output and spin reference axes do not retain the 

orientation relative to the body axes shown in Figure 3-9 throughout'the 

flight (see Reference 7. 10). 
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SA: PITCH
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YAW / 

OA 

PITCH 

'Figure 3-8. Two Orientations of Yaw Gyro at Launch 
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(a) PITCH GYRO AT LAUNCH 

IA: PITCH 

OA: -ROLL 

SA: -YAW 
YAW 

IA" 
SA 
S 

PITCH 

OA 

ROLL 

(b)- PITCH GYRO AT LAUNCH 

IA: PITCH 

OA: -YAW 

SA: ROLL 

YAW 
SA 

XIA 
OA 

PITCH 

Figure 3-9. Two Orientations of Pitch Gyro at Launch 
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Table 3-11 gives a coiparison of the error terms which arise for 

the two different orientations of the yaw gyro. Here, because all of the 

thrust is along the body roll axis and the orientation of the gyro axes rel

ative to the body axes does not change during flight, a different error term 

will dominate for each of the two different orientations. 

The results 	are presented in the LV coordinate system, P, R, N. 

The LV coordinate system is established at each trajectory point by 

taking R along the instantaneous radius vector from the center of the 

earth to the vehicle. N is defined by 

VxR
 

where V is 	 the velocity vector, and 
P=RxR
 

to complete 	the right handed system P, R, N. 

Table 3-I. 	 Comparison of Injection Errors (LV) 
for Two Yaw Gyro Orientations * 

Yaw Gyro Error AP AR AN AVP AVR AVN
 
Orientation Term (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/sec) (ft/sec] (ft/sec)
 

"a" 	 Output axis 3 2 547 - - i.0 
acceleration 
term (im) (in) (167m) - - (0.3 m/sec) 

*"b" 	 Input axis 7 7 1370 - - 2.8
 
mass
 
unbalance (2m) (2m) (418m) - (0.9m/sec)
 

Orientation of Gyro Axis
 
Relative to Body Axes "a"l "bi'
 

IA Input Axis Yaw Yaw
 
OA Output Axis -Roll Pitch
 
SA Spin Axis Pitch Roil
 

1Metric equivaldht of the injection errors are shown in parentheses. 
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For the particular scale values, orientation "a" leads to the position 

and velocity errors with smaller magnitudes. - In the error 'nalysis,' 

orientation "a" was used, -which has -the yaw gyro odtput axis along, the "" 

negative of the body roll axis- ahd the spin axis along -the body pitch axis.' 

Table 3-11I compares' the- velocity nd position errors in the Local 

Vertical (LV) coordinate system which arise for the two different orienta

tions of the pitch gyro. 

Examination of Table 3-I1 shows that, for-the scale values used, 

slightly smaller injection errors arise for. orientation "a'' of the'pitch 

gyro which has the output axis along the negative of the bQdy.roll axis and 

the spin axis along the negative of the body yaw axis. In the error analysis 

orientation "a" of the pitch gyro was used. 

Table 3-II. 	 Comparison of Injection Errors (LV) for Two 
Pitch Gyro Orientations 

Pitch 	Gyro AP AR AN AVP AVR 
_rietio Error Toe, lie) (it) (fr) (ft/see) (ft/rc) 

Drift 	 1116 i04 8 1.7 4.6 
(340 o) (336o) (Zo) (0.5 ./.) (1.4 m/too) 

.'opn ts oaso 
l. mass.Iput ad, 
anblano 904 643 5 1.2 2.1 

(Z76m) (9M.) (Zm). (0.4 o/e) (0.6 m/.e) 

t olret~on terr 365 391 2 0.5 ., 1.6 
(i oi (il9m) (0.2 o/o-r) (0.5 m/too)m) (1 o). 

RSS 1482 1336 10 .1 5.3 
(452 m) (407m) (3 m) (0.7 m/sec) 0.6 m/e) 

Drrt 1i16 1104 8 1.7 4.6 
(340 m) (336m) (2 o) (0.5 m/rc) (1.4 m/ocr) 

Spin aism... 
unbaac 

0
 
.,b. ropertot ortr .as-


eblan.o. 915 980 5 1.4 4.0 
(279 m) (299m) (2 m) (0.4 m/er) (1. 2 m/ee) 

Orper errccrlerc

ht=oetcro 360 - 250 2 0.5 0.9, .(I0 m) (76o) (o (0.2 m/) 0.3 /ee) 

RSS 1487 1407 10 2.1 . 6.2(453 m) (456.) (3or (0.7 m/e) (1.9o/crc)9 

Oreton of Gyro Aoe. 

Rceatir totBody Aes ec "b" 

IA loper Mo " 'Poech Poech -
OA Otpet As -Roll - -Ycw
SA poxis -YSp- - Roll 

Mttie eqetvalet of thr fneerton errors eraere o prrenthesis. 

M-,2 qi,,4 . 

3714 

AVN 
(.t/er) 

-

. 

-

-

-m-. 

, . 



3.2.4 	Results 

3
The error model with the v scale values of Table 3-I was used in 

TRW's generalized error analysis program. The resulting position and 

velocity errors are output in a number of coordinate systems. 

The resulting injection errors are shown in Table 3-IV 

The injection errors are: 

Position (3aerror) l257m (4125 ft) 

Velocity (3oerror) 3.0 m/sec (9.9 ft/sec) 

The dominant in-plane error sources, both in position and velocity, 

are the initial alignment error of inertial reference frame about pitch and 

the pitch gyro drift rates. 

The dominant out-of-plane error sources, both in position and 

velocity are the initial misalignment of the inertial reference about roll 

(azimuth) and the roll gyro fixed digit spin axis mass unbalance terms. 

Accelerometer error source contribution to the total navigation error is 

small. 

The analysis indicates that the initial misalignments of the inertial 

reference frame about the roll (azimuth) and pitch (level) are important 

error contributions to the system's navigational -capability. The estimates 

were based on a limited simulation of the alignment loops. Therefore, it 

is necessary to assess the alignment error sources more precisely and 

expand the analysis of the alignment loops in Phase 2 of the study. 

Table 3-IV is in the Confidential Annex, "Annex of Error and 
Characteristics Tabulations (U)", TRW Document No. 4499-7200.13-001. 
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3.3 ALTERNATE SYSTEM 

3. 3. i Error Model 

Performance of a modified inertial sensor assembly of the LEM 

Abort Guidance Section (AGS) on the reference trajectory is summarized 

in Table 3-V. The error source three a- magnitudes were computed 

from the sensor assembly design central specification. These error 

magnitudes apply to a worst-case system; the magnitude for a radian 

system should be lower. TRW Systems believes that these numbers are 

a conservative estimate of the capability of a strapped-down system which 

uses an SDF rate integrating gyro with continuous pulse rebalancing of 

the output axis. The budgeted error magnitudes were adjusted to reflect 

an accelerometer range of 0-10 g and a gyro range of 0-10 deg/sec. The 

budgeted values were also modified to reflect an on-vehicle updating of 

X accelerometer bias and X, Y, and Z gyro bias. The updating is auto

matic and was assumed to occur within 1/2 hr of launch. With the sensor 

assembly rigidly mounted to the vehicle, it is not possible to separate 

X accelerometer bias shifts from X scale factor shifts; likewise, X gyro 

bias shifts cannot be separated from X spin axis unbalance shifts. As a 

result, when updating is used, correlated errors are induced. This 

correlation effect is shown in the example below and has been included in 

the error model for the X accelerometer and X gyro. -

Let a 0 = accelerometer output in a + i g field at the time of calibra

tion and a' = accelerometer output at the time of updating. Then 

a = K + measured in g units° ° K i 

and "i 

a' =K + 6K + Ki 
+ 

6K 

where K ° and K i are the bias and scale factor, respectively, and the 6 

terms represent the shifts iii these parameters between calibration and 

updating. 

*Contributions from the computer to be used with the ,SIRA will be 

* 	negligible when combined in an RSS manner with these numbers. 
These specifications include effects of vehicle dynamic environment. 
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Table 3-V. Summary of Performance Analysis, Typical 
Electrically Rebalanced Output Axis System 

Error Positior Error Velorty Error 
Magmntd (3.) 1ft) (ft"so) 

E r Sr - R N AV VR AVN 

ChamrberErrors 

B-a
 

X Arel 801.8 290 1000 -- 1.0 2.2 --

YAcl 801.g -- -- 1090 -- -- 1.9 

Z Ac1 80 rg 930 610 -- 1.3 2. Z --

BaS Corr lt. 
with6
Inertial 
Reference
 

Y Aois 19008 -- -- 1290 -- 5.1
 
Z A.,s 19g 1100 10 . 1.1 0.8 -

Rect-ficalson Error 

X Arel 1051g 540 2070 -- 1.8 3.9 --
YArrol 150'g -- -- 2070 -- -- 3.6 
ZA-oel 150 .g 1740 1140 -- 2.1 -3.9 

Bias Corrrlted 
withSrale Fator 
x Arrel 190 ng/g 330 .1470 -- 3 -3.8 --

Srale Factor
 

X Ar..l 105 r/g 180 2250 1- 4.5
1.2 --
Nonlsnearsty 

X Arrl 90 rgg 150 1950 -- 0.9 3.9 --

Gyro Charl 
Errors 

B-a 

XGyro 0 16drg/hr -- -- 1870 -- -- 7.0 

Y Gyro 0. 16deg/hr 3490 -3490 -- 5.1 -13 9 -
2 Gyro 0. 16degjhr -- -- 3900 -- -- 8.0 

Sp. As
 
M.so Unbalanrr
 

x Gyro 0. 1 deg/hr-g 2490 8.4 

B-asCorrelaId
 
withSpn As
 

X Gyro 0.60 deglhr 5400 ..... 14.0 
Vibration
Indoced 

DriftR.ol 

* Cyro 0 06 deg/h -- 690 -- 2 7 

* Gyro 0.06 drg/hr 1380 1380 -- 1.8 -5.1 -
2 Gyro 0.Odeg/hr .---. 1290 -- -- 3.0 

Scae Farlor -
YGyro 180X 10 6 360 -450 -- 0 3 -2.1 -

deg/deg
 

Noolhnearsly 
6 

Y Gyro 90 X 10- 180 -210 -- 0.3 -1.2 -
deg/deg 

Gyro Ahgnment 

X Gyro o Y 
Ar1 60 arI ser.1 .. ... 2.i 

lnrrlol BRerrors 

Alignment 
Azimuth 60arrser ..... 4290 7.Z 

RSS 4460 5710 0900 6 6 17.6 22.5 

RS of APo., AVrl 	 114768 t29.3 ft/.e 

3,498 8.09 mlsrr 
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At the time of updating, assume that some fraction (I/C) of the 

change in output (a' 0 - ao) is due to bias and the remainder is due to scale 

factor. Therefore it is assumed 6K = I/C (a' - a.) and = ° 8K1 

(C-i)/G (a' - ao) where C is a constant. Based on these assumptions, 

new bias and scale factor terms are calculated for insertion in the guid

ance computer. The terms calculated are given by Eqs (i2) and (3): 

K calculated = K + assumed 6K 

00 C 

o (a -a 0 )+ o 

6K o + 5K i=Ko + C (12) 
0 C 

and likewise Ki calculated = Ki + assumed 6K i 

(6Ko + 6K 1 ) (C- i)Ki +K C (03) 

The correct terms, however, are K ° + 8K and K I + Ki. The errors 

after updating are therefore given by Eqs (14) and (f5): 

Bias error = CK = (K + 6K ) - (K ° calculated)o o o 

fsKO(C -i) 5K]- (14) 

Scale factor error = eK i = (K I + 6K 1 ) - (K1 calculated) 

[sKO(Cc- i) - K] (15) 
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Note that cK = -EKi. The errors after updating are correlated i:i° 

and of opposite sign. In a-similar manner, it can be shown that updating 

the X gyro results in correlation of the gyro bias and spin axis unbalance 

error terms. The gyro updating is made with the assumption that all the 

changes will be in the fixed drift term. The accelerometer updating is 

made with the assumption that all the changes will be in the scale factor 

term. 

3. 3. Z Instrument Orientation 

The gyro and accelerometer input axes are oriented in the same 

direction in the unit being considered. The orientation of the unit would 

be such that these axes correspond to the gyro input axes of Paragraph 

3.2.3. The output axes of the gyros whose input axis is normal to the 

thrust vector are oriented to make mass unbalance effects negligible. 
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4. KINEMATICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

The treatment of kinematical representations is organized in three 

subsections. Subsection 4. i is devoted to a description of the kinematical 

representations selected for study and the equations for each represen

tation are explicitly given. Subsection 4. 2 presents the second-order 

Taylor's series expansions of the Euler symmetrical parameters and the 

four gimbal Euler angle system. (The Taylor's series expansion for the 

direction cosines is given in Section 5. ) Finally, Subsection 4. 3 delineates 

the results of the computer sizing studies for the selected representations. 

A summary of the entire section is given in Subsection 2. 3. 

4. 1 DESCRIPTION OF THE KINEMATICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

4. i. i Direction Cosines 

Eq (1) describes the transformation of vector components in vehicle 

coordinates Xb, Yb' Zb to vector components in inertial coordinates 

XI YI, ZI in terms of the direction cosines. (In the interest of sim

plicity, the matrices of Eq (1) will be abbreviated as [Xb] =[ai I [XI] 

from time to time.) 

Xb a il aiZ ai3 X I 

Y b = Zi a 22 a 23 Y 1 0) 

LZb a31 a 3Z a33 J ZI J 

The directions cosine rates (da.j /dt) are a function of hody rates, expressed 

by Eq (Z). 

ij (i+I)j oi+ Z- a (i+ Z) j i+ (Z) 

where 

i, j = 1,2, 3 
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and 

(i+ 3)aEi
 

(i+-4). i + i 

(i + 5) s i + Z
 

oi , i = 1, 2, 3 !E angular rates about the indicated body axes. 

The above equations are shorthand notations for nine equations 

representing the nine direction cosine rates as a function of the nine direc

tion consines aid the three body rates. For example, 

=
aZ3 = a(2+ )3 w(2+2)- a(Z+Z)3 '(ki+Z) a33 '1 - a13 '3 

It can be demonstrated (for example, by Reference 4.2) that three 

independent coordinates are necessary and sufficient to describe the attitude 

of a rigid body. Thus the nine dir-ection cosines are not independent. 

1Constraint equations that indicate the specific dependencies of the
 

direction cosines are the cofactor relationships (Eq 3) and the ortho

normality constraints of (Eq 4):
 

= 
a.a. (3) 

4j i+i,j+ j+2 ai +,j 1+2,j+1ai+2, Z 

where the subscripts are handled as above.
 
3
 

6
X, aja. = jk for j,k= i,2,3 (4) 

where
 

6
jk = i for j= k
 

=
6jk 0 for jIL k 

4. 1. 2 Euler Symmetrical Parameters and Rodriguez Parameters 

Euler's symmetrical parameters are defined in various places, 

including Reference 4. 3. An Italian document (Reference 4. 6) defines an 
equivalent set of parameters. (Only the notations in this set called 

"Rodriguez" parameters differ.) The former terminology will be used 

in this report. 
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Whittaker derives Euler's symmetrical parameters from geometri

cal considerations (Reference 4. i). The equations presented here and the 

approach used have been obtained from Mortensen's report, Reference 4.3. 

Let , 71, t, and X be the four Euler symmetrical parameters. 

Let = en+ e + e be an eigenvector of the direction cosine matrix 

of Eq (i), specifically, a unit magnitude eigenvector associated with the 

eigenvalue + I. Then the following equations hold: 

=e sinx 

=e sin y 2 

sin~ 	 (5) 

where 4 and 6 are defined as follows: Euler's theorem (Reference 4.2) 

states that the general displacement of a rigid body having one point fixed 

is a rotation about some axis; 9 defines that axis and 4 represents the. 

magnitude of the rotation. 

The fourth parameter, X, can be determined from the constraint 

equation 

62+ 12+ t2+ Xz (6) 

This equation combined with Eq (5) produces the identity 

X = cos-	 (7) 

The equations relating parameter rates to body rates are 

71 	 E X uz2 

-, 6 X 3 (8) 

- - -
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where wx, i = 1, 2, 3 - angular rates about the indicated body axes. Once 
the Euler symmetrical parameters are found, they must be related 

to direction cosines: 

a 2 112 2 X2 

a1 2 = 2(V + X) 

= 2(t - 7X) 

a 2 i = 2(ei - 9X) 

2 
= _2 + 712 - Cz + X 

a1 3 

a 2 2 

= 2(71C + X) 

a 3 1 ( + nIX) 

a 2 3 

=2(TI - eX)
 

= _ 2 2 : (9
 

a 3 2 

a 33 _e -I + C+ X 	 (9) 

4. 	 1. 3 Quaternions 

The background for quaternions given in this section can also be 

obtained from Reference 4. 3. (In addition, the reference includes a 

discussion of the origin, use, and properties of quaterions. ) 

Quaterions involve the use of hypercomplex numbers that are defined 

by the following rules: 

IJ "= -T!I= K 

JK = -KJ = i 

K = -IK =j 
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The quaterion defining the orientation of the body frame relative to 

the inertial frame can be written in terms of Euler's symmetrical 

parameters as follows: 

= qr X +I + Y7 + Rt (iO) 

and its conjugate is defined as
 

q* = X -I -T-vK (ii)
 

r
 

The norm of qr is defined as 

qrq* = q*q = X2 + 
2 

+ CL + 12 = i (12) 
r r r r 

The vector Y, with components XI, Y 1, ZI is represented in quaterion
 

notation as
 

q(I) =Tx1 + 1Y + RZ1 (13) 

and may be rotated to body space as 

q(X = qrq(X1 ) qr IXb + WYb + KZb (i4) 

Now the updating of the qr coefficients is obviously done by Eq (8), i.e. 

in a fashion identical to the Euler's symmetrical parameters. It is further 

clear that Eq (9) can be derived from the quaterion form, and hence the 

Euler symmetrical and quaterion kinematic representatives are equivalent 

for purposes of this application. 

4. 1. 4 Cayley-Klein Parameters 

An excellent discussion of Cayley-Klein parameters is available in 

Reference 4. 2, which is the'source for most of the material given here. 

The transformation matrix Q. composed of the complex Cayley-Klein 

parameters,a ,p , y,6 , (Eq 15 ) operates upon a complex matrix opera

tor Pb (Eq 16 ) as shown in Eq (17). The complex matrix operator Pb 

contains the vector (Xb, Yb' Zb) to be transformed to inertial coordinates. 
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(15) 
-y a 

] 
P b 

= (16) 

x + iy -

[Q I [Pbl [PI (17)[1 .] = 

where, as usual, i = .j-i, Qt is the adjoint of Q, and the resulting 

matrix PI contains vector expressed in inertial coordinates, (Xi,Yl, ZI). 

The following identities are derived in Reference 4. 2: 

Y = -P* (18) 

6 = a* (19) 

aC,= pp* (20) 

where
 

* indicates the complex cohjugate 

Body rates can be related to Cayley-Klein parameter rates as follows: 

F(] 1)
 
=-2 C -] (Zi) 

ia -P -ib 

pJ [ -1i J 
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The parameters are transformed into the direction cosine matrix by the 

ensuing relations (see Reference 4. 2): 

i { 2 2 +2aii = ( + -_ 

a i 2_ 2 622 

a = Y6 - af33 

i (a22 + Y2 2 2 
azi 

" i (L Z + Y 2 + P2+ 2 
a22 - ( + +2)+ 

a? f 

"23 - -i(o + Y6) 

a3 1 = P6 - ay 

= i(a'- + 6) 

a33 6 + Py (22) 

a 3 2 

It can be demonstrated that the Cayley-Klein and Euler symmetrical 

parameters are related as defined below: 

a a re a + i(ima) = X + it 

3- re P + i(im) = T + i 

y re y + i(imy) = - 1+ i 

6 re 6 + i(im6) = X - it 

where 

re a = real part of a 

im a = imaginary part of a 

and so on. 
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Thus, if Eq (22) is explicitly written in terms of the real and imaginary 

components of the a, y,y, and C, then all imaginary terms dissappear 

and Eq (9) again results. Similarly, Eq (8) can be derived from Eq (21) by 

the same expansion of the Cayley-Klein parameters into real and imaginary 

components. Therefore, Cayley-Klein parameters are also equivalent to 

Euler's symmetrical parameters when used in this form. 

4. 1. 5 Four Parameter Euler Angle Representation 

A four parameter system can be obtained using the mathematical 

equivalent of a four gimbal stable platform. It is commonly referred to as 

a "four gimbal Euler angle" representation, and that terminology will be 

used here. Several mechanizations are possible, and a typical one is 

given here. (See Reference 4. 7. ) The four rotations chosen are 

[x1 ] _ [ o] [..] [_Yyj [_'x] [xbj (23) 

where 

[By] [1-] [Yy] I O] matrices defining a rotation 
about the subscript axis; 
for example: 

ce 0 -o 

[ y] 0 1 0 (23a) 

SO 0 cOJ 

where 

s sine 

c cosine 

is commanded such that y remains small. Specifically, the constraint 

equation below is used 

=yK sgn cos yK cos (23b) 

where K is a gain factor. 
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The equations expressing the functional Euler relationship between 

body rates and Euler angle rates, y, j, and the equations required to 

convert them to direction cosines are given below. 

7 0 c4 - WW 

-- -y, s + 0 s4 c wy (24) 

s 1- 0 0 W 

0 Ky sgn (co) 

a1 l = coco - yse 

aiz = c0(Ys co - cps*)+ sOs4' 

a 3 = c0(yc4 cO + s s4s) + c s0 

az2 = ys~so + c4c b 

aZ 3 = Ycs - s~co 

= -c~sO - ycOa 3 1 

= -s0(ys4,cO - cqsO) + cos4a 3 2 

= -s0(ycOc O+ sOsO) + c:0c4 

These equations assume a small angle approximation is valid for y. 

a 3 3 
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4. i. 6 Three Parameter Euler Angle Representatioi 

Three non-consecutiye rotations about two or three coordinate axes 

are generally referred to as Euler angles and suitably define an angular 

orientation. These parameters are so common that they will not be re

peated here. Examples can be obtained from References 4.2 and 4.4. 

All such systems: have singularities, e. g., for certain orientations (see 

Reference 4.4 for example) a'finite body rate requires an infinite param

eter rate:to maintain the reference, Thus the computer cannot maintain 

the reference. The situation is directly analogous to gimbal lock in a 

three gimbal inertial platform. 

4. i. 7 Rodriguez-Cayley, Gibbs Vector, and Vector Presentations 

Equivalent three parameter representatives with notational changes 

only are variously labeled Rodriguez-Cayley, Gibbs Vector, and Vector 

presentations (References 4.4 and 4. 5). The term Gibbs vector will be 

used for the immediate discussion. 

Gibbs vector parameters are related to the Euler symmetrical 

parameters 4, , , and X, and e and 0 by the equations below. 

A=-I = e. tan- (25) 

B = e tan- (26) 
X y *2 

e tan- (27.)x 2 

.Q+ a+ P + y sec z (28) 

where c 

A,B,C Rodriguez-Cayley parameters 

4, , , x M Euler symmetrical parameters 

, ex, e, e are as previously defined.z 

The singularities of the above system are evident. 
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Then the parameters related to body rates are as follows 

(Reference 4. 8): 

z 	 77 + X 9 X2z+ 712 , ° 2 (29) 

2XZ 

and from the same 	source the direction cosine relationships are 

z
1 +A -B2 -C z 2(AB+C) 2(AC-B) 

[a, +2 2 + 2 (AB-C) i-A 2 +B2 -C2 2(BC+A) 1(30)
2 Z 	 30

[a +AZ +B +C? 	 ZLA 
2 (AC+B) 2 (BC-A) I-A -B +0 

4.2 	 TAYLOR'S SERIES EXPANSIONS OF EULER'S SYMMETRICAL 

PARAMETERS AND THE FOUR GIMBAL EULER ANGLES 

Only the parameters free from singularities were selected for 

further study. The second-order Taylor's series expansion of the direction 

cosine system is given in Paragraph 5. i. I. The second-order Taylor's 

series expansions for Euler symmetrical and the four-gimbal Euler angles 

are given below in Paragraphs 4. 2. i and 4.2. 2, respectively. All three 

of these expansions were derived using the assumption that = constant
 

during the measurement interval.
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1 

4.2. 1 Euler Symmetrical Parameters - Second-Order Taylor's 
Series Expansion 

The second-order Taylor's series expansion for Euler's symmetrical 

parameters is: 

m ml ml Xi/mlm ml m ml m\ (31
S-4 - .Aa 2 + Ac 2 

m rnm-I + ml + i'mIALm mIAlm + gmL3) (32)

m m-1 +. mI + i (_ ml Aay?+ emlnm + xmlc~ ). (33) 

xm n-i + xml+ (_mI Am mlflm ImI~m) (34) 

where 

tml= i-xm-iAm_ - mim +,qm- iAL) (35). 

m (36).= +(m-Am + x - , Q - e-- AnaT) 

-
rmi= { Ii0*na h+ gm Yar + xm-inal) (37)

m . 

X i( /gm-i d rm -mim midn) (38). 

and 

7, , X * Euler symmetrical parameters . 

A 1i, AL2 , A3 . angular increments about the indicated body axes 

m, m-i a superscript denoting present or last value of a variable 

ml u superscript denoting an intermediate variable in the 
calculation of the present value of a variable 
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4.2.Z 	 Four-Gimbal Euler Angle-Second-Order Taylor's 
Series Expansion-

The 	 second-order Taylor's series expansion is:
 

m M-i + Aa-lKrKysin t4m-
 sgn cospm-i 

Ao tmi)n- (Ao 2sin4m + cos 


1L2T 2 i r n-i rn- I
 

- 1 
+ 	 ym sinl4

m cos 

K(AcL Cos 4m - An sin rn-I)sin. sgn cors I 

_2rm 	 IAr sin r + an cos rm) Icos r-I , 

t i Anr sin m+ (Aom cos 

- I
* (Aam sin 4,m + An 3m cos jm-1 	 (39) 

rn 	 m-iKT m-IiC m Am Cos rn-I -Aa sin m

m	 m--Anm sinqm-)cos 4m-i 
K 	 t (cos ) - KT(Aa 2 Cos+ 	 f 

+ 	 2KTymi(A nsin rn-I + An costm- sintpm-sgncos ,1 r-i 

n- i(A rn e'- + Aan cos 
-An A sinrn - A cos m (40) 

_.Yrn - s i 	 n +m A r4 Cos 

-Ac~ Aa-AarnAa Cs 1(40)ml si 	 n _ 
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m 1 I + oAa 	 M-qr- sin 4m-i +Aam Cos 

m -i m -i m s rc-ii . 4 
+~~ ~CCs A Krms in ~~ sintpL' sgnoq~ 

+ An (AaCos - A 3 sin-) 

m 	 m - I m -

= e + K--y sgn cos rmi
 
emen1 KT mn i r-iTA @- a i~-)
 

- -Z'KTZy-cos tM -Kr&amCos4)- Amsnm 

sgn cos m-s 	 (4)
 

where
 

m = 	 superscript denoting the present value of 
the variable 

Aa ' 4a _ 2 Au 3 = angular increments about the indicated
body axes 

e,., y, p = four-gimbal Euler angle parameters, pre
viously defined 

K = gain factor, previously defined 
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4.3 COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS 

4. 	3. i General-Purpose Mechanization 

The computer memory and timing estimates contained herein were 

made for a hypothetical random access, general purpose computer. The 

computer was assumed to use single address instructions and binary two's 

complement arithmetic operations. The following minimum instruction 

repertoire was assumed to exist: 

CLA - Clear and add 

ADD - Add 

SUB - Subtract 

MPY - Multiply 

DVP - Divide 

ALS - Accumulator left shift 

ARS - Accumulator right shift 

COM - Complement 

STO - Store accumulator 

TRA - Transfer control 

TMI - Transfer on minus 

AXT - Set index register 

TIX - Transfer and decrement index 

All instructions, with the exception of shifts, multiplies, and divides, 

were assumed to require the equivalent of one ADD time for execution. A 

shift instruction was assumed to require the equivalent of three ADD times 

for execution. Any input/output instruction necessary to interface with the 

input/output hardware was assumed to require the equivalent of one ADD 

time for execution. For simplicity, MPY and DVP instructions were 

assumed to require equal time for execution. In the following para

graphs, timing estimates are given in terms of equivalent ADD and MPY 

execution times. Specification of timing requirements in this manner allows 

rapid evaluation of timing requirements for any specific random access 

The LEM AGS computer MPY and DVP time is seven ADD times. 
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aerospace computer by substitution of the appropriate execution times 

in the given expressions. Computer:mernor.'estimates -were divided' 

into, two categories,: (i) memory estimates for the.program-proper and 

(2)-memory.estimates for storage of constants and-variables,. 

In all cages, the inputfoutput hardware 'was assuimed to contain' the 

necessairy suming-rg'isters'to sum all increnental input4' Prbgram 

timing was assumed to be accomplished by means' of a realtihne interrupt. 

All computations were assumed to be single precision, with the exception 

of the direction cosine updating, where a pseudo-double precision tech

nique was employed. The computer word length was notuonsidered when 

making the estimates. It was assumed that the word-length was large 

enough to meet the accuracy requirements of the system. The computer 

was assumed to contain a single index register for operand address 

modification. 

It should be emphasized that use of the timing expressions can only 

yield a rough timing estimate for any specific computer. Existing aero

space computers contain many unique properties which make universal 

estimates extremely difficult. In particular, memory and timing estimates 

for the Univac 1824 (which contains 3 index registers, double precision 

instructions, and a square root instruction.) would be significantly less 

than the following estimates would indicate if the full capability of this 

machine were used. At the other extreme, memory estimates fur the 

Apollo Block I and Block II AGC/LGC computers would be significantly more 

than the following estimates wduld indicate because of the unusual instruc

tion repertoire which this machine contains. 

:In addition to the timing expression, a fairly accurate timing estimate 

for the LEM AGS computer is given. All estimates reflect a 15 percent 

allowance for program'housekeeping and scaling. Table 4-I contains the 

results bf this study. 

4.3.2 DDA Mechanization 

'The nufmbers of integraters required to update the' parameters and 

resolve velocity increments' are tabulated below: 
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Parameter Number of Integration 

Direction cosines 27 

Euler symmetrical 50 

Four-gimbal Euler angle 73 

Quaternions" 33 

Three-gimbal Euler angle 46 

Table 4-1. General Purpose Computer Requirements 

Memory Estimate Timing Estimate 
(msec)(words)Parameter 

Constant LEM 
Program and General AGS 

Variable Computer 

Direction Cosines 

First-order 38 ZI 132A + i8M 2.58
 
Taylor's series
 

Second-order
 
Taylor's series 88 21 156A + 30M 3.66
 

Euler Symmetrical 
Parameters 

First-order
 
Taylor's series 143 28 154A + 2ZM 3.08
 

Second-order
 
Taylor's series 163 28 167A + 29M 3.7 

Four-Gimbal Euler 
Angle 

First-order
 
Taylor's series 221 45 320A + 66M 7.82 

Second-order
 
Taylor's series 297 66 510A + iOiM 12. 17 

Estimates made in Reference 4. 5 and included for completeness. 
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5. COMPUTER EQUATIONS AND PERFORMANCE 

The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of an 

analytic-platform inertial reference for future space missions. Specific

ally, the study!s principal aim was to examine the accuracy of a strapped

down inertial reference system that might replace the ST i24-M IMU, the 

present Saturn inertial reference. This section gives the equations to be 

programmed in the computer to be used and outlines performance data for 

certain critical computations. 

TRW and MSFC personnel have agreed that certain functions should 

be included in the computer. These are described and the equations re

quired for these operations are presented in the next few sections. In 

some cases, the equations are analyzed with respect to their inherent 

accuracies. However, in most cases, the analyses are only preliminary 

and disregard many facets of the problem that will be examined in the 

second phase of the study. 
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5. 1 	 EQUATION DESCRIPTION 

The replacement of the ST i24-M IMU by an equivalent strapped

down system requires the addition of certain functions to the present 

guidance and navigation software. These functions will be incorporated 

in a separate digital computer that will provide output signals equivalent 

to those presently available from the platform system. 

A general block diagram of the software mechanization is shown in 

Figures 5-i, 5-2, and 5-3. These diagrams show the system input/output, 

signal flow, and give the computations programmed in the computer. 

Seven functions are incorporated in the block diagram: 

* 	 Instrument Error Compensation. The compensation 
block compensates for certain instrument errors; the 
accelerometer signals are compensated for errors due 
to bias and scale factor. In addition to the errors, 
vehicle angular rates about the accelerometer input 
axis must be accounted for. In view of the performance 
characteristics provided by MSFC and the results of 
Section 7, the gyro outputs will not be compensated. 

* 	 Attitude Reference. The attitude reference equations 
provide an accurate attitude reference matrix that 
relates the vehicle body axes to the desired Earth 
Centered Inertial (ECI) coordinate system. The ECI 
coordinate system used for navigation is defined as 
the Xs, Ys, Zs system.. This system is local level 

at launch with the X axis an azimuth angle A clocks z 
wise from north and the Ys axis vertical. The trajec

tory of the vehicle is in the X - Ys plane (Reference 
5.7). 

s 

Two other coordinate systems discussed in the text 
are the X b , Yb' Zb and the X., Ya' Za coordinate 

systems. These two coordinate systems are body
fixed with the Xa, Ya' Za axes along the input axes 

of the accelerometers and the Xb, Yb' Zb axes along 

the input axes of the gyros. The Xb. Yb' Zb axes 

coincide with the yaw, roll, and pitch axes of the 
vehicle. The accelerometer and gyro axes are defined 
independently since the accelerometer errors may be 
reduced by an optimum orientation (see Section 3). 

The attitude reference equations compute the direction 
cosines that relate the Xb, Yb' Zb axes to the Xs, Ys,Zs 

inertial axes. The selected design goal for the accuracy 
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of the attitude reference equations requires that these 
equations cause less than 20 arc sec attitude error at the 
end of a nominal flight. The system errors are based 
upon the following inputs: 

" (i) 	 Maximum vehicle slewing rates of 6 deg/sec 

(2) 	 Worst-case vehicle coning of 3 cps at an 
amplitude of 0.05 deg. 

* 	 Acceleration Integration. The acceleration integration
 
equations convert thrust velocity increments measured in
 
vehicle coordinates'to velocity increments in the naviga
tion inertial coordinate system. The design goal for
 
acceleration integration is that the computational error
 
at the end of a nominal flight be less than, 0.3 m/sec.
 

* 	 Alignment. The alignment of a strapped-down system 
simply implies the computation of the correct direction 
cosines in the attitude reference transformatibn matrix. 
This alignment is performed prior to launch with the use 
of the accelerometer outputs for leveling corrections and 
theodolite information for azimuth alignmhnt. The de
sired alignment accuracy is within 20 arc!9ec about any 
vehicle axis. Also, the alignment must.provide a variable 
launch azimuth capability. 

* 	 Linear Interpolation of Guidance Commands. Once *each 
-second' the Saturn flight computer sends six attitude 

signals to the strapped-down digital computer. These 
signals are the present and predicted guidance command 
cycles. Since these angles are to be used to generate 
attitude error signals every 40 msec, -the strapped-down 
digital computer will interpolate between the preseit and 
predicted angles. These 'interpolated values will be gener
ated every 40 msec with the GP mechanization and every 
major cycle with the DDA mechanization. 

* 	 Attitude Error Signals. The commanded attitude is updated 
every 40 msec in the GP mechanization. However, the 
attitude error signals are -not computed at the 40 msec 
rate but are computed as rapidly as the attitude reference 
equations. The DDA mechanization performs these-opeta
tions every major cycle. 

The system is designed to tolerate rates of 60 deg/sec. These are very 
unlikely to occur, and thus for error studies, 6 deg/sec (still very 
pessimistic) is used. 

This number is currently slightly longer (i to 2 sec). 
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* 	 Vehicle Body Rate Computation. The strapped-down digital 
computer is also required to compute the vehicle body rates. 
It provides body rotation rates, attitude error signals, and 
the inertial velocity increments. Using the input signals of 
the body-mounted gyros and accelerometers, plus the 
guidance commands, the strapped-down computer provides 
these signals as well as a very accurate attitude reference. 

In the next-few subsections, the equations mechanizing these opera

tions are analyzed and discussed and the merits of several possible 

mechanizations are presented. In some cases, several equations 

performing the same operation are presented. In these cases, the tradeoffs 

between the different concepts are discussed and the most satisfactory 

method is presented. Both DDA and GP equations are included, and the 

DDA mechanization is called out separately at the end of each section. 

5. 1. 	 1 Attitude Reference Equations 

The primary purpose of the attitude reference equations in a 

strapped-down system is to update and maintain the direction cosine 

matrix that relates the vehicle axes to the desired navigation or guidance 

coordinate system. (See Section 6 for further details on kinematical 

representation other than direction cosines. ) For the Saturn applica

tion, the attitude reference equations update the matrix that relates the 

vehicle body axes Xb Y Z to the inertial navigation coordinate axes 
b' 	 b~ b

Xs' 	 Ys, ms" 

Yb = i s 

= [aj], KY]
Z b Z s
 

where 

Xb 	 = vehicle yaw axis 

Yb 	 = vehicle roll axis 

= vehicle pitch axis Z b 

Xs, Ys, Zs = inertial navigation axes, with Ys vertical at 

launch, X at an azimuth A clockwise from 

north, and Zs = (Rs) x (Y-s). The vehicle's 

trajectory is in theIC, (Y5 )plane. 
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The direction cosines of the a.. matrix are updated with the use of
13 

an algorithm that converts the angular increments obtained from the single 

axis "platform-mounted gyroscopes into precise attitude updating signals. 

The selection of the best algorithm for the direction cosines integration 

depends primarily on the type and duration of the expected vehicle motions, 

the truncation of the algorithm, and the sampling rate of the gyro outputs. 

From the studies made, it appears that the Taylor's series expansion 

provides good accuracy with a minimum of computer requirements. For 

this reason the Taylor's series expansion was selected as the basic inte

gration algorithm. The derivation of the Taylor's series algorithm from 

gyro outputs is shown in the next few paragraphs. 

The direction cosines used for maintaining the attitude reference 

of the vehicle relates the vehicle body axes to the ECI coordinate system. 

The transformation is defined by the a.. 'transformation matrix shown 

below: 

x] all a12 a13 xs] 

Yb a, a22 a?3 Ys 
zb a 31 a32 a339 's 

where 

[aij] = the transformation matrix relating the vehicle body 

axes to the ECI coordinate frame 

b'b Yb' Zb = unit vectors along the vehicle body axes 

xs, Ys, zS = unit vectors along the ECI coordinate system axes 

It is easily demonstrated that direction cosine rates are related to body 

rates as follows: 

aij = a(i+l)j_ i+Z-a(i+Zj-,i+i 
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where 

i,j = 1, 2, 3 

and 

i+ 3 = i 

i+ 4 = i+ 1 

i+ 5 = i+ 2 

W 1, 2, 03 = body rates about Xb Yb' Zb respectively, , 

Body rate data cannot be obtained with the accuracy required; 

instead, an incremental angle'is available. Thus an integration algorithm 

is required for the above equations. 

If a second-order Taylor's series expansion is taken of 

ftt+Ataijdt = 6a. 

subject to the assumption that L. = constant, the following general term 

is obtained for updating the direction cosine matrix: 

a..(n+ 1) = a. (n) + &a.. (2) 
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where 

Aai (i+Zj(i+ )j(n) - Aa(i + 1 )a (i+Z)j(n)a 

2
 

+ + a J a(i+ )(n) ..a M. 

Li ()Aai
 

2 aij(n) + I a(+ l)(n) 

th 

Where A. is the angular increment from the i gyro.. The first

order Taylor's series can, be obtained if terms with products of ACn are 

neglected. 

.Eq (2) is used to update six direction cosines. The other 

three direction consines are computedfrom the properties of the trans

formation matrices below: 

a1 3(n+ 1) = a.,(n+ 1) a32 (n+1) - a,2 (n+ 1) a31 (n+1) 

a2 3(n+ 1) a, 2 (n+ 1) a31(n+1) - a,1 (n+1) a32 (n+1) 

a3 3(n+l) = all(n+l) a22 (n+l) - a, (n+l)a2 1 (n+l) (3) 

(using the relation that a.. the cofactor of aij). These equations might
 

be put into another form to minimize computer storage requirements. 
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At the present time, the algorithm to be used in updating the a.. 

matrix may be either a first- or second-order Taylor's series expansion. 

Although the second-order series requires more computer storage, the 

a.. matrix may be updated at a slower rate than that required for the first

order Taylor's series. The second-order will be used for GP computations. 

1.1. 1 DDA Equations 

DDA computations for the model system (see Section 6) are rapid 

enough so that the first approximation is sufficient. The minimum complexity 

approach updates all nine direction cosines from gyro increments as follows: 

Aaij = a(i+ l)j &ai+ 2 - a(i+ Z)j Aai+ 1 (4) 

DDA computations also use the following equations (see alignment discussion): 

xg 

&a = 4 + Ax

I xg xa 

= 
a ag + aya
 

&a zg + &aza (5) 

5. 1.2 Acceleration Integration Equations 

The equation for computing the inertial velocity increments from the 

velocity increments measured by the body-mounted accelerometers isxi xbl 
FAVx1 rAVx 
AV iJ L,,]Ti V u
5 - yb 
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where 

AVxI AVi AVzi = inertial velocity increments 

,AVb,AVyb AVzb= velocity increments measured by the body 

mounted accelerometers 
a1T matrix relating the inertial coordinates to the 

ijm 

body coordinates. m signifies that the aij 

direction cosines were obtained at the 

mth direction cosine update cycle. The 

superscript T indicates the transpose of the 

[aij] matrix. 
[bi] = matrix transforming the accelerometer 

recordings from accelerometer coordinates 

to gyro (Xb) coordinates. 

In Eq (6), the a.. matrix is the direction cosine matrix obtained 
th 

at the m direction cosine update cycle. If the velocity increments are com

puted every AT sec, the accuracy of the inertial velocity increment compu

tation may be increased by using the direction cosines present at the middle 

of the AT interval. This is- an implicit correction for the Coriolis term. 

An explicit correction could also be mechanized. Two methods are thus 

proposed for the acceleration integration equations, one using the a.. matrix 

present at the end of AT sec, and the other using the a.. matrix present at 

the middle of the AT interval. The choice of the acceleration integration 

method hinges on a tradeoff between computer storage requirements and 

the required accuracy of the integration equations. 

5. 1. 2.1 DDA Equations 

* Velocity conversion to gyro body coordinates. 

AVxb = bAV xs+ b1AVys+ b 3AVzs 

2&Vyb = b 2b 2 1 Vxs + AVys + b23AVzs 

AVzb = b31 &Vxs + b32&Vys + b33 AVzs (7) 

where
 
b.. are constants. 
Ii
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* Velocity resolution to inertial space. 

AV, = a AV + a V + a AV 
XI il1 xb 21 zb 31 zb 

AV =a V + a AV + Va3
12 xl, 22 zb 32Azb 

A = a A V + a AV +a AV (8)
zI 13 xb 23 zb 33 zb 

To provide a variable launch azimuth capability, the azimuth rota

tion 4i is performed. 

VxI C=O V'VXI+ (SO 7v1 

4V = (so Vx - (CG AV, (9)1 

5. 1. 3 Compensation Equations 

The compensation equations are used to correct the accelerometer
 

outputs only.
 

The first step in the accelerometer compensation equations is to 

convert the gyro outputs from vehicle coordinates to the accelerometer 

input axes coordinate frame. This assumes the, accelerometer input axes 
* 

are not aligned with the gyro input axes. that is, 

Yb : ij Ya 

zb za (10) 

It is likely that they will be colinear. If so, this rotation is not required. 
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where 

xb' Yb' Zb = 	 vehicle body axes which are aligned with the gyro 

input axes 

Xa' Ya' Za = 	 accelerometer input axes 

[bij] = matrix with constant direction cosine elements 

The gyro outputs &.bxg, &aog, a g are thus converted to accelerometer 

coordinates as shown in Eq (11). 

I&Q [bj] 	 -yg

LaO &a.'j 	 (11) 

where 

4a , Ao , aa = gyro outputs along the accelerometerinput axes 

Aoxg , a0 yg, Ao = gyro outputs 

If AVx, AVy, and &V are the output increments of the body mounted 

accelerometers, the compensated velocity increments are: 

z 

AVo = C AV - C a - C x 

xs lx x 2x 1 3 

AVy = Cl AVys Czy a2- Cy 

&Vzs = ClzAVz - 2z a- C3z 	 (12) 
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where 

Clx, Cly. Clz = scale factor corrections 

2x 	 C z convert the &a , and a corrections to ft/sec 
C Z' covr the 1o,4, an 3'cretin of/e 

C3x' C3y' C3z = accelerometer bias corrections 

Before these compensated velocity increments may be used in the accelera

tion integration equations, they must be transformed through the constant 

b.. matrix from accelerometer coordinates to the vehicle axes coordinates:13
 

AVb = 	 [bij] AV-s (13) 

5.1.3. 1 DDA Equations 

" Gyro rotation to accelerometer coordinate set. 

1 b 1 xg 21 yg 31 Azg 

&at = b Aa +b An + b Ao2 12 xg 22 Yg 32 zg 

AnC = blACxg+ b An.y+ b Aazb (14)3 = 13 xg 23 *Yg 33 zb(4 

" Accelerometer compensation equations. 

av 	 = C AV -C &ao C at 
xs = Ix x 2x 1 3x 

AVy	 = C V - C a- C3y At 
ys ly y 2y 2 3 

s 

AVzs 	 = CIz AV - C 2Z a' - C3z At (15) 

5. 1.4 	 Body Rate Computation 

The body rate computation is accomplished in a very simple manner 

by dividing the accumulated gyro outputs by the time interval in which they 

were accumulated. 
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'xb Sd 7NIF(~E 

=y (A ay)( 

Wzb =(Aa)(E) (16) 

The performance of the equations has not yet been established; but, 

if it is not adequate, it is certain that adjustments can be made to render 

it so. 

5.1.4.1 DDA Equations 

The equations used here represent the DDA equivalent of a linear 

transfer function of S/(T s + 1). 

L0xb = 50 (Aaxb - ) 

L yb = 50 (A a - L bAt) 

-zb 50 (A zb -&zb At) (17)= 

5. 1. 5 Linear Interpolation of Guidance Commands 

- Each second, six attitude signals are received from the guidance 

computer, three representing true gimbal angles and three representing 

predicted gimbal angles: 

X (j), (J),X(j) 

Xx(j+ 1), X(j+ 1), x (J+1) (18) 

Interpolation, between the computed and predicted X angles provides 

angle data 25 times/sec through the use of the following equations: 
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Dx= (X+lX1(j))-- for X x, X 

x, y z 

X(i+l) = X + DX for X. , Xy Xz (19) 

5.1.5.1 DDA Equations 

See Section 6 for DDA discussion. 

5. 1. 6 Attitude Error Signals 

The attitude error signals are computed by comparing two sets of 

direction cosines, one set termed the desired set computed from Xx, 

Xy, X7 and the other set the computed direction cosines. If the desired 

, set of direction cosines is designated symbolically as aij the error 

signals are the positive right-hand rotations about the x, y, and z body 

axes as specified in Eq (20). 

E = - [azla 3 1 + a22 a32R+ a2 3a33R]x 


Ey =-[31allR + a32 aZ R + a33a13R 

E. = + [alall + az 2 al 2 1 + as3a,1(] 

,,,1 12R 23 R](0 

The command angles are assumed to be measured as they are shown in 

Figure 5-4. 
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r b o1x .. -s cxY 

Using this 

[b] =[3 

Figure 5-4. Gimbal Angle Orientation 

command angle sequence and sign, a.ij becomes: 

0 Xj -S10~ X 0K :: 

xb "x 

[ b = 

* Zb-18 

Fiur 54.Giba 

[ ] [I 

Agl5-ietaio (21) 

(22) 



(CX CXy - SX SX ) (CX ySx + C sx SX ) (-SX yCX x 

(-SX CXx) (C x ycx) (Sxc)
(a [sR) 

(SX yCXz + SxSxx CX)(SXySXz - SX CX CXz)(CX CX 4 
(L3) 

where 

S = sine 

C = cosine 

5. 1.6.1 DDA Equations 

AE = _ [a?, Aa 3 1R + a31R &a 2 1 + Aa + a32R Aaa 2 2 3 2R 22 

+ a 2 3 &a 3 3 R + a 3 3 R Aaz 2 1 

aE 
= - 31&allR + allR&a31 + a32 &a12 R a12R &a32+ 

+ &a13 R + a13R&a3a 3 3 

4'E z =+ [a 21 AalR a i+ &a12IR+ az2-&a12R + 
a12K a 22 

+ a2 3 &al 3 R + a1 3 R 4a 23 ] (24) 

Consistent with the discussions of Subsections 2.4 and 2. 5, the DDA 

equations for the AaijR as a function of the AX's have not been derived. 

These derivations pose a straightforward task if it becomes desirable 

for Phase 2. 
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5. 1 ..7 Prelaunch Alignment 

The prelaunch alignment of the Saturn strapped-down system is 

performed while the vehicle-is under the influence of small dynamic motions 

due to wind effects. The desired alignment accuracy is within 20 arc sec 

of all three axes and the porro prism rotational capability may be as much 

as I deg for the theodolite to acquire the reflected azimuth signals. Variable 

launich azimuth capability is to be provided. 

The porro prism is installed along the zb axis and in the -zbx b 

plane. Since the porro prism must cope with the theodolite acquisition 

problem resulting from vehicle sway, the porro prism's rotation must be 

in the xb -zb plane. The angle the porro prism is rotated must also be 

very accurately measured (within a few arc sec) for the azimuth align

ment to meet the 20 arc sec accuracy requirement. This porro prism 

will be corrected in the alignment procedure by premultiplying the D 

matrix with the matrix below (Eq 25), which compensates for the 

porro prism angle of rotation: 

Cos YT 0 sm T 

j~aj ~ 0~ 1 0 
[ab]= LIsin.vT 0 cosyT P id 

(25) 

where 

aij] = 	 desired matrix relating the vehicle bodyaxes with the 
local level reference axes 

.T = 	 angle the porro prism is rotated in a clockwise direction 

about the Yb axis 

[Dij] = direction cosine matrix obtained during alignment 
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The capability of a variable launch azimuth is provided by multiplying 

the a!. matrix mentioned above by another matrix, c.., which relates the 

local level reference axes (used for alignment purposes) and the desired 

inertial navigation coordinate axes. The final matrix obtained provides the 

relationships between the vehicle body axes and the desired navigation 

coordinate axes: Lcos(A. -A.) 0 -sin (Az -Ao)1 

0 
[ai -il0 

1 

sin (A - Ao) 0 cos (A - Ao)z (26) 

where 

A = desired launch azimuth (clockwise from north)z 

A = azimuth of the theodolite (clockwise from north) 

L = matrix relating the alignment reference and thea!. axes 
vehicle body axes 

[aijl = 	 matrix relating the vehicle body axes and the desired 

inertial navigation axes 

Since the variable launch azimuth capability is provided by the 

multiplication of two matrices, the launch azimuth may be updated or 

changed until just a few seconds before launch. 

In Reference 5. 1, three schemes are presented for aligning the 

attitude reference equations with the use of the 'accelerometer outputs and 

a body-fixed porro prism. The alignment method tentatively chosen for 

implementation is a servoing technique and is shown in flow chart form by 

Figure 5-5. This method computes the alignment between the vehicle body 

axes and a local level coordinate system with one axis along the azimuth 

of the theodolite, which is represented by a D.. matrix. Just prior to 

launch, three matrices must be multiplied to obtain the final a.. direction 

cosine matrix relating the vehicle body axes and the desired ECI coordinate 

axes. 
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t-TA 
I 

a = + j V 

a31D zm. +- A 

Oxb =Wxll + 
Wya2 + 

W.'13 

w	yb WWx 21 + Wya 22 + Wza23 
xb - x 31 y 12 z 33 

wa + W a + Wza, 

L ya = Cy 1 (ai2 a 32 + a1la31a + - Kya 1 3 a 3 3 ) b 

&axa= Cx3 (a 3 2) -C 4 AVz1 - K Ixb 

&aza = ez4((AVxl z312 l-K1zb 

Aa = Aa + a1 xg xa
 

A = Aa + Aa2 
2 yg ya
 

Aa 3 = Aaz + ,Xa 
3 zg -za 

To Attitude Reference Equations i computation) 

Figure 5-5. Alignment Equations Flow Diagram 
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Another possible alignment mechanization is shown in Figure 5-6. 

Although this second method requires more computer memory than the 

first, the azimuth alignment should converge faster and with better 

accuracy. The decision between the two methods is based on a tradeoff 

between computer storage requirements and the alignment accuracy of 

the two methods. 

If the scientific simulations of the two alignment equation sets do not 

meet accuracy requirements, it will be necessary to use a variable gain 

filter instead of the constant gains CyI, Cx 3 , Cx4' Cz 3 ' and Cz 4* 

5.1.7.1 DDA Equations 

Only the servoing technique has been considered. 

" Integrate velocity measurements.
 

AVxl = (Vxb - 0.2Vxl)At
 

aVzl = (Vzb - 0. 2Vzl )at (27) 

" Earth rate computations. 

x x 

A = t 

y y 

A = z WzAt (28) 

* Resolve to body axis. 

+ A 
Xyz a1 2 A60 = alAO 8 + a1 3 z 

y 21 x 22 y 23 z 

z 31 x 32 y 33& z (29) 

From an external source, obtain Aa 3 1D. 
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D31D -"r 

MM 

D12
D = Vx/MM
 

DZ2
D 

&Vy/MM
 

D3 
D 
=Vz/MM
 

0D33 +
D 31 32D 

Dj -DZDD 33D - 31DDZDD 32D
 

1 - D3Z

D 

%30221)-. D 12DD3D31D 

)
 

3 2 22 3 3
(D31D12D- D DD DD D 

D1ZDD233DD32D D31DDZZD2 
D13D =-

L D-32D 

[Da D + a3D D + D D 1
 
&... 0. 5 [a3 KJ +KI .
 

-D 31Da21 3ZDaZ -D33Da3
 

ya = a..5r,)D + aj2032D+ a13 D D K +I y 

3 1 1 2 2 33 2 3 

3 3 

_I) I'31DZD32 -D113 331 

_DlDa1 - DZ D a -DD al,32


4V = &V = = 0 

To attitudereferenceeqatio 

Figure 5-6. Alignment Equations Flow Diagram 
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* Alignment increment computation. 

6aya 

Aa a 
za 

&axa 

= 

= 

= 

&0 + C ,, t (a12a32 alla31D + a 1 3 a 3 3 ) 

-C AV - C + AO
z4 xi C 3 a'12 + 

Cx 3 At a 3 2 - Cx 4 AVz1 + Aex (30) 

Following alignment (i. e., during boost), 

Aaya = 0 = aa = &a (31) 

It is assumed that 
a GSE computer. 

Eqs (Z5) and (26) are mechanized in 
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5.2 ATTITUDE REFERENCE EQUATION ANALYSIS 

This subsection analyzes the errors inherent in the Taylor's series 

expansions used to update the -attitude reference- direction - cosines subject 

to constant slewing rates and vehicle coning (Reference 5.5). The slewing 

errors are derived analytically and are then verified for the second-order 

Taylor's series by scientific simulation tests. The errors due to vehicle 

coning are also presented and were obtained entirely from scientific 

simulations. 

The results ofthese error analyses willbe usedinParagraph 5. 2.4 to 

compute the integration rate required for the two Taylor's series algorithms. 

5. 2. 1 Taylor's Series Constant Slew Error.Analysis' 

In this evaluation of the first- and second-order Taylor's series 

errors as a function of the number of constant slewing rate cycles the 

vehicle experiences, a mathematical method of F. B. Hildebrand will be 

used (Reference 5. 2). InSubsection i. Z2 of this book, Hildebrand states that 

a polynomial in [B], where [B] is a square matrix, may be evaluated with 

the use of the eigenvalues of the matrix. This method is not valid if any 

two eigenvalues are equal. This method of evaluating matrix polynomials 

is illustrated as follows: 

If P(B) = polynomial in [B] = C1 [Bm-± + C2[m-
2 

+ + C,[I] (32) 

where I is the identity matrix, then 

P(B) = z P (XK) [zK(B)] (33) 

-ir([B] - X,[I)) 
r K 

where LZK(B)] = r(XK - -) (34) 

r K 

kth 
XK, the k eigenvalue, is found from 

(35) 
- x I]]= a[[B] 

The transformation matrix a.. relating a vector in the vehicle frame 

to the inertial guidance frame is defined in Eq (36). 
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YhI = vehicle axes = i[I (36) 

z b 
-ZlI]
 

The direction cosines of the a..
Ii 

matrix are updated every At sec by a first

or second-order Taylor's series. (The value of At and the Taylor's series 

algorithm preference will be evaluated in the next few sections. ) In matrix 

notation, the updating of the a.. matrix using a first-order Taylor's series 

is shown in Eq (37), and the second-order Taylor's series updating is shown 

by Eq (38). 

IL. =Q - 3 1 6 a . (37 

HA%3n6a [Jj(n) (37) 

AU2 -a 2i I 

- ,n2+A i bi Aa L I1A 

(38)
 

where 

h

Ia'.I = a.. matrix at the end of the n compute cycleS3-(n) f 

[ai(] = a" matrixatthe end of the (n+)th compute cycle 

wherh 

a i=accumulated output of the x gyro between the n 
h 

cycle and 
the (n+i)

t tcycle 
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An Z = accumulated 'output of the y gyro 

= accumulated output'of the
 
a3 oftezgyro
 

In general, the updating of the a.. matrix may be shown by multi

plying the ai natrix byjanother matrix T: 

(39)IT]() [aii7J(n)[ai] 'n+ I 

Furthermore, 

[aj(n+ f) = T(n) T(n- [T(n- 2)T]1) T(0) laj(0) ( 

For constant slewing rates, all [T](i) matrices are identical and 

Eq (40) may be rewritten as 

(41)[aij](+i) =[Tyn [ij]( 

The errors of the first- and second-order Taylor's seris algorithhs 

are found by evaluating Eq (41) with Hildebrand's method described in 

Eqs (3Z) through (35). 

For the constant rate slewing analysis, the original a.. matrix is 

defined to be the unit matrix [I] . The attitude errors are defined as 

angular errors of rotation about the three vehicle axes Yb' zb:x b 

(z~)Jy~~) 
- 2sin E x 

sin E =[ 
(f. 

b ) (A [(Zb).(xbD)] 
y 2 
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j[%) (YD)sin E = [&b xD)] (42) 

where 

zb = vehicle body axes orientationxy' YbI 

bD' YhD' zbD = desired orientation of the vehicle body axes 

5. 2. i. I First-Order Taylor's Series Errors 

5. 2. f. i. i Single Axis Slew Errors. The constant rate slewing analysis which 

follows is performed for a constant slew about the x axis, which produces 

a T matrix as shown in Eq (42). Due to symmetry, slews about the y or 

z axis will have the same errors. 

[T]= B (43).i 
_0A i 

where A is the angle rotated about the x body axis in the positive right-hand 

rule direction in At sec. 

The eigenvalues are obtained by solving the determinant equation: 

i-h 0 0 

0 i-k A = 0 (44) 

0 -A i-h 

From Eq (44), the eigenvalues were found to be 

= = 
X X22 l + jA, X3 i - jA (45) 

After combining these 

rnr 

a.I 

eigenvalues with the T matrix as in Eq (43), 

F1 0 0
[in n n 

T n 0 ncos na R sin na 

0 -R sin na Rn 
cos na 

(46) 
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where 

tan a = A 

2 2
R =i+AZ 

n = number of computation cycles 

After slewing for n cycles, the [T]n matrix should be, ideally1001 
[T] n 

0 cos-nA sin (47) 

o -sin hA, cos n2 

With the error criteria specified in Eq (42), the desired orientation 

in Eq (47), and the computed orientation in Eq (46), the attitude errors 

are 

sin E = 0 
y 

sin E = 0 (48)a 

sin E = Rn sin(n(a-A)) = Rn sin nEx 

3 5 7 

(49) 
3 5 7 3 
S+5 7 *+ ** 3 

Thus the errors due to the first-order Taylor's series expansion are 

scale factor R +V 

- 3 (50) 

angle error per cycle 

5. 2. 1. i. 2 Three Axis Slew Errors. The T matrix for a three axis slew 

is shown in-Eq (51), its eigenvalues in Eq (52), and the resulting T
n 

matrix in Eq (53). 
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where A= the angle rotated about each axis in At sec 

X=i = - P3 4 X 3 = i +jV3A (52) 

- (f+2R cos n) R (cos na -V. ' sin na i Rn(cos . +P sin n 

IT]J= -3[-Rn(cos no +'3(sinna)] I [+zRn cos no] Rn( . .. . inn) 

~a"Cs noVsin (c[I-Rn(.os cos- ... na)] n. +-sinn)] 1(I+ZRn .) 

(53) 

where 

R 2= 1+3A? 

tana = -P3 A 

n = the number of compute cycles. 

The true or desired direction cosines are shown in tq (54). 

+ 2 cos nw) -5(l-COS nw +3sin n) -I(i-cos n -4-sin n&) 

[T-n -1(I-cos no -NI-sin nw) +(i+Z cos nco) - (I-cos no) +04sin nc) 

+ (i-cos nw +43-sin nw)+3 -I(i-cos nw -'v'-sin nco) -(i34-i + 2 cos n0) 

(54) 
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where
 

w =V'1 A 

The error terms defined in Eq (42) are shown below: 

sin E. i- Rn(cos [n(-a)] - A/Tsin[n(w-a)]) 

sin E = + [IRn(cos [n c-a)] - /7 sin [nPc-a)]] (55) 

sin E =E Rn(cos[n(CL) -- r sin[n-a)] 

for small error angles (R = i), sin E = sin E = sin, = sinx[neco-a)]. 

Thus the errors for a three axis slew are functions of 

2

scale factor R, R = + 3A

V (56) 

10
= 

0]
per cycle - 3 

angle error 

5. 2. 1.2 Second-Order Taylor's Series Errors 

5. 2. 1. 2. 1 Single Axis Slew Errors. For the second-order Taylor's series, 

the T matrix for an x axis constant rate slew is 

[TI A] (57) 

0 .7Z-1 -2" 

and the matrix eigenvalues are 

2 A 
= 
1=, A + , - 2x2 3 

After computing Tn, it was found that T
n 

for the second-order series is 

identical with the Tn matrix shown in Eq (46) except for the values of a 

and R. For the second-order Taylor's series, 
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2=tan a 

(59) 

R l+r4 

A4 

Based upon the error criteria in Eq (42), the attitude errors for 

the single axis slew are 

E =0 
y 

E =0 
a 

=R 
n 

x 
E sin nE 

where (60)
 
4

+AR2 4 

E =A-a 

-I A A5 AF 
ar tan , A,A++-- A]+) A + 

3 
a A+-A (61)

-6 

A3 
A -

= A-

Thus, for a single axis slew, the second-order Taylor's series 

errors are 

V-4 scale factor error R + T+ 

,3 (62) 

per cycle angle error - -

Although the angle error for the second-order Taylor's series is only 

1/Z the error for the first-order series, the scale factor is decreased to 

a large extent. 
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5. 2. 1. 2. 2 Three Axis Slewing Errors. The T matrix for a three axis 

slew using the second-order Taylorts series is shown in Eq (63) and the 

matrix eigenvalues are shown in Eq (64). 

f-A 2 A2z A2 

2Z 2 

A+ X A.- ,,+ _(3 

A2
ii -A+-- +- i-A 
A 2 2 

2 

2 2 
_A j , 3_A,i - " - j V 3 (64 ) 

The multiplication of T by itself n times was found to be the identical 

matrix shown in Eq (53), except that 

2 AR 

(65) 
tan =_r3 (I -A 3A-Z) tan a 

As in Eq (55), the attitude errors after n compute cycles are 

sin E = sin Ey = sin E = B n (cos[n(,-o)] _3sin(-a)j 

(66) 
L= tan 1 3ZA - 3 A +'' 

1- A1-3 A (1-_9A)
 

o. =A3 A z(67) 

-' A3' 
(0 - CL 2 
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Thus, for a 3 axis slew, the second-order Taylor's series errors 

are 

9 41 
scale factor R = +V 

3 (68) 

angle error per cycle 

5. 2. 1. 3 Summary 

The results of the analysis shown in this section are summarized in 

Table 5-I. Although the second-order Taylor's series reduces the angle 

error 50 percent, its primary advantage is the reduction of the scale 

factor error. However, the choice of the Taylor's series algorithm calls 

for a tradeoff between the available computer space and the required 

accuracy. 

Table 5-I. Summary of Attitude Reference Equation Analysis 

Single Axis Slew Three Axis Slew 
Algorithm Scale Factor Per Cycle Scale Factor Per-Cycle 

Error Angle Error Error Angle Error 

First-Order 
Taylor's Series 

2 
+A 

A3
A3 
-i--

z
i + 3A -A 

Second-Order A3 4 
A 

3 
A 

Taylor's Series 46 

5. 2. 2 Scientific Simulation Test Results 

In accordance with Reference 5.5, several tests of the attitude 

reference equations were performed on the 7094 computer. The errors 

obtained from these runs are entirely algorithm accuracy errors since 

the words used were 27 bits in length and the attitude increments (gyro 

outputs) were not quantized. 

Several constant-rate single and three axis slewing tests were run 

for rates that varied from 25 deg/sec to i. f5 deg/sec. The results of 

these performance runs are tabulated in Table 5-11, and perform exactly 
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as .expected from the analytical analysis just covered. All- runs were per

formed at a direction cosine integration rate of 20 msec. Since the errors 

are proportional to the cube of the rotation increment, the errors would 

be decreased by a factor of one-eighth if a i0-msec integration interval 

were used. 

The angular acceleratiQn, tests assess the accuracy of the 

attitude reference equations while under the influence of square wave 

angular accelerations about one or three axes. These angular acceler

ations are shown pictorially for a typical test in Figure 5-7. The rotation 

rate and rotation angle are shown in Figures 5-8 and 5-9. 

The angular acceleration tests were designed so that the maximum 

rotation rate is < 25 deg/sec. Consequently, the errors for the angular 

acceleration runs should be less than the errors obtained for the single 

axis slew of 25 deg/sec. The results of runs 10, Ii, 12, and 12A in 

Table 5-II show that the errors are of the same form as the attitude angle 

plotted in Figure 5-9. 

ANGULAR 1 _ -1+aF 

ACCELERATION 
L1TIME-,3T Ll4THT Ll2T-aH 

-a 

Figure 5-7. Angular Acceleration Profile 
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aT/ 
4 A A A A A 

Figure 5-8. Resulting Rotation Rate Profile 

oT 
2 

16.fff J y 
T 2T 3T 4T TIME-

Figure 5-9.. Resulting Attitude Rotation Angle 
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Table 5-I. Slewing Performance Results, Second-Order Taylor's Series 

Attitude Errors 

Run 
E x 

E 
v 

E 
z 

Compute 
Cycles Attitude 

No. Description (Ii rad) ( i rad) ( rad) (n) (deg) 

i X axis slew at 25 0. 0. 0. 0 0 
deg/sec -0.0685 0. 0. 180 90 

-0. 1370 0. 0. 360 180 

-0. 205 0. 0. 540 270 

-0. 274 0. 0. 720 360 

2Y axis slew at 25 0. 0. 0. .0 0 
deg/sec 0. -0. 0685 0. 180 90 

0. -0. 1368 0. 360 180 

0. -0. 2050 0. 540 270 

0. -0. 274 0. 720 360 

3Z axis slew at 25 0. 0. 0. 0 0 
deg/sec 0. 0. -0. 0685 180 90 

0. 0. -0. 1368 360 180 

0. 0. -0. 2050 540 Z70 

0. 0. -0. 274 720 360 

4X axis slew -2. 54xi0 
- 4 0. 0. 500 +11. 5 

+i. 15 deg/sec -3. 06x10 
- 4 0. 0. 1500 -11. 5 

for 10 sec 

-i. 15 deg/sec -2. 33xi0 
 4 0. 0. 2500 +11. 5 

for 20 sec 

+1. 15 deg/sec, -3. 3x10 0. 0. 3500 -11. 5 
etc. 

5 Y axis slew 0. -6. 24x10- 0. 1000 0 

+1. 15 deg/sec 
for 10 sec 

-1. 15 deg/sec 
for 10 sec 

6 Three axis slew -0. 16 -0. 16 -0. 16 138 120 
at 25. 102 186 
deg/sec/axis -0. 317 -0. 316 -0. 318 276 240 

-0.475 -0.475 -0.474 414 360 
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Table 5-I. Slewing Performance Results, Second-Order Taylor's Series 
(Continued) 

Attitude Errors 

E E E ompute 
Run x y z Cycles httitude 
No. Description (i rad) (i' rad) (iL rad) (n) (deg) 

7 	 Three axis slew -0. 0255 -0. 0262 -0. 0258 346 i20
 
at 0. 011855
 
deg/sec/axis -0. 0517 
 -0. 0518 -0. 0512 692 240 

-0. 	 0775 -0. 0775 -0. 0775 1038 360 

- 3 - 38 	 Three axis slew i. IxiO 1. ixi0 5. 6x10 
- 4 

1000 0.
 
at
 

+1. 15 deg/sec/
 
axis for 10 sec
 

-i. 15 deg/sec
 
for 10 sec
 

4 xi0 
- 4  39 	 Three axis slew 7 . -1. 53x10 1.24x10 

- 3  
340 0. 

+25. 102186 
deg/sec for 3.4
 
sec and
 
-25. 102186
 
deg/sec for 3. 4
 
sec
 

10 	 X axis angular 0. 0017 0. 0. 60 15
 
acceleration
 
20. 8 deg/sec 

2 0. 01675 0. 0. 120 30 

for 	 i. 2 sec; 0. 017 0. 0. 180 15 
4-20. 8 deg/sec

2 
i.675xi0 

-
0. 0. 240 0. 

for 2. 4 sec; 2 
20.8 deg/sec
 
for 1. 2 sec
 

-4

i i 	 Y axis angular 0. i. 24xi0 0. 220 0.
 

acceleration
 

21. 6 deg/sec
2
 

for f. f sec;
 

2
 
-21. 6 deg/sec
 
for 2. 2 sec;
 

2 
21. 6 deg/sec
 
for i. I sec
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Table 5-I. Slewing Performance Results, Second-Order Taylor's Series 
(Continued) 

Attitude Errors 

ComputeE E E 
Run x y z Cycles Attitude 
No. Description (

1
j- rad) (ii rad) (ix rad) (n) (deg) 

5 
12A 	Z axis angular 0. 0. 4. 16x10 120 0. 

acceleration 
2 

39. 2 deg/sec 
for 0. 6 sec; 

2 

-39. 2 deg/sec 

for i. 2 sec; 
2 

39. 2 deg/sec 
for 0. 6 sec 

12B Three axis 0. 
acceleration 0. 0025 

max 23. 5 10-6 
deg/sec 
accel = 39. 2 2. 86x10 
deg/sec

2 
4. 37x10 

-5 

for 0. 6 sec, tIen 
-39.2 deg/sec 6. 5xO 

-

for i. 2 sec, etc. 

0. 
0.014 

0. 9xio  3 

4 
2. xlO 
2.6x10 

4 

4 
6.5x10 

-

0. 0 
0. 014 60 

3. 8xl0 
- 4 

1zo 
4 

8. 35x10 
-

240 
1. 25x10 3 

360 
4 

6.5xi0 
-

480 

0. 
14. iV/' 

0. 

0. 

0.' 

IA* X axis slew at 0. 
±25 deg/sec with -2.7738 
a period of 4 sec 
initial direction -5. 5239 
cosines. -8. 308889 

0. 
0. 

0. 
0. 

0. 0 
0. 25 

0. 50 
0. 75 

-25 
-12. 5 

0. 
12. 5 

1 0 0 -i1. 059 

a = 0 cos 25 o 
-s
i
n 2 5  

-8. 308889 
i 2 -5.5239 

0 sin Z -2. 7738 

0. 

-2. 7738 

-5. 5239 

-8. 308889 

0. 

0. 
0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 100 

0. 1Z5 
0. 150 

0. 175 

0. 200 

0. 225 

0. 250 

0. 275 

25 

12.5 
0. 

-12. 5 

-25 

-12.5 

0. 

12. 5 

-I1.059 

-8. 308889 

0. 

0. 

0. 300 

0. j25 

25 

12. 5 

*Errors for Run IA are'in Lrad. 
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Table 5-II. Slewing Performance Results, Second Order Taylor's Series 

(Continued) 

Attitude Errors 

Run E E E Compute 

No. Description 
x 

(p rad) 
y 

(p. rad) 
z 

(1, rad) 
Cycles Attitude 

(n) (deg) 

-5. 5239 0. 0. 350 0a 

-2. 7738 0. 0. 375 -12. 5 

0. 0. 0. 400 -25 

-2.7738 0. 0. 425 -12. 5 

-5. 5239 0. 0. 450 0. 

-8. 308889 0. 0. 475 12. 5 

-11.059 0. 0. 500 25 

-8. 308889 0. 0. 525 f2. 5 

-5. 5239 0. 0. 550 0. 

-2. 7738 0. 0. 575 -iz. 5 

0. 0. 0. 600 -25 

-2. 7738 0. 0. 625 -12. 5 

-5.5239 0. 0. 650 0. 

-8. 03889 0. o. 675 12. 5 

-11. 059 0. 0. 700 25 

etc. 0. 0. etc. etc. 
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5. 2. 3 Direction Cosines Coning Studies 

One of the more critical areas of an analytical platforn system is 

the integration algorithm used to compute the transformation between the 

vehicle and the desired navigation coordinate frame. These algorithms 

have at least two common error sources, (1) small angle approximations 

(truncation errors) and (Z) computer quantization errors. One other-error 

source of these algorithms is -a loss of information with, resultant drift' 

under conditions of vehicle coning. A study of this last problem is pre

sented below (Reference 5.4). 

Vehicle coning is caused by limit cycles being applied to two of the 

vehicle's axes, the pitch and yaw axes for instance. If the two limit.cycles 

are in phase, coning will not occur. The vehicle will experience no net 

rotation. If the.limit cycles are out of phase, the vehicle will cone, with 

the maximum coning occurring for a 90-deg phase shift. For this study, 

the two limit cycle inputs are of the same frequency, the same amplitude, 

and have a 90-deg phase shift. 

The errors of an algorithm experiencing coning are functions of: 

(i) The computer sampling interval, At 

(2) The limit cycle frequency, f, (or the limit cycle period, T) 

(3) The limit cycle amplitude, A 

(4) The phase shift between the two limit cycles. 

Following a summary below, the errors of four algorithms will be 

examined as a function of these four parameters, At, f, T, and A. 

Foiir algorithms were studied, namely the first- and second-order 

Taylor's series, backwards differencing, and a modified Runge-Kutta 

algorithm termed Algorithm A. A scientific computer program was used 

in the analysis and was designed for two limit cycle inputs (sinusoids) of 

the same frequency, amplitude, and a 90-deg phase shift. 

The errors of the four algorithms are plotted as a percentage of the 

total vehicle coning rate versus the computer sampling interval normalized 

to the limit cycle period in Figure 5-0. When portrayed as a percentage 

of nominal coning rate, the errors are independent of the limit cycle ampli

tude, and they are independent of frequency if the sampling interval is 
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Figure 5-10. Coning Study Results 
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plotted proportional to the limit cycle period. -That is, the percentage 

figure of the error is unaffected- by'the frequency if the limit cycle is 

sanapled the sarme number of times per cycle. The normalized error is 

c6nvetted to a coning error in -rad/sei by calculating W' 

where 

2 
WI" =L = the true vehicle coning rate, rad/sec

z 

A = limit cycle amplitude, rad
 

W = limit cycle frequency, rad/sec
 

Algorithm A has three distinct disadvantages: 

(i) Longest time lag 

(2) 	 Longest computation time 

(3) Greatest computer memory requirements 

Before Algorithm A could be used in a computer program, the 

effects of the tine lag and its performance under alternate dynamic condi

tions must be investigated. When accuracy and computer requirements 

are both considered, the Taylor's series is the best algorithm. 

5. 	 2. 3. 1 Algorithm Equations 

The four algorithms examined in this study are: 

(i) 	 First-order Taylor's series 

(2) Second-order Taylor's series 

(3) 	 Backward Differencing 

(4) 	 Algorithm A, a modified Runge-Kutta 

The unmodified Runge-Kutta algorithm was not included because it 

appeared to be inadequate from previous study results. 
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The equations of the four algorithms are presented below in matrix 

notation. These equations also contain some orthonormality correction 

terms. The following notation is used: 

EiI (a~i) _ a; 1a nai2- 

= - - a - a3 ortho

normality 
correction 

=1 -i 1 ) _ -i 2 - (ati) 2 terms 

E 13 ani) (a1i +3 (ai) 2a3 3a3i (69) 

C i , C are constants with a value of 0. 5 for all computer simulations 

nj is the nth direction cosine matrix
 

Ac, AC2 , and Aa 3 are the positive right-hand rule rotations about
 

the respective x, y, z vehicle axes.
 

-At this writing, complete evaluation of the requirement for the ortho
normality terms had not been obtained. Indications are that they are not 
required.
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5. 2. 3. 1. 1 Second-Order Taylor's Series 

5. 2. 3. 1. 2 

(Q<ict 

[ac 2 

+t jl 'll![(A z Ct E3 Ct 

(ACt3A i 
-c3i + AL 

(CiEJ E13)C E C E 

First-Order Taylor's Series 

2 2Act 2 

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -Ac CA.2 
3'~AC ACts (a22A)+ ( a' C 

3 1- AC2 A 
2 

1. 

AC C 

'3 

n1 

c. 1 

)(2c 

(70)
CE-cE 3 

ACz -A c 

2 2 
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CiEI CiE 1 (C 1 E 1i 2E3) 

+la n-' ij CI2 E C i E2 C iE 2 

(C IE -C 2 E 1 3 ) ciE
 C'iE
3 
 3
 

(72) 
5. 2. 3. 1.4 Algorithma 

)- + -'I -'1( 3 + + -- 7-" e 

((f .) Aanla+ -I 'IAfl.1f- a + A A j a fl + A -iA 3 [n
n 

n 

3 A 

a.' + A~n + A.- i +A-'an,A+-1 -iA., (Afl 

Vi(Ei CIEf (CiE - CZE1 1 3 

+ I - CZEI3) GjE CiE3 3 3 

(73) 
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5. 2. 3. 2 Discussion 

Typical coning study results can be seen in Figure 5-ii. The follow

ing paragraphs are devoted to a discussion of the empirical observation 

that such results can be normalized into one extremely convenient curve, 

previously shown in Figure 5-10. 

5. 2. 3. 2. i Frequency Normalization. Consider two sinusoidal signals of 

frequencies fi and f2 with corresponding periods T i and T 2 . If signal I 

is sampled every Ti/K sec and signal 2 is sampled every T 2 /K sec, the 

same body angular rotation will have occurred for both signals. 

To investigate the coning error as a function of the limit cycle fre

quency, several scientific simulations were run for one limit cycle ampli

tude at different limit cycle frequencies and computer sampling intervals. 

The data of these simulations is tabulated later in Table 5-VII. The same 

data is shown in Table 5-1TT below, except as a percentage of the true 

vehicle coning rate. An examination of the data shows that the percentage 

error of the Taylor's series algorithm apparently is invariable for differ

ent frequencies as long as the computer samples the limit cycles the same 

number of times per cycle, i. e. , computations are made for the same 

angular change between computation intervals. 

Table 5-111. Taylor's Series Error in True Vehicle Coning Rate 

At (computer sampling interval) 0. 5T 0. iT 0. 05T 0. OIT 

Taylor's series error in %f = icps I00 6.48 0. 1T1.667 
Taylor's series error in %f=10 cps 100 6.48 1.667 0.097 

Taylor's series error in %f =100 cps i00 6.5 -11.677 
So, the data obtained for the four algorithms may be converted to 

any frequency by normalizing the output data with respect to the period of 

the input limit cycle. 

It is likely that this result could be demonstrated analytically with little 
difficulty. 
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Figure 5-ii. Typical Coning Study Results 

5. 2. 3. 2.2 Error Amplitude Variation. For each algorithm, several com

puter simulations were run for different limit cycle amplitudes and fre

quencies. After examining the output data, the following observations were 

made: 

(1) The vehicle normally experiences a coning rate proportional 
to the limit cycle frequency and the square of the limit cycle 
amplitude. * (Refer to Paragraph 5. 2. 3. ) 

This checks with the Goodman and Robinson derivation in The American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers - Applied Mechanics Division, dated 
1i January 1957, Paper No. 57-A-30. 
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Table 5-IV. Algorithm Coning Rate Error in Degrees Per Hour 

Algorithm A Taylor's Series Backward Differencing Simplified Taylor's Series 
Computer Sampling 

° ° °Interval (see) A = 1/2wO A = I/ A 33/2uo = /2 A = 1/ O A = 3/2w' A = A i/e A = 3/2s* A i /2i A = 1/ A = 3/2w0 
At f = i cps f = I cps f=l cps f cps =Iopi f cps f f iI f = fcps Icps = cps f i cps f = I cps 

0.5 5.0 20.0 45. 5.0 20.0 45. 5.0 20.0 45. 5.0 20.0 45. 

0.45 3.719 14.876 33.45 4.46 17.84 40.13 2.96 11.84 26.65 4.22 16.88 37.99 

0.4 2.79 11.17 25.12 3.831 15.33 34.48 1.76 7.05 
 15.8 3.831 15.33 34.5
 

0.35 1.733 6.931 15.593 3.18 12.71 28.6 0.2964 1.185 2.666 3.18 12.71 28.6 

0.3 0.841 3.363 7.566 2.4,92 9.877 22.22 -0.832 3.32 -7.481 2.492 9.877 22.22
 

U, 0.25 0.261 1.046 2.354 1.82 7.268 16.36 -1.325 -5.299 -11.91 1.82 7.268 16.36 

II1 0.20 -0.057 0.2287 -0.5134 1.217 4.865 10.95C -1.37 -5.486 -12.34 1.217 4.865 10.95 

0. i5 -0. 151 0.604 -1.359 0.71 0.84 6.4 -1.01 -4.05 -9.12 0.71 2.84 6.4 

0. i25 -0. 135 -0.543 -1.2i9 0.50 2.01 4.5 -0.81 -3.237 -7.3 0;50 2.01 -1.219 

0.1 -0.105 -0.416 -0.936 0.33 1.30 2.915 -0.56 -2.26 -5.1 0.33 1.3 2.91s
 

0.05 -0.03 -0.118 -0.2658 0.0833 0.333 0.75 -0.157 -0.60 -1.4 0.0833 0.333 0.75 

0.01 -0.025 -0.0105 -0.024 0.005 0.019 0.05 -0.005 -0.021 -0.045 0.005 
 0.019 0.05
 

0.005 -0.025 -0.0108 -0.025 0.0023 0.009 0.022 -0.0002 -0.0008 -0.0016 0.0023 0.005 0.020 

0.001 -0.0036 -0.014 -0.033 0.00103 0.0045 0.011 0.00095 0.004 0.01 0.00103 0.0045 0.011 
- 4


0.,0005 -0.0046 -0.018 -0.042 10
 0.0005 0.002 0.00011 0.0004 0.0038 0.0001 0.0005 0.000
 



(2) 	 In all'the scientific simulation results, the error in comput
ing the vehicle coning rate is proportional to the square of 
the limit cycle amplitude (see Table 5-IV). Thus, it appears 
that if the error is known at an amplitude A , frequency fo,o
 

and computer sampling interval At , the error for a different o


amplitude A at the same frequency and the same sampling 
interval may be found as 

2 = r
Erro (fo, A, Ato) (A/Ao)Error (fo, Ao, Ato) 

(3) 	 The data shown in Table 5-V was obtained from a scientific 
simulation for three frequencies, 1, 10, and 100 cps, at 
the same amplitude of i/2r. After normalizing the computer 
sampling interval with respect to the period of the limit cycles, 
the error is found to be directly proportional to the frequency. 
The error at a new frequency maybe apparently found by: 

Error Ao At). = Error (fo, Ao ".) ) (f/f°)' 


Table 5-V. Taylor's Series Error 

At (computer sampling interval) 0. ST* * 0. iT 0. 05T 0. OiT 

Taylor's series error in deg/hr at f =i hps 5 0.334 0.083 0.005 

Taylor's series error in deg/hr at f = 10 cps 50 3.34 0.83 0.0485 

Taylor's series error in deg/hr at f = i00 cps 500 33. 5 8.38 --

T is 	 the period of the limit cycle input 

(4) 	 In view of observations (i)through (3), and since the vehicle 
coning rate and the algorithms' error in computing the con
ing rate are both proportional to the limit cycle frequency 
and the square of the limit cycle amplitude, the algorithms' 
errors, when portrayed as a percent of the true vehicle con
ing rate, will be independent of the limit cycle amplitude and 
frequency when the computer samples the limit cycles the 
same number of times per cycle. 

The output data of several scientific simulations verifies the 

above, and this data is tabulated in Tables 5-VI and 5-VII. 
Three graphs of some simulation results are also shown 
in Figures 5-11, 5-iZ, and 5-13. 
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(5) 	 A graph of the percentage error for the four algorithms 
versus the computer sampling interval normalized to the 
limit cycle period is plotted as Figure 5-i. From this 
,graph, the error of any of the four algorithms for any limit 
cycle amplitude, frequency, and computer sampling interval 
may be found as follows: 

(a) 	 Normalize the computer sampling interval with respect 
to the limit cycle period. For example, the normalized 
sampling interval for a 0. 5- cps signal and a 20 msec 

sampling interval is 0-02T = 0. OT.
2.0 

(b) 	 Obtain the percentage error from the normalized grapn 
(Figure 5-11). For instance, the percentage error for 
the Taylor's series is 0. 1 percent for the 0. 5 cps signal 
and a 20 msec sampling interval. 

.4 --- I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

COMPUTEDVEHICLECONING RATE 
VERSUS 

7.2 COMPUTERSAMPLINGINTERNAL 

A = 3/2V f=l cps 

0 = BACKWARDDIFFERENCING 

6 = ALGORITHMA 
6.0 = SECOND-ORDERTAYLOR'SSERIES 

= SIMPLIFIEDTAYLOR'SSERIES 

o 4.8 

S3.6 

Z
 

0 2.4

1.2
 
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 

COMPUTERSAMPLING (SEC)INTERVAL 

Figure 5-12. Typical Coning Study Results 
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(c) 	 Calculate the correct vehicle coning rate in the desired 
units. For a 0. 5 cps signal with an amplitude of 0. 01 
rad, the vehicle coning rate is 

2 	 - 4 
= (0. 01) (T) (0.5) = i. 5708xi0 rad/sec 

' =0.5655 rad/hr = 3Z.403 deg/hr 

(d) 	 The coning error is 0. 1 percent of 32. 4 deg/hr or an 
equivalent drift of 0. 034 deg/hr. 

5. 2. 3. 2. 3 Sample Calculation. In this paragraph, the coning error for 

three algorithms will be computed for 10 cps limit cycles of 0. 03 deg amp

litude using the graphical method described in the previous paragraphs. 

These calculations will be performed for computer sampling intervals vary

ing from 2 to 50 msec. These results will then be compared with the output 

data of several scientific simulations to verify the accuracy of this analytical 

method of computing each algorithm's coning error. Although sample cal

culations are shown only for the Taylor's series algorithm, the same method 

was used for all the algorithms shown on the normialized graph. 

84 I 	 I I I I I I I I I I I 

COMPUTED CONING RATEVEHICLE 
VERSUS
 

72 	 COMPUTER INTERVALSAMPLING 

A=I°/2r f=1 cps 
0 =BACKWARDDIFFERENCING 
0 =ALGORITHMA
 

60 - 0 = SECOND-ORDERTAYLOR'SSERIES-


A= SIMPLIFIED SERIESTAYLOR'S 

80 

z 
0 

24
 

12 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 
COMPUTERSAMPLINGINTERVAL(SEC) 

Figure 5-13. Typical Coning Study Results 
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Table 5-VI. Algorithm Coning Rate Error in Percent 

Computer Sssplio
5Intrval (soc) A = i/2o 

0 

At f 
= 
l ps 

Algorithm A Taylor's Series Backward DifeenIcing . 

A = 1/o A = 3/2O A = 1/2 
° 

A = i/eO A = 3/2. 
O 

A = t/2 A = i/nO A = 3/2 
° 

0 

f = I fps=lps f = I ps f Icp f I op f = Io = opsii i p 

Slnplified Taylor'. Series 

A = 1/2ee A = I/eo A = 3/200 

f =f=Iop. p. f = cps 

U' 

0.5 100 

0.45 74.38 

0.4 55.8 

0.35 34.654 

0.3 16.82 

0.25 5.22 

0.20 1.14 

0.15 3.02 

0.125 2.72 

0.1 2.08 

0.05 0.594 

0.01 0.052 

0.005 0.52 

0.001 0.072 

0.0005 0.092 

100 tOo 100 100 100 100 1O0 1o0 

74.38 74.38 89.2 89.20 89.18 59.2 59.20 59.22 

55.85 55.83 76.62 76.65 76.62 35.16 35.15 35.13 

34.655 34.651 63.56 63.55 63.55 5.93 5.926 5.92 

16.815 16.81 49.4 49.4 49.4 16.64 16.636 16.62 

5.23 5.23 36.36 36.340 36.35 26.5 26.49 26.48' 

1.143 1.141 24.34 24.325 24.33 27.4 27.430 27.42 

3.02 3.02 14.2 14.2 14.2 20.2 20.25 20.26 

2.715 2.72 iO.0 10.05 10.0 16.20 16.20 16.22 

2.08 2.08 6.48 6.5 6.48 11.29 11.30 11.33 

0.591 0.5906 1.667 1.667 1.667 3.13 3.1 3.11 

0.051 0.051 0. 1 0.095 0.11 0.10 0.105 0.10 

0.54 0.55 0.045 0.045 0.049 0.004 0.0038 0.0036 

0.070 0.073 0.02 0.022 0.023 0.0190 0.020 .0.021 

0.090 0.092 0.002 0.0105 0.004 0.0023 0.002 0.002 

102 to0 100 

84.4 84.40 84.4 

76.iZ 76.65 76.62 

63.46 63.55 63.55 

49.4 49.4 49.4" 

36.36 36.34 36.35 

24.34 24.325 24.33 

14.2 - 14.2 14.22 

1O.0 1o.05 10.0 

6.48 6.5 6.48 

1.667 1.667 1.667 

0.1 0.095 0.11 

0.045 0.045 0.049 

0.02 0.022 0.023 

0.002 0.01 0.004 



Table 5-VII. Algorithm Coning Rate Error 

Taylor's Series 

Computer Sampling A = i/2n deg A = i/Zw deg A = i/2n deg 
Interval At f = i cps f = i0 cps f = i00 cps 

0.5 5.0 

0.45 4.46 

0.4 3.83 

0. 35 3. 18 

0.3 2.47 

0.25 1. 82 

0.2 i.23 

0. 15 0.73 

0. i25 0. 50 

0. i 0.33 

0. 05 0. 08 50 

0. 01 0. 005 3. 28 

0. 005 0. 002 0. 83 500 

0.001 0. 001 0.046 33. 5 

0.0005 i0 - 4 
0.01 8.4 

(1) Taylor's Series 

Limit cycle frequency = 10 cps 

Limit cycle amplitude = 0. 03 deg 

Computer sampling interval = 2 to 50 msec 

For a limit cycle frequency of 10 cps and an amplitude of 0. 03 deg, 

the true vehicle coning rate is 

i 

2(0.03) (0. 03)q--0) (M0T) (3600) arc deg/hr 

= 17765 arc deg/hr 
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(a) 	 Computer sampling interval is 10 msec. The normalized 
sampling interval is 

0. 01 T = 0. iT 
0. 1 

From the normalized graph the error-for. the Taylor's 
series is 6. 5 percent. Thus, the Taylor's series 
algorithm's coning error is 6. 5 percent of 1-. 7765 arc 
deg/hr or 0. 115 deg/hr. 

(b) 	 Computer sampling interval is 5 msec. The normalized 
computer sampling interval is 

0.01 

From the normalized graph, the error for the Taylor's 
series is 1. 68 percent. Thus, the Taylor's series 
algorithm's coning error is 1. 68 percent of 1.7765 arc 
deg/hr or 0.0297 deg/hr. 

The 	coning errors of the Taylor's series algorithm at other computer 

cycle times were computed in the same manner and are presented in 

Table 5-VIII. The coning errors obtained from the scientific 

Table 5-VIII. Coning Error for Taylor's Series Algorithm 

Graphical Computation 
Computer Simulation of the Taylor's Series 

AT Taylor's Series Coning Coning Error Difference 
(Sec) Error (arc deg/hr) (arc deg/hr) (arc deg/hr) 

0.002 

0.003 

0.005 

0.005 

0.0109 

0.0295 

0.00515 

0.0i03 

0.0297 

i0 
-4 

6xO 
-4 

2xiO 
-4 

0.010 0.115 0.i15 0 

0.015 0.26 0.259 0.001 

0.020 0.432 0.434 0.002 

0.025 0.646 0.647 0.0011 

0.040 1.36 1.35 0.011 

0.050 1.7763 1.7763 0 

'No information is obtained from a sinusoidal signal when it is sampled 
two times per cycle. 
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simulations are tabulated here and show that the graphical computation 

method obtains approximately the same values (within 0. 01 deg/hr in most 

cases) as the scientific simulations. 

(2) Backward Differencing 

The coning errors of the backward differencing algorithm 
at several computer times were computed in the same 
manner, and are presented in Table 5-IX. 

Limit cycle frequency = 10 cps 

Limit cycle amplitude = 0. 03 deg 

Computer sampling interval = 2 to 50 msec 

Table 5-IX. Coning Errors for Backward Differencing Algorithm 

Computer Simulation Graphical Computation
 
Computer Backward Differencing of the Backward Dif-

Interval Coning Error ferencing Error Difference
 
(Sec) (arc deg/hr) (arc deg/hr) (arc deg/hr)
 

0.002 0.0096 0. 0083 0.0013
 

0.003 0.0213 0.0213 0
 

0.005 0.0556 0.0587 0. 0031 

0.010 0.2046 0.1971 0.0075
 

0.012 0.2764 0.266 0. 0104
 

0.015 0.3636 0.362 0.0016
 

0.020 0.4887 0.487 0.0017
 

0.025 0.4618 0.471 0. 0009
 

0.040 0. 6611 0.626 0.035
 

0.050 1.7765 1.7765 0
 

(3) Algorithm A 

The coning errors of the Algorithm A at several computer 
times were computed in the same manner, and are 
presented in Table 5-X. 

Limit cycle frequency = 10 cps 

Limit cycle amplitude = 0. 03 deg 

Computer sampling interval = 2 to 50 msec 
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Table 5-X. Coning Errors for Algorithm A 

Computer 
Sampling Computer Simulator Graphical Computation 

At Algorithm A Coning of Algorithm A Coning Difference 
(sec) Error (arc deg/hr) Error (arc deg/hr) (arc deg/hr) 

0.002 0.0135 0.001Z 0.012 

0. 005 0.0220 0.01065 0.01135 

0. 010 0.0487 0.0373 0.0114 

0.012 0.0594 0.0465 0.0129 

0.015 0.0568 0.0462 0.0106
 

0.020 0.0318 0.0202 0.0116
 

0. 040 0. 9804 0. 991 0. 0106 

0.050 1.7765 1.7765 0 

5. 2. 4 The Attitude Reference Integration Rate 

This paragraph determines the required attitude reference equation 

updating computation rate based upon the previous error analyses. The 

desired attitude reference equation drift rate is .less than 10 - deg/hr, 

subject to the following assumed environment. Booster data from-

MSFC indicates that the vehicle pitched at a rate of 1. 17 deg/sec 

(nominal) during a portion of the flight, and that the maximum rate experi

enced during the flight was 3 deg/sec. Since the slewing errors increase 

with increased rates, a maximum rate of 6 deg/sec will be used for design 

purposes. During staging, the 6 deg/sec value is exceeded; however, this 

rate is present for a very short time and should cause only-negligible errors 

(Reference 5.3). 

The worst-case angular oscillation condition is assumed to be a con

ing with a 0.05 deg amplitude at 3 cps. 
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5. 2. 4. 1 Slewing Error Criteria 

The slewing errors for the first- and second-order Taylor's series 

are shown in Table 5-XI. Because the angular error per cycle is largest 

for a three axis slew, this case will be used for design purposes. 

From Table 5-XI, the angular error per cycle is A
3 

for a first-order 

series and -A for a second-order series. 
2 

Table 5-XI. 	 First- and Second-Order Taylor's Series 
Slewing Errors 

Drift Errors of the Drift Errors of the 
First-Order Taylor's Series Second-Order Taylor-s Series 

- " 
- (10 deg/hr) (i0 ?' deg/hr) 

Compoter Sarnping Rate in rnsec B5 is 7.5 5 2 15 to 7.5 5 

Slewing Errors 
(ma mum rate = 6 deg/sec) 5.37 2.3 1.34 0.6 0.0956 2.69 1.15 0.67 0.3 0.033 

Cooing Errors 
(0.05 deg at 3 op) Z.07 1.0 0.044 0.028 0.0081 2.07 1.0 0.044 0.02 0.0081 

RSS 3r 5.76 2.51 1.34 0.6 0.096 3.39 1.52 0.67 0.3 0.033 

The scale factor errors are R =i + 3A 2 
for a first-order series and 

A
4 

R = I + 9 2 for a second-order series. The primary advantage of 

using the second-order Taylor's series, naturally, is the scale factor 

error reduction. 
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Since A in the above equations is defined to be 

At 

A ft dt ='cAt 

-
A (6) (3600)- (4. 85 x 10 6) At 

A = 0. 105 At rad 

- 3 
AO 1 = A = -1. 16 At3 10 

A 3 -3 
- !- - 0. 581 At x 10 	 .(74)AG2 

AG 1 2 -3 
AG I = first-order drift rate = At = -1. 16 At x 10 

-
AE2 = second-order drift rate = ---- -0. 58iAt2x i0 (75) 

For the drift in the attitude reference equations to be between <0.01 

deg/hr, the sampling interval At for the first- and second-order Taylor's 

series must be: 

(1) 	 First-order Taylor's series
 

At :< 6. 5 msec
 

(2) 	 Second-order Taylor's series
 

At -5 9. 14 msec
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5. 2. 4. 2 Coning Error Criteria 

The true vehicle coning rate for the 3 cps, 0. 05 deg amplitude limit 
2cycles is wl = A 2/Z = 1. 48 deg/hr. 

- 3For the drift rate of 10 deg/hr, the error is 0. 0677 percent. Using 

the graph of Figure 5-il, 

At = 0. 007 T = 0. 007 (3) = 2. 33 msec 

- 2For the drift rate of i0 deg/hr, the error is 0. 677 percent. From 

Figure 5-11, 

At = 0.03 T = 0.03 (-) = 10 msec 

Therefore, the coning errors require the computer integration period to be 

less than iomsec. 

In Table 5-XIII the errors for both algorithms are tabulated for five 

different sampling rates. From the table, it appears that the first-order 

Taylor's series meets the drift criteria if sampled every 5 msec, and the 

second-order Taylor's series meets the drift criteria if sampled every 

10 msec. 

However, these error calculations do not represent the total algorithm 

errors since the computer word size restrictions are not included. The 

errors due to the computer wor.d size will be analyzed in Phase 2 with 

hypocomp simulations. 

5. 2. 5 Attitude Reference Equation Quantization 

5. 2. 5. 1 GP Mechanization 

As mentioned in Subsection 5. 1, the accuracy sought in the attitude 

reference equations will hold attitude errors about any axis at injection to 

less than 20 arc sec. The errors listed in Paragraph 5. 2.4 cause a maximum 

(3 a-) drift error of 0. 0152 arc sec/sec during the flight, which would be 

approximately 15. 2 arc sec attitude error at injection for a 1000 sec flight. 

During the 1000 sec, the second-order Taylor's series would update the 

direction cosines 100,000 times. For the RSS attitude to equalerrors 

20 sec, the attitude error due to quantization must be less than 13.0 sec. 
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Conservatively then, if.the errors were additive, the required quantiza

tion must be less than 

13 arc secx4.85xiO 
-6 

rad/sec =6. 3 
-
. 0 radx 1 0 

5
 
iO 


which would require 31 digits. 

A much less conservative approach is to divide the attitude error at 

injection by the V : 

. 5 x 6 =2xi07i0 =io-8x4.85xi3A9 =13x4 8
Vi-5 3.16 

which is equivalent to a word length of 23 bits. 

Thus, the estimated word length required for the attitude reference 

equations is between 23 and 31 bits. The actual word length required will 

be obtained during Phase 2 of the MSFC study by ICS and hypocomp simula

tions of typical trajectories, and it is very likely that 23 bits will suffice. 

5.2.5.2 DDA Mechanization 

It is likely that the quantization errors for the DDA will not be propa

gated as they are in the GP because of the DDA's integrator operation, so 

an 18 bit word is assumed sufficient (10 sec resolution). If the DDA is 

chosen for further study, this assumption will be verified in Phase 2. 
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5.3 ALIGNMENT STUDY 

The attitude reference of a strapped-down system is maintained by a 

direction cosine matrix [aij] relating the vehicle body axes to the desired 

guidance coordinate axes (refer to Paragraph 5. 1.1). 

The alignment of a strapped-down system simply requires the pres

ence of correct direction cosines in the computer at the time the IMU 
"goes inertial. " If the vehicle is perfectly motionless and vertical, the 

alignment could be accomplished simply by transferring the correct direc

tion cosines to the computer. Since the vehicle is not motionless on the 

launch pad, the alignment must be performed in a manner similar to the 

alignment of an inertial platform. For this system, alignment will be 

accomplished by using the accelerometer outputs to compute leveling 

signals and a theodolite to compute azimuth error signals. Two sets of 

alignment equations are presently considered and are shown in Paragraph 

5.1.7.
 

- To analyze the errors of the alignment methods, scientific simula

tions of the two methods were performed on an IBM 7094 computer. This 

computer program obtained the errors which would result from the effects 

of vehicle sway, alignment equation inaccuracy, and theodolite signal 

errors. No computer quantization errors were included. Computer itera

tion rate was a parameter in the simulation, but quantization was not 

simulated. 

5. 3. 1 Scientific Simulation Description 

The scientific simulation programmed for the IBM 7094 computer 

simulates acceleration and rotation rates experienced by the body-mounted 

gyros and accelerometers. 

The inertial instruments experience the effects of gravity and the 

earth's rotation rate, as well as acceleration and rotation rates due to 

vehicle sway. The vehicle sway effects are programmed f6r a constant 

wind, the data for which was obtained from MSFC (Reference 5.6). Sample 

data received from MSFC is shown in Figures 5-i4 through 5-16. As the 

vehicle sway data points out, the amount the vehicle sways depends on the 

station of the vehicle. For all simulations performed, the station was 

assumed to be 82.5 m. 
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Due to the vehicle sway, the inertial instruments experience oscilla

tory accelerations as well as oscillatory rotation rates. Since MSFC's 

vehicle sway data quotes a frequency of 0433 cps or 0.8 cps, the lateral 

motions of the vehicle were assumed to be of the following form: 

D = D sin w t 
o o 

= a sin w t 
0 0 

= 
 a°
s O Cos LOt 	 (76) 
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where 

D = maximum lateral deflection, m0 

a = maximum lateral deflection angle, rad 

= vehicle sway radial frequency
0 

D = instantaneous lateral deflection, rn 

a = instantaneous lateral deflection angle, rad 

The vehicle sway induced accelerations are derived from the equa

tions for a, D, and w. The resulting accelerations have two components, 

A D and A where A D is a lateral accelerati6n and A F is a vertical 

acceleration. 

D D r 20 
- a 

AF = 
F 

o o
~20 

[1 +D3 cos Zt t- (77) 

These acceleration components are -oscillatory and attain maximum ampli

tudes of 

max. = 0.84 rn/sec 
2 (2.74 ft/sec 

2 
A D 

2 
max. = 0. 00182 m/sec 

2 
(0. 00598 ft/secA F 

when D o = 0. 20 m (0. 64 ft), c'o = 0. 00436 rad, and wo is 2. 07 rad/'sec. AD 

causes the lar-gest leveling error because it reaches a value of 0. 085 g for the 
stated values of ao, Do, and wo . 

Using gravity, earth's rotation rate, a, ws, AD, and AF, the simula

tion computes the true vehicle orientation relative to a north-east-vertical 

coordinate system and computes the accelerometer and gyro outputs. The 

gyro outputs update the aij matrix relating the body axes to this coordinate 

system. The accelerometer outputs are then sent to the attitude reference 

equations to compute the leveling signals. 
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The azimuth reference signal is provided by a theodolite which is 

located along the astronomical north axis for simulation purposes, with an 

angle of inclination of 26 deg with the horizontal. Due to this inclination 

angle, the theodolite measures the azimuth with an error proportional to 

the tangent of the inclination angle and the deflection angle of the vehicle. 

The porro prism is aligned with the z body axis (zb) in the xb -zb plane. 

The reflected signal is essentially a dot product of the zb body axis with a 

vector colinear with the line of sight from the theodolite to the porro prism. 

The unit vector defining the theodolite's line of sight to the porro 

prism is 
A A A 

ith = cos i - sin i I VI N 

The zb axis is defined to be 

AAA 
+ aZb a 3T iN 32 T 

IV + a 
33T iE 

Thus the theodolite signal is 

A A 
cos i a31 T - sin i a32 T
 

bth A A%
 

zt-i t h  

z • It 311 3 

ul a - tan i a
 
zM Cos i 3iT 32T
 

iv 

th 

zb iN 

-/r NORTH 

The error in the theodolite signal is (tan i) (a 3 2 T), which is approximately 

one-half the vehicle deflection angle about the xb axis. Since a3Z T may be 

as large as 0.01 rad, this signal will cause an azimuth error as large as 

0.6 deg if uncorrected. 
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5.3.2 Simulation Results 

The preliminary simulation results of'the strapped-down alignment 

equations verify that 	 " 

(I) 	 The alignment gains must be very small to filter out the vehicle 
sway accelerations in the leveling signals. 

(2) 	 The theodolite signal errors must be corrected for inclination angle 
errors, which can produce, azimuth errors as large ,as 0. 6 deg. 

(3) 	 The alignment correction signals must be updated at a rate 
greater than twice per vehicle sway cycle. -

As a consequence, the desired scientific simulation results are a combina

tion of finding (i) the alignment computation interval, (2) the alignment " 

gains required to obtain less than 20 arc sec alignment error, and (3) the 

correction of the theodolite azimuth reference signal. 

5.3.2.1 Alignment Gain Selection 

Since the alignment gains must be very small to meet accuracy re

quirements, the reduction of the initial alignment error to 20 arc sec would 

require many computation or alignment cycles. For instance, consider the 

number of cycles required to reduce an error of 36 arc rin to 20 arc sec 

I0 
- 4 4

using a feedback gain of 5 x . That is, only 5 x 10 
-

of the computed 

attitude error is corrected each alignment cycle. The -attitude error as a 

function of time is approximately E = 2160 (0. 9 9 9 5 )n arc sec. For this 

error to be reduced to 20 arc sec, 4760 ierations would be needed: 

(0.9995)n = 0.0927 

in (0.0927) -2.38 
in (0.9995) 

= 
-0.0005 

n 4760 iterations 

As a result, a very short iteration rate is required or the alignment time 

will be extremely long. Therefore, the alignment update interval is tenta

tively chosen to be 20 msec for all the following runs even though this 

interval requires that the alignment'must rui for at least 95.2 sec to reduce 

the error to 20 arc sec.- (Moreover, the problems of errorieous accelera

tions due to vehicle sway add to the alignment time required.) 
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The first alignment gain used was 0.001 and was used in simulations 

with alignment update intervals of 20 msec. Although this gain converged 

fast, it did not provide the desired alignment leveling accuracy. 

The gain was reduced to 5 x 10 
- 4 

at the same interval; this small gain 

reduced the leveling error considerably. However, leveling error was 

cyclic with a frequency equal to the vehicle sway frequency and reached a 
3peak magnitude of 10 - rad ( ZOO arc sec). The gain was further reduced to 

0 - 4 , which reduced the leveling errors to A8 = 25 sin 2. 07t arc sec (see 

Figure 5-17), but the alignment gain must be decreased to i0 - 5 
for the 

specified leveling accuracy. At this time, however, no simulations have 

been performed for this gain value. 

However, if the gain value of 10 - 5 
is used, the reduction of 36 arc 

min error to 20 arc sec error would require at least Z38,000 alignment 

cycles, or a running period in real time of 79 1/3 min for a 20 msec align

ment cycle. Since this period is extemely long, the alignment should be 

completed in four modes: 

of 10 
- 3 

" Mode i. 	 Perform the alignment with alignment gains 

for 60 sec. 	 This mode will reduce alignment errors 

of i arc-deg to errors of 18 arc min. 
- 4

of 5 x i0" Mode 2. Continue the alignment with alignment gains 

for 60 sec. This will reduce the 18 arc min error to
 

240 arc sec.
 

4 

" Mode 3. 	 Continue the alignment with alignment gains of i0 

for 400 sec. This will reduce the alignment error 

from 240 arc sec to 35 arc sec.
 

- 5 
* 	 Mode 4. Continue the alignment with alignment gains of 10 

for at least 1200 sec. This will reduce the alignment 

error to 20 arc sec. To reduce the error to tO arc 

sec, this set of gains must be used at least 2500 sec 

(41 2/3 min). 
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These four modes will reduce the error from i arc deg to 10 arc sec 

in 53 minutes. Since this method requires such a long time, it is recom

mended that a Kalman filter be used until the misalignment is reduced to 

i0 arc sec. At this time the alignment gains of the Kalman filter will be 

replaced with constant gains of 10 5 . In this manner, the alignment will be 

performed much faster for the same accuracy. The Kalman filter to 10 arc 

sec is recommended because the errors due to computer quantization, 

accelerometer bias, and other theodolite instrument errors (such as bias) 

are not included. 

5.3. 2. 2 Theodolite Signal Correction 

As mentioned earlier, the theodolite error due to the theodolite inclina

tion angle error may cause an azimuth error as large as 0.6 deg if uncor

rected. To correct this error, the theodolite signal was modified in several 

ways. 

The first correction method was to add a quantity to the theodolite 

signal u' which is proportional to the attitude reference equations valueam 

for a3f. That is, 
u'z (78) 

a 3 D zm +t a3 

However, since a is small, this method may correct the u'Wm in the
3MD zm 

wrong direction. For instance, let a M T = 0.004, a32 T = 0.01, and tan 

i = 0.5, then, u' = 0.004 - 0.005 =-0.00i. If the computed value for zm
 
a is negative, u' will become more negative and will cause the azimuth

3M zm 
alignment to become unstable. 

The second correction method was to use the velocity increments 

from the accelerometer: 
AV
 

aa31D u' zm + tan i (-Z) (79)g 

If the vehicle sway causes accelerations along the z axis, this method be

comes as inaccurate as the original u' . For instance, let T = 0.02,azm a
 

A + A Then=ga3 2  
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U' [_ a 3 zg a T~a 2742 
aU'a tani a g TTa +( .4 x 1/2 (Cos W-t-Cos Wot 

u' a +'tan i [1-7 

U zm = aT +tani [0.04] 

or u' is in error by 0.05 rad. 
zm 

Although this error is cyclic, it is larger than the original azimuth error. 

The third correction method was to accumulate the z accelerometer 

outputs and then compensate for a3ZT That is,. 


a u' +tan i (A)
 

3a D zm 

A =A + AV (80)z 

This method reduces the theodolite inclination error nearly to zero. That is, 

•~ sin W t 
ga 3 2 Tt 1

[t 
Ai 

a - +tani a +- + g-
3D 31T T gt 

a a +-tan i co) 

aiD_3,rn a MT (81) 
t--*rn) 

The scientific simulations show that this method reduces the azimuth 

error to less than 10 arc sec. 
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5.3. 2. 3 Conclusions 

Constant gain filter methods may be used for alignment purposes 

but will require almost I hr to reduce an initial error of i arc deg to less 

than 20 arc sec. Also, both alignment methods presented (refer to Sub

section 5.3) may be used although the first method is preferable. 

Since the constant gain filters require a long calibration time, it is 

recommended that a variable gain filter be used (such as a Kalman filter). 

Since it is desirable to align until launch time, it is also suggested that the 
5variable gains be changed to constant gains of 10 - when the alignment has 

attained an accuracy around 10 arc sec. 
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5. 	4 ACCELERATION INTEGRATION ANALYSIS 

In this subsection, the acceleration integration equations presented 

in Paragraph 5. 1. 2 are discussed with regard to software errors, No con

sideration is given to computer quantization errors nor to errors associ

ated with the fact that the accelerometers are not located at the same point. 

These errors will be analyzed in Phase 2 of the MSFC study. It seems 

likely, though, that they will be small. 

Furthermore, the work performed to date is not sufficient to support 

a specific prediction in the velocity and position errors at the end of a 

flight. (These are errors that result from computer errors in integrating 

velocity, of course. ) Nonetheless, sufficient work has been done to indicate 

the possibility that these errors can be kept under 0.3 msec (I ft/sec) per 

axis (
3 

-), so this number is used in Section 3 but is subject to verification 

during the Phase 2 study. 

Acceleration equation errors resulting from any of the limit cycling 

effects will be functions of the limit cycle frequency, the acceleration 

integration frequency, and the attitude reference matrix updating frequency. 

In Phase 2 of the study, these velocity errors will be examined for the 

effects of the sampling frequency, limit cycle frequency, acceleration 

amplitude and time variation, and computer quantization effects. If possible, 

these results will be arranged in a form similar to that of the -direction 

cosines coning results (see Paragraph 5. 2. 3) to facilitate the design of 

strapped-down systems. 

The acceleration integration errors are a function of the vehicle
 

dynamics and can only be approximated in the simulations. Nonetheless,
 

meaningful results can be obtained by considering the effects of specific
 

inputs as was done with the attitude reference studies. In this respect, it
 

is convenient to consider the followihg motions:
 

(1) 	 Vehicle Rotations 

(a) 	 Constant Slewing Rates 

* About one axis only 

* About two or more axes, in phase 

* About two or more axes, out of phase 
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(b) Constant Rate Limit Cycling 

" 	 About one axis only 

* 	About two or more axes, in phase 

" 	 About two or more axes, out of phase 

(c) Sinusoidal Limit Cycling 

" About one axis only 

" About two or more axes, in phase 

" 	 About two or more axes, out of phase 
(usually referred to as vehicle coning) 

(Z) Vehicle Accelerations 

(a) Constant Accelerations A 0 

(b) Ramp accelerations Ait 

2
(c) Parabolic accelerations AZt 

(d) In general, the acceleration is of the form 

A = + AIt + AZt 2 
+ ...A 0 

During powered flight, the vehicle may experience any combination 

of these motions. So for a complete representation of the errors due to 

the acceleration integration equations, each of the vehicle rotational 

motions should be analyzed during each of the possible accelerations, 

constant, ramp, or parabolic. Then the errors should be computed during 

combinations of several vehicle motions while the vehicle is subjected to 

the three types of accelerations, because the errors are apparently non

linear functions of the vehicle dynamics being discussed. 

At this time, the complete analysis of the acceleration integration 

equations is not available. Only preliminary results are available for 

constant slews about one axis, under the influence of constant accelerations. 

The other errors and their combinations must be analyzed at a later time. 

5. 4. 1 Acceleration Integration Errors 

The acceleration integration methods presented in Paragraph 5. . 2 

are very similar, and may be represented as in Eq (8Z). 
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rAy alX1 21 a31 FAV-x 

AVYJ aj2 a31
 j
a 2 AV yb (82) 

LAVzii[a13 a23 a33jLAV zbj 

where
 

AVxi,AVyI, AVzl = velocity increments accumulated over At sec along 
the x, y, z inertial axes. 

AVyb, AVz = velocity increments accumulated by the x, y, z body-

Vxbb mounted accelerometers 

-[aj]Itransponse of the aij matrix relating the vehicle= 

body axes to the inertial navigation axis. 

The velocity increments along the inertial axes and the vehicle body axes 

were accumulated for At sec. The values used for the direction cosines 

in the a..matrix may be the values at the end of the At interval the velocity 

increments were accumulated (Method I) or they may be the values of the 
At(Mto2.
 

direction cosines present at the middle of the interval -A- (Method 2). 

The accuracy of these two methods is evaluated analytically while 

the vehicle experiences several dynamic conditions of accelerations and 

rotations. The errors of the two proposed acceleration integration methods 

will be obtained where these results are compared with the correct integral 

of the dynamic conditions. 

5.4. 2 Error Analysis for Single Axis Slews and Constant Accelerations 

The accelerations and body rates for the error analysis are 

= vehicle acceleration = A x-b + A 2 'b + A 3 zb 

co = vehicle rotation rate = wi xb 
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For this constant rotation rate wi, the 	atj matrix as a functioh of time is 

0 0 x 5 

Yb - cos COt sin wI t Y 	 (83) 

zb 0 -sin w i t Cos Wi t 

assuming the a..matrix at the start of the rotation is the identity matrix 

- The inertial accelerations are 

= A Ix S + (A 2 cos W t - A 3 sin W it) ys + (A2 sin w0t +A 3 cos W t) zs 

(84) 

The true inertial velocity increments over T sec are 

AVx =AAt 

AVs= [sin (t 0 + T) w, - sin w, t 0 ]+ cos wi (t 0 + T) - cos wi t 0 

t
+

AV,=-L2 w(to +cosT) - cos w t+ [sin i(t 0 + T) - sin w 

(85) 

However, the integration performed by the acceleration integration 

end of an interval At, providesequations, using the direction cosines at the 

the following inertial velocity increments: 

0AV i 0 


AV [AAt A2At A 3 At] 0 cos Wi (to + At) sin w, (tox + At)
 

AV zs 0 -sin wit0 + At) cos W (t0 + At)
 

(86) 
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AVxs = Ai At 

AVy = A2At cos (t + At) - A 3 At) -A3 t sin (t + At)s 0 I o wi o 

AVzs = A3At cos (t0 + At)+ A 2 At sin wa (t + At)w I o 

The accumulated velocity increments, after T sec, are 

T
 
At
 

AVxs nAtA i 


n= i
 

T T 
At rAt r 

A 3At (87)AVys = A 2 At T cos i(t 0 +nAt - sin LoI(to+nAt) 

T T
 

AVzs = A 2 At sin [ i (t 0 +nAt] + A 3 At = cos P i(t 0 +nAt]
 

n=in=
 

After T sec, the velocity errors may be found by subtracting AV. from3s
 
the AV! values, as shown below:is
 

AV. = AV' -AV
 

AV = AV' - AV (88)
y ys ys 

AV = AV' - AV 
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Consider the second integration method using the direction'cpsines 

at the middle of the interval. These equations provide the following inertial 

velocity increments: 

AVx 1 0 0 

~AV = LAift A 2 t A 3 AtJ 0 cos i (to +A) sin I (to +y-

AV =- t 0 -sin (t0 cos[wi (to (89)(to + (892 

AVxs = A i At 

AV = A At cos i (t 0 + A 3 At sin [i (t 0 + 

AV zs= A At cos [w1 (to + At)] + A? At sin wI (t 0 + t] 

After T sec, the accumulated velocity increments are 

T
 
At
 

AVxs = T. Ai nAt
 

T T 

AV = AcAt Cos (t + -- + nAt) A3At sin (to +At- +Ant 

2=0 =0 3IT T-

AV =AA t sn i(o + At 1 +AAt At 1ito + At + nAtl 
n~t i~it+# j n o sfI 

(90) 
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The errors of both integration methods are shown in Table 5-XII. 

The errors are decreased considerably by using the direction cosines at 

the middle of the interval for the constant acceleration and X axis slew. 

Further analysis must be performed, however, to reveal which method is 

the best. Some scientific simulation results are shown in Table 5-XIII, 

which also shows that Method 2 is a major improvement. 

5.4.3 Estimated Computer Word Length 

The quantization errors will be made to cause velocity errors of 

0.09 m/sec (0.'3 ft/sec) or less after the 1000 sec flight. These errors 

will be based on a maximum acceleration estimate of 4 g. 

If the velocity increments are updated every 20 msec, the quantiza
- 6

tion error for n iterations will be between 1. 8x i0 msec (
6 x 106 ft/ 

- 3
sec) (0.3/n) and 0.4x0t msec (i.34xi 03 ft/sec) (0. 3/i-n) ). To pro

vide the velocity register with the capability of containing velocity changes 

as large as 61 m/sec "(200 ft/sec) and still not cause unreasonable quanti

zation errors, a word size between 18 and Z6 bits would be required. For 

the same considerations with velocity increments to be updated every 

10msec, the word size would have to be between 19 and.27 bits. 
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Table 5-XII. 	 Acceleration-Integration Errors for a Constant 
5 deg/sec Slew about the Xb Axis and a Constant 
3-g Acceleration Along the Y Body Axis 

Akcchacton Ti-e AV Av AVlnteg rat~fn Cs 0 

Method 

0 0 0 ] 0.1 0 3.10-1 -0 00838 
- 4 

Method I 1 0 0 2 0 1 3.10 -0.01675 

o o 1 0.3 0 3.i01 -0.02513 

1 	 -0.005900 005940:.1 0 
100 707 ,o707 0.2 0 0.0119 -0.0117 

0 

Lo0 o0 0.3 	 0 0 017989 -0.0175707 

F0 01 0.1 0 +0.00838 3,10-5 
" 0 0 -1 0.Z 0 0.01675 1.3x10 

0 - 4 
1 0 0.3 0 0.02513 3.1 

- 7
Method 2 I 0.2 0 -e10 -2x0 

-8  - 7 
0 103 0 -6 i0 -3t0 

[0"707 -0.707 0.2 0 -i.3,l -l.4 1 
- 1.4 1-13. -5  - 5 

0.707 0.707 0 3 	 0 -2x10 -2.1.10 

-7  - 510 0o -l o0.2 0 -3xlO -310 

-6 
10 o 0.3 0 -7l -6.10 

Table 5-XIII. 	 Summary of Velocity Transformation Equation 
Errors with no Vehicle Limit Cycling 

Modified 
Zomsec 40msec 4 msec 

Cop. Cycle compte cycle Compute Cycle 

AVxs AV'zs AVxs AVzx AVxs AV's 
Erer Error Eor Error Erroc Error 
(0t/eec) (Wt/sec) (f/sec) (ft/sec) (t/sec) (t/sec) 

Cesc 17 -0. 158 .0. 036 -0. 316 0.072 -0. 0060 0.0068 
(400 ec 
b.,.)
 

C= 0.15 
deg/sec;
 

A= 16
z
 
ft/sec
 

cas 18 -0. 03907 00. 08436 -0. 07762 +0. 16900 +0. 00008 40. 00004 
(5se

been) 

w=10" 
do/see. 

A - i 2
 
ft/see
 

Ne- Case -0.03869 +0.07397 -0. 07613 +0. 16965 +0. 0O024 +0.00011 
(2 see 

Ce 25 

dot/sec. 
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6. COMPUTER STUDIES 

Basically, the objective of the strapped-down guidance study is to 

define a particular set of platform equations that will permit the use of 

a strapped-down gyro assembly for an attitude reference system. The unit 

that mechanizes these computations, the computer, is the subject of 

this section. The incremental digital pickoff instrumentation of gyros and 

accelerometers suggests the use of a computational unit that can accept, 

perform arithmetic operations on, and deliver information in incremental 

form. The most satisfactory means of implementing these operations is 

the Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA). 

The primary difficulty with conventional DDA mechanizations is 

that a large amount of equipment is needed for any substantial number of 

equations. Therefore, the feasibility of using such a device depends upon 

the organization of the element itself. It is apparent at the outset that 

each minor computation cannot have a significant amount of hardware 

reserved solely to itself, so if the device is to be practical, the arith

metic section must be time-shared with many of the computations. 

The other means suggested for solving the required equations is 

the more conventional GP digital computer. Since GP digital computers 

offer flexibility advantages, a study was made to determine the character

istics such a device would require in order to satisfy the strapped-down 

system demands. Pertinent information regarding solution time, number 

of components, etc. , is included in this section following the DDA 

analysis. 

6.1 DDA CONCEPT 

6. 1. 1 Preliminary Considerations 

Accuracy requirements and computation rate are the two most 

critical factors governing the structure of the DDA. The word length 

necessary to maintain the desired accuracy was tentatively selected as 

16 binary bits. Since the DDA is to operate on the data incrementally, 

it is desirable for the unit to process data as rapidly as possible so that 

time buffering of data (either input or output) is minimized. The 
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time buffering hardware can be minimized by iterating at a rate fast 

enough to service inputs as they occur, which also results in a short re

sponse time for the computational unit. The accelerometer inputs can vary 

at a maximum rate of 805 bits/sec. The DDA can iterate at a rate fast 

enough to accept this. The gyro inputs on the other hand can vary up to 

60 deg/sec. This equates to a rate of Z2, 000 bits/sec for a 10 arc sec 

increment Size. The reciprocal of this (45. 4 lsec/bit) is difficult to fit 

into any DDA mechanization. As a result, it becomes necessary either to 

provide for accumulating and time buffering gyro inputs when they are 

changing at their maximum rate or to increase the gyro increment size. 

The latter would degrade the system accuracy for nominal inputs and hence 

will not be considered further. Thus there will be an inherent lag in the 

solution (for rates greater than 1. 4 deg/sec) and an upper time limit on 

just how long high rates can be present before information is lost. 

The maximum data rate for the accelerometers, 805 bits/sec, 

implies that their exists 1/805 or 1. 25 msec between data pulses. If 

all the computations are to be done sequentially, this yields an iteration 

time of 1. Z5 msec. The least complex flight program requires 134 minor 

computational cycles (see Table 6-f). The minor cycle time is then 

1. Z5/134 = 9.4 iLsec. 

Recall that the minor cycle involves a y (16 bits); A v (8 bits); 

R (16 bits); Ax (2 bits). Adding 10 control bits gives a total of 52 bits. If 

serial (bit-by-bit) operation is considered, this results in a bit rate of 

0. 180 gsec/bit. This requirement is not consistent with present, low 

power, high reliability memory systems. Even if a memory system were 

available, present integrated logic circuits could not process the data 

within the bit time. 

Consider then the accessing of more than orie bit per memory cycle 

and the associated required memory cycle time. 
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Number of Bits Required Cycle Time (jisec) 

1 0.18 1 
2 0.36 Difficult to 

4 0.7Z Achieve 

8 1.44 

16 2. 88 

26 4.70 Easy to 

32 5.71 Achieve 

52 9.4 

But the memory is only one section of the device; other considera

tions such as the complexity of the arithmetic unit, control units, etc., 

will influence final mechanization choices. 

In general, the arithmetic sequence involves combining two quanti

ties (y and Ay), sensing a third (Ax) and on the basis of Ax combining 

a fourth, R, with the previous combination of y and Ay. It is convenient 

to package all these quantities into two words at most. By grouping y, 

Ay, and Ax into the first word, and R, scale, and control bits into the 

second word, very efficient use is made of both the memory and the 

arithmetic unit. This arrangement also results in a reasonable word 

length for the memory and associated cycle time. 

Due to the nature and number of equations to be solved, it is neces

sary to use the output (Az) of a particular computational cycle in as many 

as eight other cycles. The Az's could be given absolute addresses and 

the individual cycles could address the required Ay's and Ax's. The 

former approach implies the use of a large addressing scheme since a 

minor cycle might need up to five different A's. The difficulty can be 

avoided by use of a nonstandard core matrix for the memory device. With 

this approach, the normal core matrix addressing coupled with a specific 

wiring pattern facilitates the transfer of the Az's to their respective 

destinations. An added feature of this technique permits sign inversion 

when required. 
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6. 1. Z DDA Computational Elements 

During the course of this study., several different computational 

elements were deemed necessary to implement the various sets of 

equations. The final set of equstions dictates the use of three different 

elements (operations). These elements are in reality programmed 

instructions but can be interpreted as the equivalent of conventional DDA 

integrators, adders, and samplers. 

6.1. Z.1 Integrator 

The integrator element accepts an initial value for y, one A x, 

and up to four A y's. The output is called A z. Schematically it is 

described as follows: 

IN(y)- Az 

Ay4 A Y3 Ay 2 A Y1 

It is composed of a 16 bit R (remainder register) and a 16 bit y 

register. The y and A y information is summed to provide the up-to-date 

magnitude of y. A plus or minus Ax signal causes the new y to be added 

to or subtracted from the R register. Overflow is detected on the final 

sum or difference and becomes the output Az from this element. The 

overflow point (scale point) is variable within certain limits. These ele

ments are connected in such a manner that they facilitate all the multipli

cations involved in solving the platform equations. 

6.1. 2. 2 Adder 

The adder element is similar to the integrator except that the A x 

input is a fixed rate, namely, the highest iteration rate. It can accumulate 
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up to four A y's per iteration and then issues a corresponding A z on the 

same and next three iterations. Schematically, the adder appears as 

shown below. 

A. Y4 

The adder is essentially a time buffer for Az's. Consider the 

summing of the outputs of three integrator elements, each of which might 

emit a plus Az. If these were to be summed and used as a A x input 

to another integrator, they must be time buffered since an integrator can 

accept only a +1, 0, -1 A x during any one iteration. 

6.I.Z.3 Sampler 

The sampler element simply routes a selected input, say AVx, to 

its preselected destinations. This element was deemed necessary since 

an input may be needed in many different elements. 

A slight variation on this operation will be used to enable the loading 

of constants, initial conditions, etc. 

SA z 

6.1. 3 System Description 

It is convenient to use two 26 bit memory cells to store the data 

associated with each minor computational cycle. This permits the time 

sharing of much of the memory hardware and of much of the arithmetic 

unit. The data can be stored as shown below. 
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Cell n Ay(8) Ax(2) y(1 
6 

) 
(3) R(16)1 Integrator N

Cell n + 1 OPN(7) Scale 

Cell n + 2 AZy(8) Ax(2) y(16) Integrator N + 1 

Cell n + 3 OPN(7) Scale (3) R (16)1 

So far in the study, no attempt has been made to scale the equations. 

It is estimated that 3 bits will suffice to enable the scaling to be accom

plished. This scaling information is envisioned as being used to specify 

the overflow of the R register used in an integration cycle. The OPN or 

operation code will be used to specify the type operation required to execute 

the given instruction. Presently the need is for three different operations; 

however, the 7 bits will facilitate the handling of input and output data. 

The. 7 bit control word can be utilized in the following-manner. Two bits 

can be decoded fully to specify the particular operation (i. e. , integrate; 

ADD cycle; ADD cycle and output; sample). The remaining 5 bits can be 

used to select 1 out of 12 incremental inputs or 1 out of 9 incremental 

outputs. 

Two bits are allowed for Ax. A ternary scheme will transmit 

this incremental data. Using +1 = 01, zero = 00, -1 = 10 provides a 

simple means for changing the sign of the increment. A simple inversion 

or a juxtaposition of the two binary bits yields a sign change. This coding 

enables the memory system to accommodate +,Az's to one location and 

-AzIs (the same Az) to another location. The specific manner in which 

this is accomplished is described under "Special Techniques" in Paragraph 

6.1.6. 

Table 6-I illustrates the sequence of events during an integration 

cycle. For simplicity, most of the detailed operations are excluded. 

The cycle time has been tentatively set at 8 sec, yielding an iteration 

time of 1. 07 msec for the flight program. This computation rate will 

permit additional computations up to Z2 to be added if they are so needed. 

The present flight program iteration rate then is 945 iterations/sec. 
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Table 6-I. 	 Sequence of Operations During Integration 
Cycle Consecutive Integrations Followed 
by ADD Cycle 

Memory FonCt"o 	 Arthretlc Unit Focrton 

1. Wrte ( OPN. Sc.R) N-2 Sum (R + YAX = R) N-I Set4ZNi
 

2. Read (&Y, X, Y)
 

3 Store(AY, AX, Y) N-i Su' (Y + &Y = Y N
 

4. Read (OPN,SC, R)
N
 

5. Store (OPN. 	 SC, R) N-I Sam (R + YALX =R') SetAZN
N 

6 Read (CY, AX, Y) N+ 1 

7 Store (AY,AX, Y)N Sum (Y + AY = Y)N+1 

8 Red (OPN, SC, R)N+I 

9. Store COPN, SC, R)N Ify 4=0. SetaAZ and set y" =y' 4AZ 

6.1. 4 DDA Operation 

DDA operation is initiated by an external command setting the load 

program indiscrete. Data is fed serially into the input register; the DDA 

places the 26 bit word into the first cell in the memory. This is followed 

by identical cycles in which all appropriate cells could be initialized. The 

DDA accomplishes this by presetting the address counter to zero, enabling 

the write buffer to load serially, and initiating a write command to the 

memory electronics when the buffer is filled. The address register can 

be advanced at the end of each cycle. 

The load program discrete is then reset and the alignment program 

discrete set. This causes the DDA to access cell zero. A sample instruc

tion is the first command to be executed. This command, when placed in 

the control register, causes the selected input (as determined by the 5 bit 

address) to be routed to the A z logic. A subsequent write cycle places 
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the A z (now A x's and A y's) in those cells requiring it. (Recall that 

the unique wiring arrangement routes the Az to several cells simultan

eously.) 

The inherent serial nature of a DDA affords, some freedom which 

can be taken advantage of in the design of the memory. -Serial operation 

means that each minor cycle is followed by the same minor cycle each 

iteration. In other words, the program does not change from one iteration 

to the next. 

Since data is broken up into two DDA words, a read cell N, read 

cell N + 1, restore cell N, and restore cell N + 1 sequence is required. 

The arithmetic operations could be done concurrently. However, it is 

desirable to use a read, write/read, write sequence instead. Figure 6-1 

delineates how the data is sequenced in and out of the memory. One of the 

advantages of the technique shown here is that the data is present in the 

arithmetic unit longer than if a read, read/write, write cycle is used. 

Thus the retrieval and storage of data for two consecutive instructions 

are interleaved. The manner in which this is accomplished in the memory 

is treated in Paragraph 6. 1. 6. 

CYCLE 

READ-,.YN 

WRITE 

WRITE (OPN ScR) l-
WRITE -
READ 

READ 
EONR N+I 

WRITE "0 -P N 
OPN RN 

1 MINORCYCLE 1.I MINORCYCLE 

Figure 6- 1. In and Out of Memory Data Sequence 
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The specific operations which occur during a minor cycle have been 

shown in Table 6-1. Those operations relating to the Nth cycle are under

lined. Note that the N + I cycle illustrates typical operations for an ADD 

instruction. 

6. 1. 5 Input/Output 

6. 1.5. 1 Mode Control 

The present equation set implies three modes of operation for the 

DDA. It is anticipated that some external source will control these three 

mode discretes. 

These three discretes cause the DDA to perform either the load pro

gram function, the alignment equations, or the flight equations. 

6.1.5. Z Load Program 

The ability to load the entire progrsm (initial conditions, etc. ) all 

in one continuous operation appears to be the only requirement on loading. 

This can be accomplished by use of the Z6 bit write buffer register internal 

to the DDA which will accept serial information. When the register is 

loaded, the control logic places the contents of it into a cell in the core 

matrix. The loading scheme requires that the program be loaded sequen

tially, proceeding from cell zero to the highest numbered cell. 

6. 1. 5.3 Incremental Inputs 

The gyro inputs are accepted into 15 bit buffer registers which, in 

turn, permit a 60 deg change at the maximum 60 deg/sec rate. If this 

rate is maintained longer than i sec, information will be lost due to over

flow of the 15 bit buffers. 

For purposes of this study, three options were considered for the 

implementation of the interpolation of guidance commands. The simplest 

implementation is to assume that the commanded direction cosine maxtrix 

(6 terms) is transferred incrementally to the DDA. This implies 12 lines 

with appropriate buffer circuits. 

The second implementation assumes that the six AAijR's are fed to 

the DDA and that the DDA will linearly extrapolate this information over 

the i sec interval. 
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The third implementation assumes that the chaige ini three.angles 

from one predicted point to the next is transferred to the DDA,. The 

DDA then'must calculate the appropriate sines and cosines and generate 

the new &aijl matrix and linearly extrapolate the information over the 

sec interval. 

Since the third implementation requires that a significant number 

of computations be executed, it would increase the iteration time and thus 

necessitate time buffering on the accelerometer inputs, This method, also 

would place an upper limit on the length of time the accelerometers could 

operate at their maximum rate. The effects of these three approaches 

appear in the summary. 

The accelerometer inputs are sampled directly by the DDA in those 

configurations which do not require the DDA to compute the commanded 

direction cosine matrix. In the case where the cosines are computed, 

time buffer registers are also required due to the reduction in major 

cycle rate. These accumulators will permit the accelerometers to main

tairC their maximum data rate (805 pps) for 10 sec. The buffer registers 

are then 7 bits. 

6. 1. 5.4 Incremental Outputs 

The outputs from the DDA appear on nine channels; present design 

is predicated on the assumption that the external equipment will be able 

to accept this incremental pulse type information. 

6. 1. 6 DDA Memory System 

6. 1. 6. i General Description 

The memory function of the DDA is performed by a 354 word, 

26 bit, sequentially addressed, ferrite core memory. Data is written 

in and read out in parallel (26 bits). The cycle time (read followed by 

write) is 4 sec. The block diagram for the DDA includes the items 

associated directly with the memory. 

6. 1. 6.2 Special Techniques 

It is convenient to explain each of the three special techniques 

separately and to superimpose them on each other for the final array. 
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The manner in which one word is read out and another is written 

into is shown below. 

BD BDBBDD 

N-2 

N-i 

DI N 

N+1 

SASA SA SA S 

Pulsing driver D causes the cores in row N to turn over (if they 

store l's) and a resultant sense amplifier output. Currently, row N-2 is 

half selected in the write direction. Immediately after the readout data 

is retrieved,- the row N-2 can be written into by simply pulsing those bit 

drivers where i's are to be stored. Note that each cell j is also con

nected to cell j-2 by the drive (select) line. 

To transmit Az's to several different cells, it is only necessary 

to route the select line for say cell j to the other cores in the other cells 

into which data is required. However, the information (data) must be 

duplicated on all the bit drivers requiring it. The technique is shown 

below. 
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1SELECT 


CORESWHICHARELOADED 
IN NON-STANDARD MANNER 

During the write portion of the memory cycle, a half select current 

is routed through the core pairs x and y. Data bits Q and ( are used 

to turn on the bit drivers (if l's are to be written) such that cells N-I and 

N + 1 will be written into during the same time interval that cell N-2 

is loaded. 

In order to effectively transmit a +A z to one cell and a -A z to 

another, the following scheme is used. The code for +i, 0, -1 is chosen 

as 01, 00, i0, respectively. Thus +i differs from -i either by a simple 

inversion or a juxtaposition of the bits. In those instances where a -A z 

is required, the sense windings for the bit pair can be interchanged as 

shown below. 

NORMAL A. 

SIGN CHANGE 

NORMAL A.
 

NORMALA. 
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The physical location of quantities within a word is shown below. 

Row 

A y(8) A x(Z) y(06) Integrator N 

Z 	 OPN (7) Scale (3) r(16) 

3 A y(
8 ) A x(

2 
) y(16) 1 Integrator D+i 

4 OPN (7) Scale (3) r(i6) j
 

The overall block diagram for the DDA is shown in Figure 6-2.
 

6. i.7 DDA Signal Flow 

.	 The functional flow of signals within the DDA is depicted in Figure 

given in Section 5, and typical
6-3. Detailed equations for the DDA are 


are given in the following pages.
DDA schematics for these equations 

6. 	 i. 7. i Flight Equations
 

e Gyro Rotation to Acceleration Coordinate Set
 

I 
bZ i Aayg + b3iAcizgAai bI i axg + 

ACL = biZAtxg + bZZAayg + 	 b3ZAcazg 

i
ACt33 bi3Aaxg + bZ3Aciyg + 	 b33Actzg 

Typical implementation: 9 integrators, 3 adders 

A' xg 

AaygAa 

1&azg 
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---

BODYRATE Aajb (i -
COMPUTATIONI 

ST 

A I NAa 
 UPDATE COSINE
GY A...
 

ACREERATE REOVET 
1,"(] J= ,Y,Z)I!2,3) 


b iRESOLVEVELOCITYI 
__ js ESOLVEx , TO INERTIALSPACE AVy 
ACCELERATOR AV 

( 'O'N TVELOCI ETY I" ANDPERFORMTINI l
 

C IEIN T (IATIO V BD A 
"~~~A " - V,II jtx= 

INTA COMPUATOEBD A.. xyz o.R CMUAIN (
A AVJ . C" AsNTEGRATE 0 ALxGNMENTI C C-At I yVEI C AV INCREMENT CTAtAS (DU INGAGNMENTAh

MEAVE I VD COMPUTATION S ROTAO AV 

zX 
II "e
-) r III! q x,y,,. E.. 
-1 EARTHRATE RESOLVETO IERROR

INITIAL S COMPUTATION " BODY AXES Q x,z) AoijR COMPUTATION =x,y, z) 
CONDITIO x 

Figure 6-3. DDA Signal Flow Block Diagram 

e Acceleration Compensation Equations 

z t
 
AVx = C AxVx C 2xZX I -C A

Zy = iy y Zyla - 3yfl
s 


zs iz z za 3 3z 

Typical Implementation: 9 integrators, 3 adders 
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v Velocity Conversion to Gyro Body Coordinates 

AVxb = bilAVxs :I- bj 2 ,lVy s + b 1 3 AVzs 

AVy = b2 i AVxs + bz2 AVys + b 2 3 AVs 

AVzb 31 V + b 3 2 AVy s + b 3 3 AVzs 

Typical Implementation: 9 integrators, 3 adders 

b2 AaxY A x 
~Aayg9 

e Attitude Reference Equation 

Aaij = A(+) a(+i)j A(i+ )a(i+2 ) j 

Typical Implementation: 18 integrators, 9 Adders 

021 3a 21 
NAa 

A 1 
R 

IN( a2 
31.  a 3 1 
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* 	 Velocity Resolution to Inertial Space 

AVxi' = a i iAVxb + aZ iAVxb + a31 AVxb 

AVy i ' = ai 2 AVyb + azzXVyb + a 3 3 AVyb 

AVzi' = a13AVzb + a 3AVzb + a33 AVzb 

Typical Implementation: 9 integrators, 3 adders 

xIkAVIN~ 
Aal 

a Ik._/ 	 A31 

e Azimuth Rotation
 

GCzPV ., + S

Vxi = 

, 

S @ PV + G O V 
= 

, ziA xi
xi 

Typical Implementation: 6 integrators, 3 adders 

IN 	 AVXI
 

Acx,
 

6-, 
IN zIj 

sill s4, 
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* Body Rate Computation 

b xg- xb 

Aayb = 50 (AYg - axbAt) 

A zb = 50 (Actyg - a zbAt) 

Typical Implementation: 9 integrators, 3 adders 

* Extrapolation of Guidance Commands 

INI 
50 

Typical Implementation: 6 integrators, 6 adders 
2(2)IN A2t +) 

AX xx 

AX,-] i X1y 

(2n) A 
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* Sine Cosine Generation 

Typical Implementation: 6 integrators 

AX
 

IN - A~cx 
xx IFORXY1Y

+ ASXxy 

a Formulation of Aaij (Commanded Angles) 

ia I iI (CXzCXy - SXSx SX) 

AaIZR = (CXy sx + CXSXSx y) 

Aa 3 1R = (SX CX + SX SX CXy 

A 3 ZR = (SXSXya a - SxCxyCxx(Sy a 
z) 

Typical Implementation:' 24 integrators, 8 adders 

Acx 

ASX 
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Act3 = -SX CX
13R y x 

A CLZIR = - SX CX z xACLZZR -sx cxzAQ2ZR = CX CX 
x z 

!k a3R= CXxCXy 

Typical Implementation: 8 integrators, 4 adders 

AS Xy 

-A CX(_) Aa 13R 

0 Attitude Error Signals 

AE = Zi 3iLR+. 3 A aZZA 3 C 32 RAaZZ- A 1R ZI+ ZR+ 

+ CLZ3 CL3 ZR+ ' 3 3 RA '22 

lAE = - a 3 1A ilR+CLiiRACL31+3ZA iZR+ Ci ZRAa 3 Z 

a 3 3 A.C 3 3 3+ 3 R+ Cl R AC 

+ a 2 3 A.CL I 3 R+ Li 3 R ACLZ 

AE a zi AcLiiR+ CllR a2i+ZZAatzR+ aLZRA(1 2Z 

3 

Typical Irplementation: 18 integrators, 6 adders 

363-z 

a632IN R 

Aa33
IN R 
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" 	 Integrate Velocity Measurements
 

AVx 1= (Vxb -0.2Vx1) At
 

AVz I= (Vzb -0.2Vz 1 ) At 

* 	 Earth Rate Computation
 

AG = W At
xx x
 

AQ = W At
 
y y
 

AQz z 
= W 

Z 
At
 

Typical Implementation: 9 integrators, 3 adders 

Avv 

6x
 

Vxb A7
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* 	 Resolve Earth Rate Computations to Body Axes 

Ag=a 1 1 Agx + al 2Agy + a 1 3 AGz 
' 

AGy = a 2 iAgx + a AG + a 3Agz 
y If 22 y 23 z 

AG' a AGx + a AG + a A@. 
z 31Ax 32 y 33 

Typical Implementation: 9 Integrators, 3 adders 
IN 	 AOx
Oil1'"Aa1 

AO x , 

12L../. Aa 12 

IN 	 AOy 

a1 A a 13 

* 	 Alignment Increment Equations 

Au C a34T -CAV + Ag 
xa x3 32 x4 zi x 

Cy i 2 a 3 2 a 1Ia 3 0Aaya (a + + a 13a33 6T+ Agy 

Aaza Cz3 a 1 2 Ai + Cz4AVx i + AGz 

Typical Implementation for Aaxa and Aaza: 6 integrators, Z adders 

SAaxaCx4 6-Az 

A6-2 
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Typical Implementation for AcL : 7 integrators, 3 adders ya 

*.32 

1AO2 

Aa 1 2 

ZAcal3 
INN 

332 



6. 	 1. 8 DDA Computational and Component Requirements 

6.1.8. 1 Computational Element Count -

Table 6-I itemizes the number of computational elements needed 

to implement the three main approaches. 

Table 6-11. DDA Element Count 

Number 
Inte- of 

Approach grators Adders Samplers Elements 

Flight Equations (without 
extrapolation of guidance 
commands) 	 87 33 14 134 

Flight Equations (with 
extrapolation of 
Aaij R ' s) 99 51 14 164 

Flight Equations (with 
extrapolation of 
Aaij R 	 and inputs) 133 51 ii i96 

Alignment Equations 31 ii i 43 

Total Number of 
Elements, Maximum 16z 62 i5 239 

6.1.8.2 	 Component Count 

Preliminary logic design of the DDA yields the following component 

requirements. 

Standard 	Logic No Extra- Power Extrapola- Poyer 
Elements polation (w) tion AaijR (w) 

Flip-flops 210 4.20 255 5.10 

Two input gates 275 4.95 300 5.40 

Four input gates 12 O.iO 12 0.10 

High speed gates 40 1.36 50 1.70 

Clock drivers 16 1.52 19 
 1.80
 

Totals 	 553 Flat- 12. 13 636 Flat- 14. 10 
packs packs 
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Input/ Output 

Quantity 

Input buffer circuits 35 

Output buffer circuits 18 

Memory 

Quantity 

Stack 400 x 28 bits 

Sense amplifiers 28 

Drivers 20 

Digit drivers 28 

Switches 20 

6.2 GP COMPUTER CONCEPT 

This subsection is functionally divided into two main areas. The 

first discusses the hardware required for a typical GP implementation 

of the analytic platform. The second discusses the results of the timing 

and memory estimates mode for the various equations of Section 5. 

(Assumptions underlying the timing and memory estimates appear in 

Section 5, also). 

6. 2. 1 Hardware Considerations 

A study was carried out to determine the effects on the overall 

system if a GP computing device is used to solve the guidance equations. 

The instruction repertoire selected is used in several available 

space computers, one of which is manufactured by TRW. The following 

GP approach assumes the use of TRW's Aerospace Computer (currently 

used with a strapped-down guidance system) with special input/output 

equipment to facilitate the integration with the MSFC strapped-down 

guidance system. 
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The computer is a binary fixed-point machine operating in parallel 

on i8 bit words at 10 sec/instruction rate. It is a single address system 

using a 4096 word core matrix as memory element. Its instruction 

repertoire includes addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 

conditional transfer instructions, and special input/output commands. 

Figure 6-4 illustrates the special input/output equipment required. 

The iteration time varies between 7. 5 and 8. 66 ILsec, depending 

upon the specific sets of equations to be solved. The GP program takes 

advantage of the fact that many computations need not be done each 

iteration; they can be spread out over a long interval, reducing individual 

iteration times. The DDA does not permit this freedom to be used to 

any advantage. 

(ACCUMULATORS) 

GYROINPUTS (3) BUFFERS--- SELECTION BITCOUNTER 

ACCUMLATORARITHMETIC 

BUFFERS UNIACCUMULATOR 

UNIT 
FLIP-FLO BUFFERS(9UQUANTITIES) 

(600-1500)(3)MODE DISCRETES BUFFERS 

PROGRAMLOAD BUFFERS FEECIO 

Figure 6-4. Special Input/Output Equipment 
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6. 2. 1. 1 Component Count 

Input/Output Equipment and Arithmetic Unit 

Quantity Power (W) 

Flip-flops 306 6. 10 

Gates 636 11.40 

High speed gates 85 Z.90 

Drivers 58 1.74 

Clock drivers 26 2.47 

Totals 111i Flat-packs 24.61 

Buffers 

Quantity 

Input 35 

Output i8 

Memory 

Quantity 

Stack 18 x 1024 

'Sense Amps 18 

Inhibit Drivers 18
 

Drivers 16
 

Switches i2
 

6. 2.2 Sizing Results 

All GP equations of Section 5 have been assumed to be mechanized 

as independent routines, which require program linkage to form the 

composite program. -It is assumed that two modes, selected by input 

discretes, will be required for the computer program. These modes 

are the Alignment Mode and the Flight Mode. Transition between these 

modes will require a Flight Mode initialization routine to set the 

necessary flags and initial conditions for the Flight Mode. 
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The program linkage flow required for the MSFC strapped-down 

system is shown in Figure 6-5. The program linkage selects all 

routines required for any given mode. It also contains the necessary 

cycle counters for determining which routines are to be linked during 

each computational cycle. 

Computer memory and timing estimates for the proposed MSFC 

strapped-down system equations are summarized in Table 6-Il. 

Estimates have been made for several sets of alignment equations and 

attitude reference equations. For simplification estimates are listed 

only for those equations requiring minimum and maximum memory and 

timing. 

ISAMPI.EDIS:UETES 
AND 

SET MODE 

MULTIPLY 

DY 

YES ODE 
RANDE 

NO 

FLIORTATTITUDE 
MODE REFERENCE 

INITIALIZATION ROUTINE 

NO THID NO FLGTYES 

CYLMDCYCLE? 

EVEN YES 

YES . NO_( 

DRY IO C ESRATIONEXTR IO ni 

OUN > ROUINRAE
 
FIRS HALF SCN HAF ROTIE 

Figure 6-5. Program Linkage Flow Required for Strapped-Down System 
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Table 6-11 Summary of MSFC Strapped-down System Memory and Timing Requirements 

Function 

Block 
(Figures 
5-2 and 
5-3) 

Program 
Words 
(N) 

Constant 
and Vari-
able Words Computa- 
(N) tion Rate 

Total 
Words 
(N) 

Adds 
A 

Multiplies 
M 

LEM AEA 
Computer 
Computation 
Time (msec) 

Compensation 
equations 

le, 
4a 

Id, 
57 40 

every 3 
cycles 97 izi 27 3. 1 

Body rate 
computation 

la, 
ic 

Ib 
14 i0 

every n i 
cycles 24 28 3 0.49 

Alignnient Eq 
(Method i) 
(Method 2) 

Za, 2b, 2c 102 
233 

33 
38 

every 3 
cycles 

135 
Z71 

120 
194 

25 
74 

2.95 
7. 12 

, 

) 

Matrix multi
plication at 
alignment end 2d 49 39 once 88 117 30 4.5 

Subroutines 
Sine/cosine 
Square root 

42 
44 

42 
44 

16 
32 

14 
12 

1.14 
1.6 

Attitude Refer-
ence equations 3b 
(i) First-order 

Taylor's series 
(2) Second-order 

Taylor's series 
(using secondary 
direction cosines) 

(3) First-order 
Taylor's series 

(using secondary 
direction cosines) 

68 

88 

58 

30 

21 

21 

every 
cycle 

98 

109 

79 

234 

156 

132 

18 

30 

18 

3.6 

3.66 

2.58 

*These equations are defined in Reference 5. 1 as "Scheme i." This is a technique 

involving matrix multiplication. 



Table 6-111. Summary of MSFC Strapped-down System Memory and Timing Requirements (continued) 

Block Constant LEM AEA 
(Figures Program and Vari- Total Computer 
5-2 and Words able Words Computa- Words Adds Multiplies Computation

Function 5-3) (N) (N) tion Rate (N) A M Time (msec) 

Storage of Pre- every 
vious ai matrix 3c 6 9 cycle 15 27 0.27 

Acceleration every 2 
integration 4b 15 4 cycles i9 35 9 0.98 

Linear extra
polation of guid- 25 timesl
 
ance commands 5 30 15 sec 45 
 27 3 0.48 

Attitude error 
o0 computation Z5 times/ 

(with Xi input) 6 165 34 sec 199 231 52 5.95 
With Xi2R Z5 times[ 
input 38 1z sec 50 28 10 0.98 

Mode discrete 
processing and 
 Every

routine linkage 72 19 cycle 91 65 0 0.65 

Total Memory Estimates
 
Minimum 558 198
 

Maximum 719 248 



A rough estimate of the required program cycle time can be deter

mined from the various timing expressions by use of the flow chart in 

Figure 6-5. The computational path that consumes the most time per 

cycle is that path that solves the attitude reference equations, the com

pensation equations, and the acceleration integration equations. Imple

mentation of the equations requiring minimum memory capacity will 

require a minimum computational cycle of 380A + 54M (7. 58 msec using 

the LEM AEA computer). Implementation of the equations requiring 

maximum memory capacity will require a minimum computational cycle 

of 415A + 104M (8.66 msec). 
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7. SAP AND PIGA ANALYSIS 

7.1 DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

7.1.1 	 Model 

The following schematic (Figure 7-1) will represent the SAP. 

PLATFORM SERVO CONTROL AMPLIFIER 

ZGYRO OUTPUT AXIS PICKOFF 

S FLOAT 

PLATFORM I 

TORQUER MOTOR 8 Yp 

zp 

/I
Yz 


L PLATFORM (OR CASE) 

X STRAPPED-DOWN 

Z BASE (OR VEHICLE) X 

z NERTIAL
I 	 REFERENCE 

Figure 7-1. SAP Model 

where
 

X, Y, Z 	 indicate a reference system fixed to and rotating 
with the vehicle. 

x y indicate ,areference system fixed to and rotating 
p p, zp with the platform. 

(Note: This reference differs from the vehicle 
reference by angle 6p.) 

p 
x, y, z 	 indicate a reference system fixed to and rotating 

with the float. 

(Note: This reference differs from the platform 
reference by angle 0.) 
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7. 1. 2 Preliminary Equations 

The equations to be developed will express SAP motions relative to 

an arbitrarily established inertial reference (X I , YI, ZI) The angular 

rate vector of the vehicle axes (X, Y, Z) relative to the inertial set (XI, 

YI, ZI) is denoted as 9 and is resolved into components along the vehicle 

axes as follows: 

A A A 
= XiX + Wyly + WZIZ 	 () 

A A A 
where the i , ly, represent unit vectors along the indicated vehiclex i Z 

axis. 

Newton's Law in rational form is obtained by applying the Coriolis 

Equation to the angular momentum vector of a rigid body (see Reference 7. 1). 

In equation form this is 

d /j 	 (2)d- ) = d( + U x H = L1 

(Note: 	 In Eq (Z) subscripts I and j refer to inertial space and
 
an arbitrary jth set of axes, respectively.)
 

It remains in this derivation then to apply this equation once to the 

float and again to the platform and then to investigate the component of 

interest in each application. Since the angular momentums and angular 

rates are expressed in different coordinate systems, transformation rela

tionships must be established. These are developed as follows:* 

The transformation relating the vehicle and platform coordinates is 

S coSegp singp yp 	 (3) 

o -sin
9 I0 -cosO 

p p p 

It should be noted at this point that in the strapped-down application the 

angle 9 is not necessarily a small angle and in general is not. Thereforep 
small angle approximations cannot be permitted as is generally done in 

textbooks. (See References 7. 1 and 7. Z.) 

'The transformations used in Eqs (3), (4); and'(S) are consistent with those 

employed in Reference 7. Z. 
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Similarly, the transformation relating the float and platform 
coordinates is 

XP Cose 0 -sine x 

Zp.

0 -0LzJL1n 0s6! (4) 

However, since the SAP is intended to null the float motion relative 

to the platform, the small angle approximation can be permitted in this 

transformation equation. Eq (4) can then be written as[x10ii 

Yp = 1 0 y(5) 

Zp0
 

7.1. 3 Angular Velocities 

The next step is to describe the angular velocities of the.platform 

and the float with respect to inertial space. These are the w. for use in 

Eq (2). The angular velocity of the platform is that of the vehicle less 

the angular rate 8p about the X (or x p) axis. In vector form 

P = - x,p (6) 
p pp 

In Eq (6) A x indicates a unit vector in the x direction. Similakly 

yp-yp and z 
P

- Zp . Substituting Eq (1) into Eq (6) yields 

AAA=7 X iX + Wy1y +W i Z-x (7) 

)Transforming the U components (i. e., wX' WY, WZ into the platform 

axes by use of Eq (3), Eq (7) takes the form 

The relative motions implied by Eqs (6) and (9) are compatible with the 
coordinate transformations defined by Eqs (3), (4), and (5). See Refer
ence 7. Z. 
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p(C0X -= p)+(cp Oep z sinp)ym + (WY sin9p + AZ (8)Y cos - cOSep)Zp 

For calculation purposes Eq (8) can be written as 

p U= A yp+03 pA A 
= ipp + W y+W3z (8a) 

where 

= 
Si WX -e (8b) 

2 = Y cosp - 'z sin8p (8c) 

W3 =Cy sin
8 

+ c cosO (8d)
P ZZ p 

Similar to the previous steps the inertial angular velocity of the 

float is that of the platform less the angular rate 6 about the y (or yp) 

axis. In vector form, 

f A (9) 
A A 

In Eq (9) y indicates a unit vector in the y direction. Similarly, x-x 

and - z. Substitute Eq (8a) into Eq (9): 

0)f = 
f 

iAX 
ip 

AV A-GV 
p+ W3zp - (10) 

Transforming the U components into the float axes by use of Eq (5),p 
Eq (10) becomes 

(Of= ( - ) + (-SE L 3 )z ((wi+eS3x + C) ) 

By use of Eqs (8b), (8c), and (8d), w , Wz' and w 3 can be eliminated 

from Eq (Ii): 

(yZ)= ysinp+ iZcos - [-cX si G p 
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For calculation purposes, Eq (12) can be written as 

A = AA A 
x c y+zz (iZa) 

where 

x =X - ep+ e [y sinep +uz cose] (IZb) 

iy =Y cosop - WZ sinGp -9 (Ic) 

o z Wy sinp +coz cosop - 0(Qoz - 9p) (iZd) 

7.1.4 Output Axis Equation 

Applying the Coriolis Equation, Eq (2), to the float, 

Hf= d(Hf)f ± (f xHf L/f (13) 

where 

1Hf = Iwx+ Iy(Cy)A + (Iz z +1H)zA (14)Hr) 
f xx y y zz r14 
H WA 

Here the I symbols represent the principal moments of inertia of 
the float about its center of gravity (c. g. ). This statement implies that 

the principal axes are in line with the gyro output and spin axis. This 

assumption will not degrade the accuracy of this analysis since the values 

of the products of inertia are two orders of magnitude -lower than those 

about the float axes (see Reference 7.4b). For every torque term pertain
ing to float axes inertias there is a nearly identical torque term associated 

with the products of inertia. Therefore, due to the gross differences in 
magnitudes, the product of inertial torque terms can be safely dropped. 

The symbol H r represents the angular momentum of the gyro wheel due to 

spin. 
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Eq (14) can be. simplified for calculations to 

"Hf = H x + Hy+ Hz (14a) 

where 

Hx = Ixw (14b)x 


H = I w 	 (14c) 

-H =Iw + H 	 (i4d) 

Using the simplified forms of Eqs (iZa) and (14a) in Eq (13), 

d- A * A *A A H H A~(f)L/fxxH Y+~ +(wHZ -w l )x + (toH w Hzy
,T (f) xL/fHHy+Hz y z Zy zx xz 

+ (wH -yHx )z 	 (15) 

where 

H= I (15a) 
x xx 

H =1I e 	 (15b)y YY 

Hz = Izcz 	 (15c) 
a za 

(Note: 	 There is no time rate of change of either the moments 
of inertia or the unit vectors with regard to the float 
reference axes.)
 

The torque term, hill' can be expressed in components along the 

float axes, i.e., 

L /f = Lx+Lyy+ Lz (16) 

A 
At this point only the component along the y unit vector is of interest, 

so the scalar magnitudes of that component can be equated: 

L = ici + wH - woH 	 (17) 
y yy zx xz 
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Eliminating H and H7 by means of Eqs (14b) and (14d), respectively, 

and grouping similar terms 

Ly = I + xz rx (17a) 

A comparison of the latter two torque terms in Eq (17a) permits 

the term (Ix - Iz)wxcwz to be neglected. This comparison merely relates 

(Ix - I )coz to H which is itself of the form I' s (us = spin rate and I'r a z 
is the wheel inertia about axis z; I .I z). I and Iz are approximatelya x 
of the same magnitude so that their difference is small. Also c7 is quite 

small with respect to w so that the product is indeed very small relatives 

to H 

The terms that are neglected by (I - Iz)w x i.e., after W0 and wox z 

have been eliminated by Eqs (i2b) and (i2d), are shown in Table7-I. 

After removal of the negligible terms, Eq (17a) becomes 

Ly = Iy y - Hrwx (17b) 

Table 7-I. Neglected Output Axis Torques 

A) ( - lz) (wX - 6p) (Coy singp + co cosep)x z 

B) (lx -lZ) 0 (wx6)z 
p
 

C) (I - I ) 6(U ysingp + zc Cos @p )2x z 

D) (x - z) 8z(wy singp + wz cos ) (p - 0p) 
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Substituting Eqs (iZb) and (12c) into Eq (1ib) yields 

ty~ -4wYcos6~ - &j~sinp- -J*Hr~ - 6 ("x1 ~sinG +wi o6) 

(17c) 

The external torques (L y) will be considered to act either in the 

form of error torques about the output (y) axis or control torques about 

the output axis, i. e., 

(8L =L' +L (i8)y e a 

where 

L' = Error torques about y such as bias, mass unbalance, 
e anisoelasticity, etc. 

and 

L = Control torques about y. 

Any external torques resulting from damping or spring effects are 

negligible in a gas bearing gyro such as that considered in this study. See 

Reference 7. 3. 

By carrying out the indicated differentiation, substituting Eq (18), 

and rearranging, Eq (17c) becomes 

p 

9y(6)yCZ sinepy6 - Hr 0 = -HrX + 

Cosap - Iy p(Wy sinGp +coz cosap) 

-HrG(W singP + WzCos p) -Le' - La (19)Y 

If a new error torque,-LEI is defined to include all terms on the right 

hand side of Eq (19) except w y( 
5 

y cosap- z and -La'-HrW singp),x 

Eq (19)' can be rewritten as 

+Iy -r *0p r-HX Iy(Wy os O - )zsin ) - LE - aa 

where 

LE =Le+ly p(W3Y sinep + coz cosp) + Hr (y Yp (20a)sinp+ 
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Assuming no initial conditions exist, and that sine and cosO arep p 
approximately constant then Eq, '(ZO)can be wvritten in Laplace notation as 

15%0- H rSG =nr + J -LE -L (Zi1)SWlcos9p -[SwZl sln9') 

Eq (21) is a linearized "Output Axis Equation. " Note that general 

forms of torques LE (as well as the sine and cosine of 8 ) cannotbe Laplace 

transformed because of their nonlinear characteristics. *PThe development of 

SAP error terms in Section 8 is based on the LE.being restricted to 

average or constant values. The linearization is performed for conven

ience in establishing a block diagram of the loop. This loop is operated 

on by the average values of these nonlinear torques in order to obtain the 

resulting drift rates. 

To complete the closed loop diagram, an input axis equation must be 

determined. This equation, employing similar linearization techniques, 

is derived next. 

7.1.5 Input Axis Equation 

The input axis equation is derived with nearly identical steps to those 

of the output axis equation, the difference being that the angular momentum 

of the so-called "rigid body" platform consists of both that of the float and 

the platform excluding the float. Actually, because of the relative motion e 
between the two, the moments of inertia of the float change with time when 

viewed from the platform axes. However, the eigenvectors of the float 

and platform never substantially deviate from each other. Therefore, it is 

sufficient to transform the float angular momentum to the platform refer

ence axes without including time rate of change of inertias. 

General solutions to the output axis equation and the input axis equation 
(in Section 7) are to be performed employing computer techniques. Such 
solutions will not restrict the LE torques or Op motion. 
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Eq.(2) to the platform-float combination gives 

(22)if T f / 

where 

Hpf = Hp + Hf (23) 

The float angular momentum Hf has already been defined in Eq (14). 

The term R then is 
'P 

Ax A A 
p =f c p + I + Ip (24)w3 z p 

where thew Iw 2 ' are defined in Eqs (8b), (8c), and (8d), respectively,, w3 

and the I symbols represent principal moments of inertia of the platformP 
alone about its c. g. 

Since the input axis, which is along the platform xp (or X), is the axis 

of interest it is necessary to transform the float angular momentum into 

platform coordinates by use of Eqs (5) and (i4a): 

Hf 1 0 -e- H x 
xp 

H = 0 1 0 H (25) 

yp Y 

Hf 0 0 1 H z
zp
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which yields 

H (H, - G)Hj' + Hf + (H 7+ 8Hx) ' (25a) 

Substituting Eqs (14b), (14c), and (14d) gives 

(I=.. - e 1- + HrI)Xp* (i y~9+ (Izwz + Hr + e 1 (25b) 

Now from Eqs (24) and (25b), Eq (23) takes the form of 

Hpf Px i]Yf= I w + I e Izw. + rr +p Ipy 2 ++ %y 3) ypyx y y 

+ (Ipzw3 + Izz + Hr + G 1X)Z (26) 

Again for the sake of simplification, 

H fH x +H y +H z (26a)
pf Xp Ypf P Zpf 6pa 

where Hx -I W1 + - a[I.wz + Hr] (26b) 
pf x X X ls r 

HY =I CoW +1W (26c) 
y pfp y yy 

H = Iw 3 + Iw + Jx ] + Hr (26d) 

Hf represents Hf expressed in platform coordinates. 
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Substituting Eqs (26a) and (8a) into Eq (22) yields 

(T , -=H x'+ H y+H +uHz HA- I/p X~pf p ypf P Zpf P pf ypffP 

+ (' 3 Hx - W1 Hzf)'y (wiH . -w w z (27) 

The torque term LI/p can be expressed in components along the-platform 

axes, i.e., 

LI/p xpp+Ly Y +Lzp ZpT = YPA A (28) 

Since we are interested only in the component along the x unit vector, the,P 
scalar coefficients of that vector can be equated: 

LxP=Hxf+ W 2H , - W3HypfT (28a)
XP Xpf 2 z pf p(2a 

The time rate of change of H is obtained from Eq (26b):
Xpf 

Xpf xWp+ xx -*I + HrI (29)Px i elkWai 

Substituting Eqs (29), 26c), and (26d) into Eq (28a) yields 

rz'p I1 iI.+ x 6[i Hr - [Izpx IW- + 

+ W2 (iw 3 +Izwa + O[Ixwi] + H\ ) c(Iw. + Iw\Y (30)
\P Z xx r \pZ y 

As Eq (f7a) does, the wheel momentum H. is considered to be 

sufficiently predominant over any Ih terms that it is compared against such 

that they are neglected. Also e is sufficiently small and the -expected 

angular accelerations iidicated by MSFC data are'slow so 01 can be _ 

suppressed. The remaining terms in Eq (30)are then 
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+ +Lxp Ipx wi Ixwx eHr Hrw 2 (30a) 
p 

The torque terms that have been neglected here are presented in 

Table 7-11 after wz w3 ' w COy, w7 have been removed by Eqs (8c), (8d),x , 

(12b), (i2c), and (i2d), respectively.-

Substituting Eqs (8b), (8c), and (i2b) into Eq (30a) yields 

L ZI (, -T + dt Op +e0 [W~sine + wzcoso]) 

- GHr + Hr (-ycos()p: -wzsinO P) (30b) 

Table 7-11. Neglected Input Axis Torques 

A) Iz (-y - szZ)SinOcosep J) AIpoy z(sOs z 0p - sinzE)p 

B) Iz sw -(Cos z p - sinz 0P) K) -I x 0(51 - LX) [csjcoso p - wzsinG PI 

C) Ize( p - LOX)[wycoOpe - LZsinOP1 

D) -Iz (- YsinGP + LwzcosE)p) L) IxOZ(Z - 2) si:nEGPcos E) 

E) -21z es(;p - LOX) M) Ixe2OyO z(cos 2ep - sin
2 zP) 

F) -IzO (-Y inep + wzcoso P) N) -Iy(-y - wZZ)sinepcoseOp 

G) -Ize2(Op - X) 0) -IyLOYLzCos2 0- - sin2 0 

H) -IZ G p (Oycos ep - L Zsine~p) P)I y (Oysinep + zcose P) 

I) AI (-Y
2 

- 0OZ)cosepsinOp 

Note. AI is defined as I - I 
p P Py 
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Again consider the external torques acting about the SAP input axis 

to be composed of either-error torques or control torques such that 

L = L e ' + Lpa (31) 

where 

Lpe = Error torques about xp such as friction, torquer errors,etc., 

and 

L = Control torques about xp 

By carrying out the indicated differentiation, substituting Eq (3i), 

and rearranging, Eq (30b) takes the form 

(I+x ) (a- ) + IIr H (ycosop - WZsine) 

+ 1 sinG + w )cos p) 

+ IXe( Ysine p + LzcoseP) (2 

+ (Wycose -W)sin - L' L xp p p Z pe pa 

If a new error torque term, -L , is defined tb include all terms on 

the right hand side of Eq (32) except H r (w cosep - czsinOp) and -Lpa' 

Eq (32) can be rewritten as 

Ipx + I W + Hre =Hr( ycosop- WzsinO -LpE- L a (3Za)

(x 95 (ep ) lr r(Y Zp, p pa 

where 

+p)xew wZcosLE=Lpe + 7-4sine + ( +Z 

+ Ix 0p (- ycosOp - Wzsinep1) (32b) 
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With no initial conditions, and restricting sine and cos ep to be 

approximately constant, Eq (32a) can be written in Laplace notation as 

(IP + Q~s (6p-cX + H-ige = ii (cacosep - W sin8p - LE -L p (33) 

Eq (33) is a linearized "Input Axis Equation. 

A block diagram representation of Eqs (Zi) and (33) is shown below in 

Figure 7-2. The diagram includes several symbols defined below it which 

will be used during the remainder of this section. 

L LpE 
-. Jx b - ) 

ERVO COMPUTER) 

6 Xi8 + 

S
 

wy COSO 1w SINOP
p- aZ 

(L * J ' Ira 


'-----I P I--- Ax 
so + 
 H
 x
 

T1 ci 
aI._.=e
 

Lpa F(s)9, (F(s) theplatform control) 

p A pOndulosity of PIGA 

A - ac o along th vhile X axsX
 

Figure 7-Z. SAP Block Diagram 
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7.2 SAP ERROR TERMS 

Now that the equations- of motion have'been determined 
, 

there 

remains to-be evaluated those terms in the equations that contribute- error 

effects. Due to their nonlinear implications on Eqs (21) and (33), certain 

approximations will be made here to determine the effects of the error 

torques, LE and L in Eqs (Z0a) and (32a). Such approximations involve 

the treatment of each effect acting independently of the others rather than 

being coupled together. In this manner a set of. error contributions based 

on closed-loop operation can be developed for use in error analyses. 

These approximations imply the validity of superposition which is 

generally not a property of nonlinear systems. However, the following 

derivations suggest that a reasonable degree of superposition does exist 

in the SAP. 

A more rigorous evaluation of the error effects (which would serve 

as a verification of any preliminary supposition) would necessitate the 

solution of the nonlinear equations, Eq (19) and Eq (32). This type of 

evaluation could be implemented by means of either digital or analog 

computer techniques. However, the scope of the current SAP strapped-down 

study can be satisfied by the error equations which will be derived here. 

Any future studies should include computerized solutions to Eq (19) and 

Eq (32). 

If an even broader scope of error evaluation is desirable, the 

neglected terms in Tables 7-I and 7-11 as well as product-of-inertia type 

errors should be investigated. As it was pointed out previously, their 

effects on rate measurement are at least two orders of magnitude smaller 

than those terms that were retained. The cost of such a simulation goes 

beyond the merits which could be expected. 

7.2.1 Derivation of SAP Error Terms 

If the linearized Eq (21) and Eq (33) are combined such that 

(i) e is eliminated 

(Z) L = F(s)O (F(s) = F in remainder of report)pa 
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then the resulting equation is 

S.X) = HrIyS? Cy cos 6p- KZ sin Op) - LpEIyS (4 

J, I S 3 + HS+ EF xy r r 

+ 2-y(HrS + F)([SY]cose - [S.z I sinep) + (HrS + E a* 

I $T+3J H ZS + H F 
xy r r 

The terms on the right side of Eq (32) are all "error terms" in one
 

form or another since ideally
 

(p - X)=0 (34a) 

The right hand side of Eq (34) is then the drift rate about the SAP
 

input axis, and will be designated as p(s).
 

Eq (34), in conjunction with the block diagram of Figure 7-2, shows 

that Ep(s) is a function of the vehicle angular rates and the error torques 

acting about both the input and output axes. Included in the output axis 

error torques (LE) are the more conventional drift rate effects due to such 

phenomena as fixed torque and mass unbalances. These effects, lumped 

into a single term (Le')' will be developed first. 

Next a more specialized case (where the component of vehicle 

angular rate along the SAP output axis is a ramp function) is evolved. 

Finally, and with particular emphasis, the error effects due to vehicle 

angular rates and output-axis or input-axis error torques that are oscillatory 

in nature are investigated. 

The errors to be developed and a brief description of their associ

ated causes were presented in Subsection 2. 5 and are repeated here in 

Table 7-Mll for convenience. Following this error listing is an explana

tion of the steps to be used in obtaining expressions for the errors. 

Finally, the steps are demonstrated and the expressions tabulated. 

*Bothforms ofoutputaxis torques, i.e., LE and La, will be retained in general
throughout much of the derivation of the SAP equations. The La are 
retained for convenience in the deriving of the PIGA equations in the next 
section. The La are undefined for the SAP at this time and therefore 
have significance only for the PIGA. 
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Table 7-Ill. Drift Rate Errors and Causes 

Error No. Error Cause 

E i L are fixed torques, mass unbalances, 

anisoelasticity (MSF.C error model) 

and 

.e 2 Ramp input of woZ(constant angular acceleration 

during finite time interval) 

e3 Rectification due to sinusoidal inputs of w2 and w03 

6 4 Rectification due to sinusoidal inputs of Le' and 

W3 (L e ' are Mubs and Mub i activated by vibratior 

vibration inputs) 

E5 Rectification due to sinusoidal inputs of Le ' and 

W03(LpeI are friction torques or mass unbalances 

excited by vibration) 

E6 Rectification due to sinusoidal inputs of 

(different propagation through loop than 

wZ and 

E3) 

o3 

7 Rectification due to sinusoidal inputs of L e ' and 

W3 (different propagation through loop than E4) 

E 8 Rectification due to sinusoidal inputs of Lpe 

and w3 (different propagation through loop 

than. 5 

E9 Rectification due to sinusoidal inputs of cox 

(maximum value occurs when w X and w3 

are in phase) 

andcO3 
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Error term EI can be obtained by simply applying the final value 

theorem to Eq (34) and considering L and the nonlinear contributions toa 

Eq (20a) to be zero. 

Similarly, error term 1Z can be found by again applying the final 

value theorem to Eq (34), treating the angular acceleration component 

along the SAP output axis as a constant, and considering LE and La torques 

to be equal to zero. 

Error terms E3 through £9 all fall into the general classification of 

drift errors induced by rectification. These rectified drift rates are 

contained within the nonlinear portions of Eq (20a) which describe output 

axis error torques, LE. Each of the nonlinear terms in Eq (20a) serves 

to produce a class of drift errors. 

The first class involves the product of the float angle, 0 and the 

component of vehicle rate along the SAP spin axis, wc3 (defined in Eq 8d). 

However, an expression of S can be derived from a rearrangement of 

Eqs (21) and (33). This expression shows E to be a direct function of 

L e', Lpe ', and - (defined in Eq 8c), which is apparent in the block c 2 

diagram of Figure 7-2. By restricting these latter three forcing functions 

to be sinusoidal, the frequency response of 0 with regard to each of them 

can be obtained. Rectifications resulting from the product of each of 

these frequency responses and w 3 lead to the first class of errors. 

The second class is similarly based on the product of Sp and c 3 . 

Either Eq (34) or Figure 7-2 clearly demonstrateS that 0 is a direct 
p

function of ccX in addition to Le', L pe', and c 2 . The frequency responses 

of S due to oscillatory forms of these four inputs are inspected for recti

fications with cc3 . 

7. 2. 2 Error Term C, (Fixed Torque, G-Sensitive) 

Inspection of Eq (34) or Figure 7-2 assures that for constant values 

of the inputs LE, La, LpE andc 2 , (defined in Eq 8c), only those due to 

LE and L contribute to steady-state drift rate. This can be verified bya 
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applying the final value theorem after assuming- that the servo is such that 

it permits the theorem's application. Also, since the use of controlled 

electrical output axis torquing is undefined at this stage, the errors 

associated with L- (such as scale factor) are not treated here. The steadya
 
state drift rate is then
 

H E (35)

r 

where the LE are the average values of the error torques defined in Eq 

(20a) (which is repeated here): 

L E = Le' + Iyp (uysinp + wzcose p) + H re(wysinGp +w zcosep 

If W is substituted by Eq (8d) into Eq (20a), then Eq (35) becomes3 


p (L e' + +w) R (35a)Hp r- e yp3 r3 

Error term ei pertains only to the drift effects of fixed torque and 

g sensitive phenomena such as mass unbalances and anisoelasticity. These 

error torques are implied by L ' in Eq (20a). Therefore, e can bee
 

readily determined as 

Le
 
e
C -H (36) 

r 

7.2.3 Error Term c..(Ramp Input of w. ) 

A review of Eq (34) reveals that a ramp type input form of w2 

(equivalent to a constant or "average" value of w2) creates a steady-state 

The assumption here pertains to the servo being of form F(s) = KG(s) 
with poles of G(s) existing in left half plane and F(s) K(l) 
(i.e., G(s) = 1) at frequencies of interest. 
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drift rate in addition to L E Such a forcing function could occur in the . 

form of constant angular acceleration during some finite time interval. 

The dc value of drift rate caused by constant W can be found by applica

tion of the final value theorem to Eq (34), 

i 

E 2 (37) 
r 

7.2.4 Error Terms E3 to E9 (Rectification) 

In this section it will be shown how vibratory inputs, both linear 

and angular, can result in SAP drift rate errors. The method to be used 

can most easily be described by means of Figure 7-3 together with the 

relationships developed in deriving the expression (Eq 35a) for error 

source eI' Figure 7-3 is a simplified version of Figure 7-2 that employs 

substitution of w2 and c3 by Eq (8c) and (8d),respectively. 

As may be observed by examination of Figure 7-3 the following 

disturbance inputs to the SAP may be independently specified: w2 ' w3' 

wX, Le', and Lpe'. The first three, are angular rates about the gyro out

put, spin reference, and input axis, respectively. The fourth term repre

sents, in this case, torques about the gyro output axis due to linear 

In Eq (34) recall the assumption that sinep and cosep remain essentially 

constant. Then by Eq (8c) 

= S(W Ycos%p- wzsine )W2 So 2 

and from Eq (34), 

2 xy + Er + rF 
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'p(L = L +1. +,e'+ca23 ,O bpp 

LE+ L
 

Figure 7-3. Simplified SAP Block Diagram 

vibratory accelerations. The last term constitutes a torque about the 

SAP input axis due to linear vibration or friction torques. In establishing 

;L torques are defined to include vibratory acceleration effects as well 
e
 

as constant error torques and unbalance effects. Vibration effects are
 
similarly included in L 'torques. See Table of Symbols at the end
of Section 7. pe 
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an error model of the SAP excited by the above five input, the following 

assumptions will apply: 

(i) 	 Each input will be a sinusoidal function of time. 

(2) 	 These inputs will be considered acting two at a time. 
As will be shown below,rectification errors are excited 
in this manner. 

(3) 	 The SAP rate, e is sufficiently small such that sine p P 

and cos e can be considered as constant parameters.p 

In developing the error Ei it was shown by Eqs (35) and (36) that a 

constant torque acting around the gyro output axis (Le') will result in a 

SAP drift, while a constant input axis torque (L pe') does not produce such 

an error. Referring to Figure 7-3 it is seen that the LE error term is 

composed of two product terms in addition to Le'. Hence, any constant 

value in these two product error terms will also yield a SAP drift rate. 

On the other hand, since Lpe ' does not produce a constant drift rate 

error, then any constant component in the nonlinear terms in LpE will also 

fail to produce such drift errors. Hence, rectification errors will only 

be evaluated for the two nonlinear terms in L The errors from these 

two terms will be divided into two classes: 

Class I: Hrco 3 

Class 2: I ap 3 

These two classes of errors will be treated separately in the follow

ing subsections. 
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Class i kectific-ation Errors: HR Ow3 

Considering the first nonlinear term (Hr6w3 ) in LE., a constant value 

can occur if a and (a, are sinusoidal functions of time. To demonstrate, 

let 

0)3 = 3 -sinot- (38) 

and 

G= Omaxsin(ot+ sl) (39) 

Therefore, the product H. Ow is3 

Hr" Or3 ='HrIm '23sinwotsin(ot+ I) (40) 

or by using-trigonometric identities, 

r rwm 3 [Cos (2 ot+ (40a)O (-4 i) -Cos 

The average value of Hrew3 during one cycle is
 

r 03 rn on )ycei
 

-_ HG 12
r 

r 87-3 =- T cos (-
4'±) (40b) 

Now consider the effect of the term H.ew3 for the case where ando3 

w. are acting simultaneously and wX , Le', and'Lpe are assumed zero. 

Whereas the rate w3 can be specified independently, the float angle 

6 will be excited by wz However, the float angle 6 will also be excited by. 
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the nonlinear terms (included in LpE and LE) containing 0 itself and w3 

For sufficiert1y small values of w03' the influence of these nonlinear terms 

on E in comparison with that of wo2 can be made negligible. It is then pos

sible to define e due to W'2by a linear transfer function relating S and wo2 . 

To obtain a closed-loop expression for ,the linearized equations, 

Eqs (21) and (33),can again be used by rearranging in the following 

manner: 

(i) - c) is eliminated 

(2) pa 

(3) 6 is explicit 

(4) Substitute Eq (8c). 

The resulting equation is 

(Hr2 + x IyS2)I 2 HrLPE - x (LE + L (41) 
jJxy S 3 + Hr r+ HFr 

The transfer function between 0 and wZ as indicated by Eq (41) is 

x y ) x2 (s)x r r ~ -- >Zcz (42)\xyS3HSH 

L is retained here only for reference to PIGA applications.
 
a
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If O2 

then 

(phased relative to (03) is 

W2 = 12 sin(wo t + qi) 

6 can be expressed as 

6= j(jw-j4sin (00t + qj-(44) 

(43) 

where 

12= Amplitude of w 

S-(jW) = Amplitude ratio between 6 and 

/-,? ) = Phase angle between E and co21022 

(0 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(44c) 

Substituting Eq (44) for Eq (39), the average 

can be obtained directly from Eq (40b), i. e., 

value of Hr0O3 

Hr 6W3= 

Hr_H (jwcjfl 2 fa 3 

2 
li 

cos(L 0W) - (45) 

Hence by Eq (35) the average drift rate due to (02 and w3 is 

3= r 63 = 2 cos( -I) (46) 

Note that the jw notation has been deleted in Eq (46). It -will be 
deleted throughout the remainder of the report for convenience. 
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It should be noted that the validity of Eq (46) is based on the assumption 

that any float angular motion 6 is induced only by wo2 , and is unaffected 

by c3. Obviously, when 0)3 reaches a sufficiently large magnitude, rela

tive to co2 , this assumption will no longer be valid. The maximum value 

of co3 for which the above linearized method of analysis holds true cannot 

be accurately established without benefit of a nonlinear analysis. 

Two remaining Class. I errors can be determined by utilizing the 

same technique used to obtain E3 in Eq (46). Error term c4 results from 

oscillations of LIe rather than (02. In this case, the magnitude of w 3 must 

again be considered as being less than some specified value, only this 

time with regard to an L magnitude. A transfer function between 6 and 

L is obtained from Eq (41) and is solved for explicitly in terms of 6 . 

After substituting a sinusoidal form of Le (phased relative to 3) the' 
average value of the product %Ow over one period yields 43 


L[63 cos 4 , (7 

'4 -Z_L ee8 
54+-jm~~ ~ = o~ 2 )()-4 

Similarly, the same steps with Lpe in place of L yield E 

E -L pe ee-!I5 _2,.jt, (8tos(/,,,, 

2 1Lpe I pejI \L pe / 

Class 2 Rectification Errors: ly @p03 

Class 2 errors originate from the second nonlinear term (Iy@pW3) 

in LE . In this class, drift errors occur if 6p and 03 are sinusoidal 

functions of time. Much the same approach as that used to determine the 

Class i errors is adopted to develop this second group. First, co3 is 

"f ILe" and IL 'l refer to amplitudes of sinusoidal L' and L '. 
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again expressed as in Eq (38) and 8p is shown in the form of 8 in Eq (39): 

+
}p = 6 smxin(.ot 2) (49) 

From these two equations an average value resembling Eq (40b) can
 

be obtained, i.e.,
 

=y 6pma 
3cos(-c2)

Y pm 3 z ( 0 (50) 

Eq (34) can be rewritten to provide a closed-loop expression for
 

6 necessary in Eq (50:
 

Pz
 

6 = - FSCO2 +I S 3LpE -HrS+F)(L.+La*)p X IS + HzS+ iF 
x y r r 

Pursuing the same procedure as that of the Class i errors, it is per

tinent that w3 can be specified independently but 6p in Eq (51) results 

from four forcing functions w2' Lpe', Le', and w Up to certain magnix . 
pe' and , epU t eta, in mani

tudes of o3 with regard to Z, tpe' Le,Ia X respectively, 6pis not 

a function of o. Further, 6p can be identified as being affected only by 

the particular forcing function of interest, the other three being suppressed. 

Within these restrictions, transfer functions between 6 and each of
P 

the four external sources are evolved from Eq (51). These expres

sions, solved explicitly for 6 p, are used with the sinusoidal forms of the 

external sources implied in Eqs (38), (43), (46), (47), and(48). The transfer 

functioi-between 6 and w is unity. The drift error in each case then 

is the average value
p 

of the product of the particular transfer function ampli

tude, the associated sinusoidal forcing function, and a periodic (03" In each 

case, the other three inputs are suppressed while the input of interest is 

being investigated.
 

La is retained here only for reference to PIGA applications. 
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Drift errors E6 ' C7 , and E8 are therefore due to the same external 

causes as E3 ' E
4 , E5, respectively. The respective differences are due to 

different propagations through the loop. Accordingly, the frequency re

sponses will differ. Error E6 is derived as an example: 

From Eq (51) 

S-I FS 
P(s) = (5) 

2 J IS3+ HS + HFx-y r r 

From Eq (52) the frequency response (using Eq (43) ) is 

p = 2 z sin t + I -16) (53) 

The average value of Iy SpO 3 indidated in Eq (50) is then 

L 3cos . LP- (54) 
y p m3 2W 2Z2 3\L/ z2 

From Eqs (35) and (54) the drift rate E6 is 

E6 Hyr 2 (2 cos -ill (54a)6 2Z1 c 2 3 1WH- Tir S\ 2P 

Similarly, sinusoidal inputs of L and Lpe' rectify individually with w 3 

as 

-Vy p j9 e1 3cos l -CO) (55) 
r e z/rLeeZ3 
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and 

i (p Cos , P (56) 

8 r pe pe 

For the case of w the drift rate is simply 

I 
= - (57) 

9~ Hr 'X'3 

This error is due to oscillatory coupling between components of 

vehicle rate along the platform input and spin axes. If the form of cox 

(phased relative to co3 ) is 

. WX = nX sin(wot.+ 4J4) (58) 

then the average value of their product over one cycle will yield a frequency 

independent of drift rate equal to 

E = X 3 cos1 4 (59) 
r 

When the two oscillatidns are in phase their maximum rectification effect 

is reached, i.e., 

9 - y (59a)
r 

9max 
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The algebraic expressions for the drift errors are listed in 

Subsection 2. 5. In summary, there are four significant features 

associated with these expressions: 

(i) 	 They are restricted to the conditions that cos e 
and sin O remain essentially constant. p 

(2) 	 Forcing functions are periodic in nature (exceptions 
are Ei and e2). 

(3) 	 The SAP float angle E and platform angle rate 
e are not excited by the SAP spin axis compon
ent of vehicle angular velocity (w)3). 

(4) 	 The extent to which superposition may be used in 
evaluating the effects of more than one error 
source (acting concurrently) is unknown. Its 
validity must await further nonlinear analysis for 
resolution. 
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7.3 PIGA ERROR TERMS 

If the control torque term L .in-Eq. (54) is, considered to be thea 

torque due to instrumpnt pendulosity and input axis. acceleration; i.e. 

L = P.Ax, and the vehicle rates and error torques.are suppressed, thena 


the nominal equation for a PIGA results.
 

P(HrS + F) 
= J S3 + 2 x 	 (60)P f + HrZS + HrF 

xy 

(Note: 	 P and Ax are pendulosity and input axis acceleration, 

respectively.) 

In steady-state operation, Eq (60) becomes 

0 =7- AX (60a) 
p ,r 

where the ratio P/H is the nominal value of the scale factor relating 

SAP angular rate to input axis acceleration. This same scale factor 

serves to relate increments of SAP angles to increments of input velocity 

after integrating Eq (60a). The ideal acceleration measurement, then, 

is the SAP motion in Eq (60a) multiplied by the inverse of the scale 

factor, 

r 

H. 
AI = (60b)A X 

Similarly, Eq (60) becomes 

(Hr S+ HrF) 

S 3 Hr Ax 	 (60c)m ix I + H + HrF 
x y r r 

However, the existence of vehicle angular rates and error torques suggest 

discrepancies in the acceleration measurement. The extent to which such 

rates and torques affect the PIGA measurements involves a more complex 

treatment than that of the SAP. The additional complexity arises from 

functional differences in the two modes of operation. 
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One of the primary suppositions used in deriving the SAP error 

terms was the restricting of the sine and cosine of the input angle S toP 
be constant during a limited time interval. In the case of the RIGA, the 

same assumption can be allowed only during special conditions. Such con

ditions would exist when the vehicular acceleration component acting along 

the PIGA input axis is either zero or nearly zero. When these conditions 

are satisfied, the RIGA is susceptive to rectification errors that are nearly 

identical to, those of the SAP. The forms of such rectification errors would 

comply with those of SAP drift rate errors E3 through E9 in Table 7-VI 

multiplied by the ratio Hr/P. 

When this condition is not satisfied, and input axis acceleration com

ponents do exist, the RIGA is designed to freely rotate proportionally to 

the magnitudes of such acceleration components. As a result, the sine and 

cosine of e are not maintained constant. Therefore, the techniquesP 
utilized to develop SAP errors E3 through E9 are not applicable to the 

PIGA operation during an environment of input axis acceleration. 

Actually, an advantage of the PIGA is its capability to utilize its free 

rotation feature to average unwanted error torques to a zero value. Hope

fully, this averaging feature will eliminate or at least minimize any recti

fication effects. An accurate determination of any rectification effects 

should be performed using computer techniques. Until such verification 

of errors can be performed, it will be assumed that the PIGA's averaging 

feature will eliminate rectification errors. 

Only one further mention of the rectification-type errors is appro

priate at this time. If it is determined later that rectification does play 

a significant role in the PIGA performance, then particular emphasis 

should be placed on such errors involving L e ' and Lpe , type error torques. 

These torques are stressed since they involve periodic accelerations acting 

on mass unbalances. Due to the built-in pendulosity, which is intentionally 

orders of magnitude greater than nonperfect mass unbalances, much 

larger L ' and L ' magnitudes can be expected. 

e pe 
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Under the criteria of neglecting rectification effects, only three 

types of errors will be considered as being meaningful. They are 

(1) 	 Errors due to error torques about the output
 
axis such as bias, scale factor, etc
 

(2) 	 Errors due to ramp inputs of w)2 . 

(3) 	 Errors due to any vehicle rotation about the PIGA 
input axis. 

The first two of these error types are analogous to SAP errors E and 

E2" The third is an effect which must be compensated. The mathe

mathical expressions for each of the errors will be developed next. 

7.3.1 Derivation of PIGA Error Terms 

In the development of the SAP equations, an expression was first 

determined explicitly for the drift rate error term c(s), Eq (34). In 

order to evaluate the PIGA error terms, a similar expression for the 

acceleration measurement errors can be obtained by 

(i) 	 Multiplying Eq (51) through by Hr/P, 

(2) 	 Subtracting Eq (60c), 

(3) Substituting w. by Eq (8c). 

The resulting error equation is 

HrAA =-1 x ++ _ rS + F)L Ey - IySZLpE F " ,(60 
E p(H - I FSm PX 1 J I $ 3 + H 2 S + HF (61 

xy r r
 

By applying the final value theorem to Eq (61), the steady-state 

acceleration errors can be determined, i.e., 

Hr LE 
AA = r-W - E (61a)X 

Also note that, if the time function of w2 in Eq (61) is a ramp 

function, Eq (61) implies an additional term to Eq (61a), 

I 
AA = - -- (61b)

m P 2 
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The three types of acceleration measurement errors, discussed pre

viously, are apparent in Eqs (61a) and (6ib). They will be designated 

as follows: 

Le' 
AA 1 = p (62) 

I 

2 P 2 (63) 

H 
A= rE (64) 

Note that Eqs (62) and (63) are analogous to SAP Eqs (36) and (37), 

respectively. Following the criteria previously set forth, the nonlinear 

product terms of in Eq (61a) and originally from Eq (20a), are-E 

.considered to have average values equivalent to zero. 

The error designated as AA 3 in Eq (64) is attributed directly to 

input axis angular rate components. This error did not appear in the 

SAP error equations since the SAP was intended only to measure that 

angular rate component. In contrast, the PIGA would ideally measure 

only input axis acceleration on a nonrotating vehicle. Thus, any form 

of vehicle rotation about the PIGA input axis. becomes an acceleration 

measurement error. This error, the rotation rate multiplied by the 

PIGA scale factor, is independent of loop dynamics and should be 

compensated for in the acceleration measurement equations. 

The acceleration errors, their expressions, and their causes are
 

summarized in Subsection Z. 5.
 

7.4 VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT 

This subsection analyzes angular and linear vibration conditions 

and discusses their implications for the strapped-down guidance system. 

The criteria for establishing the characteristics of these conditions are 

discussed individually in the following sections. 
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7.4.1 Angular Vibration 

The angular motion environment consists of both sinusoidal and 

random components. The random angular motion was obtained from 

Reference 7. 5, entitled "Working Paper, Angular Motions in Instrument 

Unit on Saturn Flights, " supplied to TRW by MSFC. By mutual agree

ment, the two agencies chose the randbm component to be a constant 

0.0005 (deg/sec)2 rate spectral density up to 40 cps. This flatcps 

spectrum of random angular motion is to be interpreted as an equivalent 

to the actual spectrum shown in Figure 7-4. The RMS value of angular rate 

associated with this spectrum is 0. i4 deg/sec. This figure was extracted 

.02 I I 1 SEQNO. =5541 

TEST SA-? -

0,0 - MEAS.NO. P042-0 - -

LINE/COIAN. ERA601W 
S LICE TIME 04.00TO 75.00SEC 
FILTERS.W. .1.00 US 

GO. COMP. EMS. 0.31 
000 SAMPLERATE+IOO.W0.SEC--

R-COMP-RRV539-1747 

0.012 

0.008 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
(CPS)FREQUENCY 

Figure 7-4. Angular Vibration Spectrum 

from Reference 7. 5. Reference 7. 5 states that the high energy spikes 

appearing above 30-cps were likely due to local mechanical conditions 

within the rate measuring instruments. During adyanced phases of 

system design, such phenomena should be carefully evaluated by a larger 

sample of data with a broader bandwidth since their effects on accuracy 

could be pronounced. An initial summary of a visual inspection of the 

recordings of Reference 7. ii angular rate .data measured on a Saturn flight 

is shown in Figure 7-5. Figure 7-5 presents the approximate rate'ampli

tudes and frequencies of the -angular oscillations 'that occurred about each 

axis during particular time intervals. An interpretation of the graph may 
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sec the 0. 1 deg/sec amplitude is biased so as to center about a -. 5 deg/ 

sec value. From 20 to 80 sec the amplitde changes to 0.5 deg/sec. Also, 

during the first 80 sec the previously described oscillations are being car

ried on a slowly varying wave at f/4 cps. Other frequencies of oscillation 

are indicated in the appropriate time intervals. The amplitudes shown 

include large 30 to 40 cps components consistent withReference 7. 5 (which 

was derived from the same flight data). •-If these higher frequency compon

ents are assumed to be instrumentation errors and are ignored, then two 

basic frequencies exist about each axis. These rate components are sum

marized ih Table 7-IV. The values used' to establish the SAP and PIGA 

errors are described as follow~s. First, an extrem6 condition assuming 

a peak angular rate amplitude of 1. 0 deg/sec acting at frequencies of up 

to 40 cps about each axis is used and yields small errors. The maximum 
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Table 7-IV. Equivalent Sinusoidal Angular Oscillations 

Low Frequency Component Higher Harmonic Component 

Frequency Amplitude Frequency Amplitude 
Axis (cps) (deg/sec) (cps) (deg/sec)
 

Pitch 0.6 0. 15 3.0 0.20 

Yaw 0.5 0. i0 2.7 0.15 

Roll o.6 0. iO 6.0 0. 15 

frequency assumed, although somewhat arbitrary, generally spans the 

frequency range of greatest sensitivity of the instruments (Subsections 

4. 2 and 7. 5) and still complies with the 40 cps limit agreed upon with 

MSFC. Effects of potential extension of this frequency limit are discussed 

in Paragraphs 7. 5. Z and 7.5.3. Based on the review of the flight data of 

Reference 7. ii, the assumed magnitude of peak rate appears to be a real

istic worst-case value for the intended analysis of this report. 

The angular rate environment established here generally agrees
 

with the data presented in Reference 7. 6 also. This reference provides
 

a summary of angular rate environments of in-house data on Thor and
 

Atlas. The summary was prepared from Centaur as well as the SA-10
 

flight data referred to above.
 

7.4.2 Linear Vibration 

The definition of a linear vibration environment is predicated on 

the basis of flight test data from Reference 7. 11 and general considera

tions of current spacecraft. Both sinusoidal and random components- are 

assumed. This assumption is supported by, state-of-the-art concepts 

of booster environment (see References 7.7 and 7.8). Furthermore, by 

establishing both random and nonrandom components of vibration, the 

effects of coupling between angular and linear oscillations of the two. 

components can be investigated. 

The vibration environment is inspected only up to 40 cps. Beyond 

- that frequency no angular oscillations have been defined-sothat coupling 
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has been neglected The worst-case philosophy employed to set the 

angular-oscillational environment is again used here for reasons of 

consistency. The maximum sinusoidal level below 40 cps indicated in 

References 7. 7 and 7. 8 is i. 0g. The peak level extracted from the 

SA- 10 flight test data is approximately 0. 25g. TRW has selected the 

former level (i. Og) for purposes of investigating SAP and PIGA rectifica

tion effects. This amplitude is considered to be constant up to 40 cps. 

Similarly, a conservative estimate of a constant acceleration 

spectral density of 0. 01 g 
2 

/cps is selected for the random component. 

This level corresponds to the highest value shown below 40 cps in 

Reference 7. 7. The RMS value of acceleration associated with this 

spectrum is a- conservative 0. 6 3g. 

7.5 ERROR SOURCE MAGNITUDES 

This subsection is concerned with the error magnitudes resulting 

from angular transients and from linear and angular vibrations. 

7.5.1 Angular Transients 

The forcing function implied by Eqs (37) or (63) is that of a constant 

angular acceleration acting about the gyro output axis of either the SAP 

or PIGA during a finite time interval. Such a sustained condition does 

not exist in the expected environment (see Figure 7-5). However, 

properly interpreted in terms of the applicable environment, this error 

source can be shown to result in a form of SAP or PIGA error. Such an 

alternate form is developed next. 

In the derivation of Eqs (37) and (63), the error was defined in terms 

of a SAP drift rate for consistency with the forms of all the other error 

terms considered. However, the significance of this error may be more 

readily appreciated if expressed as a platform angle error by simple 

Coupling referred to here is drift rectification. Such coupling has been 
shown to be a function of the angular and linear vibrations. 
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x 

integration of Eq (37). This integration is performed for the case of
 

W = 0 to single out the effect:
 

do I 

a = = -r- '&z (65a) 

or after integration (assuming zero initial conditions), 

I 

A9p = " f c 2 (65b) 

One point at which this error could be induced is during staging. At such 

time the largest vehicle angular velocity transients occur. The maximum 

instantaneous SAP angular error A9p would be proportional to the maxi

mum instantaneous angular rate and would correspondingly reduce to 

zero as the angular rate transients subside. For the maximum value of 

angular rate shown in Figure 7-5 (10 degisec), the SAP angular hang-off 

would be i8 arc sec. This is obtained from the following numerical 

values: 
2 

I = 1210 gr-cm 

10 6 
HS= Z. 5 x gr-cm /sec 

r 
= 


W2 10 deg/sec 

Since the average value of w2 is zero over any significant portion of the 

trajectory, this error term (as given by Eq 65b ) will not result in 

SAP drift rates having some average value over the boost flight profile. 

Furthermore, since the average value of W2 is also zero or small for 

the reference trajectory, the average error over the flight profile'in 

SAP angle gp (as given by Eq 65 ) will approach zero. Assuming an 

average mis sile pitch rate of -0. 25 deg/ sec during powered flight, the 

resulting SAP error would be 0.4 arc sec, which is certainly a negligible 

value. Thus, this error term is negligible. 

The same discussion holds true for the PIGA error of Eq (63). In 

addition, the rotational mode of the PIGA will tend to reduce this effect 

to an even smaller value. On this basis, the PIGA error source A A is 

neglected.
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7. 5,. 2 Sinusoidal Errors 

The SAP error magnitudes of c3 to £9 (Eqs 46, 47, 48, 54a, 55, 59) 

are numerically calculated below. These error equations are presented 

as a function of oscillatory amplitudes of vehicle angular rate components 

and error torques. The angular rate amplitudes have been specified in 
Paragraph 7.4.1 (1.0 deg/sec). The error torque amplitudes considered 

here are due to the mass unbalance of the SAP gyro about the output and 

input axes. 

The error torque about the output axis of the SAP gyro is calcu

lated from the MSFC determined coefficients of spin-axis mass-unbalance 

Mubs' The error torque for use in Eqs (47) and (55) associated with the 

environment of Subsection 7. 4 is 

Lel = IMbsI x HrxNg = 0.51 gr-cm (66) 

where 

[MbI = 0.040 deg
/ h r 

N = I (number of g units acting) 

The second error torque contributed by vibration (for use in Eqs 48 

and 56) involves combined platform and float mass unbalance effects. 

As vibrational acceleration acts perpendicular to the input axis, any 

off-axis c. g. location will induce error torques. Error source E5 
indicates a high sensitivity to the magnitude-of this error torque. There

fore, a close tolerance of dynamic balance is recommended for the 

SAP about their input axes. It is assumed for purposes of this report 

that the balance will be maintained less than 5 gr-cm/g. * Based on this 

unbalance and the vibrational environment (Ng= i)the input axis error 

torque is 

Lp 5 gr-cm x Ng = 5 gr-cm (67) 

While some degree of precision balancing is required to meet this 
magnitude, it is well within the state-of-the-art. 
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Each of the calculations of drift rates involves a series of steps. Rather 

than presenting all calculations, one term, r 3 is selected to demonstrate 

the procedure.to calculate these rectified drift rates (see Eq 46). How

ever, the results of the calculations of each term are presented as a 

normalized graph for each term. Each term is numerically developed 

as-a function of the steady-state frequency of vehicle angular velocity. 

An essential step in the calculation of the drift rates is the 

determination of the SAP closed-loop stability. The error equations 

(Subsection 7.2) are based on use of the final value theorem which re

quires the poles of the SAP closed-loop servo system to be in the left

half plane of a root-locus plot. The open-loopparameters of the SAP 

were furnished to TRW by MSFC along with estimates of the closed

loop parameters. The open-loop parameters include the poles and 

zeros of the platform servo control amplifier and torquer motor. The 

closed-loop poles were verified at TRW by means of a digital computer' 

root-locus program. 

By use of these poles the closed-loop amplitude and phase char

acteristics of the transfer functions (-(jwo), etc. ) in Eqs (46), (47), (48),
2 

(54a), (55), and (59) may be readily determined. Drift rates normalized to 

the product of the forcing function amplitudes are then calculated for a worst

case condition. Such a condition will occur when these forcing functions are 

in phase (i.e., 4,i= 0, i = i, Z, 3, 4). SAP drift rates can then be 

computed from these curves and the associated environments. 

The'five-step procedure to obtain the c3 drift rate is 

(1) Presentation of open-loop gyro, amplifier, and torquer 
parameters 

(2) Determination of closed-loop, poles 

_O80
(3) Calculation of Bode diagram of (jcw)
o
2
 

(4) Calculation of c 3' 2 D2 vs frequency3 

(5) Computation of c 3 for angular rate environment. 
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(i) Open-Loop Parameters 

A line diagram of the SAP control system from gyro through to the 

input axis torque motor is shown in Figure 7-6. The third order function 

representing the platform mounted gyro corresponds directly to the open
loop portion of the characteristic equation in Eq (34). This relationship is 

K /E (68) 

s z+ 1 S --- _S zx+_I) 

The natural frequency of the SAP-mounted AB-5 gyro has been determined 
-by MSFC to be w = 400 rad/sec. The SAP gain K is 2.25 x 10 2 deg . 

ng gr- cm 
The output axis of this gyro has a gas-bearing suspension and therefore 

has an effective damping ratio of zero. 

The remaining gains and functions of Figure 7-6 are lumped to

gether to represent the platform control (F(s). This group begins at the 

gyro pickoff and ends at the platform torque motor, i. e., 

(69)
F(s) = ( 1 )( 2

F ( _+ (s 2?-b S + j/?/qam, 

+ 

Because of this type of suspension, a second natural frequency occurs at 
2850 rad/sec. TRWwas informed by MSFC of this second frequency sub
sequent to completion of this analysis so it does not appear in the closed
loop configuration. Preliminary analysis indicates that no significant dif
ferences occur between-the root-loci of these two loop configurations. 
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PLATFORM PICKOFF NETWORK MODULATION TORQUER 

2 
K = 2. xi10 d5g K = 10 voIt K voit K 5 K 26 

1 0 25 ggT9cm~ P0 Kn vot Km 150 Kg -7F 

KKK 

F(S) 
5 

(-i., KF'= 3.92x 10 r-

Open Loop Fonction
 

(.OoIn, K., = 8~ 18x03)
 

Figure 7-6. Line Diagram of SAP Control System 

(Note that a zero of the amplifier and the pole of the torque motor 

cancel each other. ) 

The numerical values of the F(s) parameters are: 

x 03xK = 3. 92 
F 

r i = 50 rad/sec
 

= = 224 rad/sec, ta 0.45 

q, = i rad/sec 

r 2 

= 1800 rad/sec, tb = 
0.84 

q3 = 6000 rad/sec . 

q2 

The product of Eqs (68) and (69) provide the open-loop transfer function 

from which the closed-loop poles may be determined. 
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(Z) Closed-Loop Poles 

The closed-loop poles were calculated by means of a digital
 

computer program. Figure 7-7 is a reproduction of the program print

out sheet. The printout data includes the input data and the resulting
 

nominal closed-loop poles. Note that complex poles and zeros are
 

given in terms of their real and imaginary parts rather than in the form
 

used in Eq (69).
 

Figure 7-8 presents traces of the root locus for gain changes of
 

30 db above nominal to 24 db below nominal. Inspection of these traces
 

shows that adequate stability occurs at the nominal gain poles.
 

Converting the programmed poles back to frequency/ damping ratio 

form, the closed-loop equivalent of Figure 7-6 is 

S + r2 S+ 

i)
rG (s) (-( (fr222 

(70)
or numerically, 

PI = 82 rad/sec, 9c = 0.87 

= 654 rad/sec
P2 

= 
= 738 rad/sec, d 0.24P3 

= 1933 rad/secP4 

= 5913 rad/sec.P5 


(3) Bode Diagram of W __(j_) 

It can be readily determined that the relationship between the L(S)
 

transfer functions in Eq (42) of Subsection 7-2 and Eq (70) of-this 2
 

section is as follows: 

__ i2 H
-(
-- (S)= I/S 


•c xy S. +

2+ F/Hr 5 H 

s(1XI ) (71) 
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Bode diagram techniques can be employed to readily evaluate the fre

quency response of Eq (49), i.e. , -- (jEA). The amplitude curve is 
2shown in Figure 7-9 and the phase in Figure 7-j0. From these 

characteristics a normalized form of error term £3may be calcolated. 

3

(4) Calculation of -- (jE) 

In review of the basic form of £3 in Eq (46), two phase angles are 

involved. Inspection of the Bode diagrams in Step (3) reveals that thejpeak value of occurs approximately at the same frequency as the 

zero phase of" /---. "if op were ,also at a zero value, then cos 
- t%) would equal 10 anda worst-ase condition would be estblihed. 

Therefore, vehicle angular rate components 002 and 003 wl ecniee 
= as effectively acting in phase such that 000. Drift rate £3 can then 

be normalized to the remaining two independent variables 1?2 and 12" 

In this manner the indidated nonlinear product cos / can be 

calculated.02 
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This computation is performed in Table 7-V and the resulting 

curve shown in Figure 7-i. Particular emphasis should be placed on 
- 3 

the peak value of 3 This magnitude is 2.92 . io deg/hr 

and occurs at i6 cps. The units of the graph have been converted so 

that vehicle rate amplitudes Z 2 and f may be expressed in conven3 

tional deg/sec units. 

(5) Computation of e3 

The drift error is calculated by multiplying the normalized drift 

error curve in Figure 7-11 by the rate environment amplitudes of Sub

section 7.4 (i. e., i deg/sec). Comparison of the peak characteristics 

of Figure 7-i and the fiat environmental spectrum reveals that the 

maximum SAP r3 drift error would occur if the vehicle were to be 

excited by angular oscillations of approximately 16 cps. This error. is 

3
53 = 2.93 x W0 deg/hr x (1.0 deg/sec) 2 
= 0. 0029 deg/hr 

max (deg/sec) (7Z) 

Drift rate errors of this magnitude would have negligible effects on SAP 

performance. This statement is made with regard to the present fixed 

drift rate. In fact, not until angular oscillations reach amplitudes 

of approximately 3 deg/sec should any concern be associated with 

this error source. Under these conditions, 

E3 =2.93 x W0- x (3.0)2 = 0.026 deg/hr. (72a) 
max 

For use in the error model the maximum value of 0. 0029 deg/hr is 

selected for the value of e3" This worst-case philosophy is applied to 

the other six error sources. The normalized drift rate curves of errors 

e4 through E8 are shown in Figures 7-12 through 7-16. Drift rate e9 

is independent of frequency and accordingly has no curve associated with 

it. Table 7-VI presents the peak values of each normalized error source 

below the upper environment frequency of 40 cps and the maximum drift 

rates corresponding to these peak values. The fording function amplitudes 

are repeated for convenience. 

43 in Eq (7Za) is not applicable to this study. It is presented only 
to rimonstrate environmental regions of potential concern. 
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Table 7-V. c 31"2P3 Calculations 

"-Ki.@-KII 	 o 
x Ko b 	 c x K1 3600 " t-I_. 

db Numerical b (573) deg/hr deg 
sec (deg/sec) 2 


4 - 4 
0 1. 0 1. 26 x i0 0.63 x 10 +7 


1.0 1.12 	 0.71 x +26 
3.0 1.41 	 0. 89 x +45 

5.0 1.8 	 1. 14x +53 
7.0 2.24 	 1.41 x +62 

10.0 3.20 	 2.01 x +68 
14.0 5.0 	 3. 15x +73 
17.0 7. 1 4.'

4
8 x +75 

zo.0 10..0 6.3 x +74 
24.0 15.85 	 iO x +71 
26.0 20.0 12.6 x +66 
Z9.0 Z8. 1 17.7 x +5330.5 33.6 	 21. i x +45 


32.0 40.5 	 25.5 x +33 
33.0 45.1 	 28.4 x +3 
34.0 50.2 	 31.6 x -22 
32.0 39.6 	 25.0 x -60 
30.0 31.8 ZO.0 x -80 
z1.0 11.1 7.0 x -100 
-M 0 0 117 

- co 0 0 63 

19.0 9.0 	 5.7 x 50 

26.0 20.3 	 12.8 x 42 

30. 0 31.8 20.1 x -4 

, 31.5 36.5 23.0 x -53 
28.0 25.2 	 16.0 x y04 -76 
22.0 12.6 1.26x 10 8.0 xIO -100 

defined as the Bode gain of the open-loop function. 

0. 993 

0.900 
0. 707 

0.602 
0.469 
0.375 
0.292 
0.259 
0.285 
0.326 
0.407 
0.6020.707 

0.839 
0.999 
0.927 
0.500 
0. 174 


-0.174 
-0.454 
0.454 
0.643 
0.743 
0.998 
0.602 
0.242 


-0. 174 
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Table 7-VI. Drift Rectification Error Magnitudes (Sinusoidal) 

Forcing 
Function 

Error Product Normalized Drift Rate 

032 2.93xiO
-3 

deg/hr 2

(deg/sec)


4 

S 4 L'12 1 58i0 de /hr 

S L 3 i.58xi 3 (gr-cm)(deg/ec)
L e12 3 98x10 hrdeg/ 

L 3 (gr-cm)(deg/sec)S 5 pe 3(rc)dgsc 

C6 2213 3.30xi0 
4 

deg/hr 

(deg/sec)
2 

57 2 L 4 0xi0
4 

de /hr 

E L' 4.00x 
- 4 (gr-cm)(deg/sec) 

21 8 deg/hr
' 6

p8L1e 3 89x0 (gr-cm)(deg/sec) 

'X 1 3 i.52xi0 
2 

(deg/hr)2S 9 (deg/sec)

12

Note: X =122 = 23 1.0 deg/sec 

L = 0.51 gr-cme 

Lp = 5.0 gr-cmpe
 

Maximum frequency of data is 40 cps 

Figure or 

Equation 


Fig. 7-1i

and Eq(72)
 

Fig. 7-12 

Fig. 7-13 

Fig. 7-4 

Fig. 7-15 

Fig. 7-16 

Eq (59) 

Error 
Magnitude 
(deg/hr) 

0.0029
 

-5
 
8.05xi0
 

0.020
 

-4
 
3.30xi0
 

-4
 
2.04xi0
 

5
4. i4xi0 

0.0152
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Further inspection of Figures 7-1 through 7-16 reveals that these 

normalized curves achieve additional peak values above the 40 cps fre

quency cutoff of environment. In fact for errors e 6 ' &7' c8' the peak 

values occur around 100 cps and are considerably higher than the maxi

mum value below 40 cps. For purposes of evaluating these higher 

frequency effects, the vibration environment is assumed to be "extended" 

to include these higher peaks. The extended environmental effects are 

tabulated in Table 7-VII. Only error has any significance as an error 

source (0. 03 deg/hr). However, even this value will cause a small 

change to the constant drift term when combined by finding the RSS. 

E6 

Table 7-VIL 	 Drift Rectification Error Magnitudes (Sinusoidal) 
for Extended Environment 

Error 
Frequency Magnitude 

Error Normalized Drift Rate (peak) (cps) (deg/hr) 

E 2.06xi0 
- 3 

deg/hr , 
(deg/sec)? 

l1 0. 0021 

6 
.30xi10 

2 deg/hr
(gr-cm)(deg/sec) 

125 0.03 

7 
C4 deg/hr

5. 70xi0 (gr-cm)(deg/sec) 
95 2.91xiO 

-4 

-4
 
4.85x10
I0
deja/hr
9.70xI0 


*8 	 (gr-cm)(deg/sec) 

*Note in Figure 7-1f that the indicated peak value at i10 cps is a 
secondary peak to that occurring at 16 cps. 
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7.5.3 Random Errors 

The same error terms that were evaluated in Paragraph 7. 5. 2 for 

sinusoidal inputs are investigated in this section for random environmental 

conditions. An equivalent sinusoidal form of the random inputs is established. 

By means of this form the resulting drift rate errors can be computed by a 

procedure similar to that just used. Here again the result of each computa

tion is presented, but only one term is selected to serve as a demonstration. 

Consider an element of power, '(wOo)Awo, of the random input defined by 

'the spectral density function @(o). As Au 0 :-approaches zero, the signal repre

sented by this element of power may be approximated by a single frequency 

sinusoid with amplitude -yo. If the power in this single frequency signal is 

equated to the power in the element of the random signal, 

2 
0 45'(w)AO (73) 

= j2 (wo)Aw° (73)or 

N o = 2 C O O O( 7 3a ) 

If this equivalent sinusoid is assumed to act at 45 deg to both the 

SAP-gyio output axis and spin axis, then the amplitudes of the components 

of rate along the gyro output axis (Qt) and gyro spin axis (23) are 

Y
o

122 -13 =- = (o)d-o (74)

2 3 2 0 

The error, source c3 is again selected to serve as a demonstration. The 

contribution to f 3 resulting from the above element of power (or its single 

frequency equivalent signal) is 
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Eoo) [E (wo (75)
3. _0 0 2P3 ?0 j O 

where 3 (wo) is the error coefficient obtained previously. The 

I Z23 I 
total value of the error c3 can be obtained by summing all elements 4(w)Acoi 

contained in the bandwidth defined by f( o). This may be expressed by the 

integral 

S= [ "T (.o] D (..)d.o (75a) 

constant from = and 

Wo to W , the above integral can be rewritten as max 
Since ](c) is assumed to be wo 0 to o= eo zero for 

o o 
max 

53 = '(L.3oo M )- ] d.- (75b) 

The indicated integration of Eq (75b) is by inspection of the area 

under the curve of Figure 7-il. This area is numerically integrated to 

be 4.30 x 10-2 deg/hr (cps). 
(deg/sec)

Z 

The product of this area and the constant angular rate spectral density of 

0 deg/hr.is 2. 5 x 


cps
 
0. 0005 (deg/sec) 

The random drift errors are tabulated in Table 7-VIH. This table 

,includes the numerically integrated area-under-the curve values up to 

40 cps of Figures 7-li through 7-16 plus forcing function products. The 

values of random induced error torques for terms r4' E5' e7' E8 are the 

torque per unit g values calculated previously. 
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is again applied to theThe extended environment introduced earlier 

random case. This environment extends the vibrational frequency to 

include the higher magnitudes that appear in the spectra of Figures 7-i1 

7-ID. It is noteworthythrough 7-16. These calculations are shown in Table 

are essentially noncontributory to the
that these overall random errors 

error model. 

(Random)Table 7-VIII. Drift Rectification Error Magnitudes 

Error 
Figure or MagnitudeForcing Function 


Error Product Area-Under-Curve Equation (deg/hr)
 
5 

Fig. 7-it. 2. j5,03 
(deglaec) Eq (75b)

3 "fi'tf' ' = 0ZT 4.30.1o 
- 2 (cps) 

-
4 ~e-'3 * 92x0 (r-c)(degTsec) (cps) Fig. 7-12 3.Z6xlO 

2 deg/hr4 4 
4 5 V'p-V 3 6.99x0 (gr-cm)deg/osec) (cps) Fig. 7-13 7.84x10 -

-3 -
C6 -zV2-3 =T 7.13.10 dS (cps) Fig. 7-14 3.75xiO
 

(degisecJ

"7 -y-eo3 
3 

* .14x0 4de /hr (c-4-
(gr-cmdeg/sec) (cps) Fig. 7-15 i.28xO 

9 

8 epe3xi 
*4 

6.08x,0-I 

_. d3g/, _de/hr(g r--cm) (de-gssec) c 

d (cps)
(deg/sec-) 

Fig. 

Eq 

7-16 

(59) 

-6 
1. 9

4 
xiO 

3.04xi0 
4 

Note: T = 

0e = 

X 2 = 3 = 0.0005 (dec/ar) 
cps 

0p 0.01 gz/cps 

(4and e7 computations must be multiplied by 0.51 gr-5rm/g 

* (5and t 8 computations must be multiplied by 5.0 gr-cm/g 
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Table 7-IX. 	 Drift Rectification Error Magnitudes (Random)
 
for Extended Environment
 

Error Area-Under-Curve Bandpass (cps) Magnitude 
(deg/hr) 

-
c i.44xI0-i deg/hr 	 -53 (d-g-s-ecZ (cpa) 300 7.20xiO
 

("deg/
 

4 98x0 
4 

(gr-cm)(deg/sec) (cps) 250 I. 09xi0 
" 

i.9ixi 
2 . deg/hr 	 -4 

5 gr-cm)(deg/sec) (cps) 250 2.24xi0 

- i 	 -4

I6 9.35xi0 deg/hr (cps) 230 4.65xiO
 

(deg/sec)Z 

ci75i.-2 deg/hr 	 250 i.96xi0 
"4 
4(cps 

47 *. (gr-cm)(deg/sec) 

-5

E 5.50xk0'

3 
deg/hr


8 (gr-cm)(deg/sec)(cps) 240 6.i8xi0
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Table of Symbols for Section 7 

AX Acceleration along the vehicle X axis 

A m 

A m 

- Measured value of AX 

- Acceleration measurement errors 

F(s) Transfer function of platform servo 

g 

Gc.. 

T 

H r 

T 

- A unit of gravity 

- SAP closed-loop transfer function 

- An~lar momentum vector; appropriate use of 
an H vector is identified with each reference 
system and each application 

Magnitude of angular momentum component
pertaining to gyro spinning wheel along float 

spin axis (z); equal to Iza 

-Angular momentum vector of floht; includes
Hr component 

Hx; Hy, H 

' 
P 

- Component magnitudes of Hf, along the float 
axes (x, y, z); H includes float angular momentum 

along z and Hr 

- 'Angular momentum vector of platform isolated 
from float 

Rf - Angular momentum vector of platform and float 

together; vector sum of H f + Hp 

H
xpf 

H ,H
ypf Zpf 

- Component magnitudes of 
axes (xp, yp, Zp) 

Hpf along the platform 

Ix, Iy,
y Zabout 

- Mass moments of inertia of float (including wheel)
float axes (I z ' is wheel inertia about Iz) 

Ip, I P, 
y 

I - Mass moments of inertia of platform 
ing float) about platform axes 

(not includ

x 

I. 

- Mass moments of inertia of platform (including 
float) about input axis; sum of I and IPx x 

Servo gains; particular usage is denoted 
in text. 
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Table of Symbols for Section 7 (Continued) 

L 

If 

L 
y 

LE 

L 
e 

L 
a 

-- p-

Lx-x
 
p 


L ' 

L pa 

Mubs 

N 

p 

- Moment vector; equivalent to the total time 
rate.or change of H 

- Moment vector acting on float; equal to total
time rate of change of Hf 

- Component magnitude of LI/f along the output
axis (y); composed of possBie error or control 
torques
 

- Error torques acting about output axis (y); com
posed of both external (Le') torques and internal 
(nonlinear) torques 

- Error torques acting on float about output axis 
(y) such as fixed torque, mass unbalance effects, 
and includes vibrational torques 

- Control torques acting on float about output axis
(y) such as earth rate compensation or inten

tional mass unbalance for PICA 

Moment vector acting on platform (including 
float); equal to total time rate of change 9 pf 

Component magnitude of LI/p along the input 
axis (xp); composed of possible error or con
trol torques 

- Error torques acting about input axis (x ); com

posed of both external (Lpe') torques and internal 
(nonlinear) torques 

- Error torques acting on SAP about input axis
 
(xp) such as friction, torquer errors, and in
cludes vibrational torques
 

- Control torques acting on SAP about input axis
(xp); such torques are due to closed-loop torque 

motor control; Lpa = F(s)e 

- Error model coefficient representing float 
mass unbalance along gyro spin axis 

- Number of gravity units 

- Pendulosity of PIGA 
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Table of Symbols for Section 7 (Continued) 

pi - Closed loop poles 

qi - Open loop poles 

r. - Open loop zeros 

S - Laplace transform nbtation 

X1 , YI ZI - Inertial reference coordinates 

X, Y, Z Vehicle fixed coordinates 

x, yp -pPlatform fixed coordinates 

x, y, z Float fixed coordinates 

A 
x. 

A 
y, 

A 
z - Unit vectors along platform fixed axes 

A A Ax, y, z - Unit vectors along float fixed axes 

A A A 
1X, Iy, iZ Unit vectors along vehicle fixed axes 

'Yo General amplitude of a random/sinosoid
equivalent (see Eq 73) 

Ep, Ei (i= 1 to 9) Drift rate errors; deviation of 6p from X 

6 Output axis angle; angle between float (x,y, z) 
and platform (x p, yp, p ) 

E - Input axis angle; angle between platform 
(Xp, yp, Zp) and vehicle (X, Y, Z) 

Em 6pinMaximum 
E, and amplitudes of vibrational forms of 

p, respectively 

- Phase angles of E relativetive to w3' respectively to w3 and 0 rela
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Table of Symbols of Section (Continued) 

,T)(Wo) 	 Power spectral density (particular usage is 
denoted in text) 

i' '2' 'P 3 ' - Phase angles of Wz relative to W3 , Le' relative'P4 to &3, Lgel relative to &)3, and &X relative to 
W3, resp ctively 

Angular velocity vector representing motion of 
vehicle axes (X, Y, Z) relative to inertial axes 
(XI' YI' ZI) 

WXI ly, Z 	 Component magnitudes of a along the vehicle 
axes (X, Y, Z) 

-pAngular velocity vector representing motion of 
platform axes (Xe. yp, zpI relative to inertial 
axes (XI, YI. ZI) 

W,10)2' ' 03 	 Component magnitudes of cp along the plat
form axes (x yp, zp a h 


COf 	 Angular velocity vector representing motion of 
float axes (x, y, z) relative to inertial axes 
(XI' YI, ZI) 

Wx, CO',Oz 	 Component magnitudes of (Of along the float 
axes (x, y, z) 

- Magnitude of gyro wheel spin rate 

Wo Frequency of oscillation 

aX' Q2' - Amplitudes of vibrational forms of coX' wZ' "3' 

respectively 

- Amplitude value symbols 

L - Phase angle symbols 

s 
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8. ENCODER STUDIES 

This section is devoted to a TRW-conducted survey of shaft encoder 

state-of-the-art. The survey was limited to the types of encoding systems 

that could comply with angular accuracy and resolution requirements of 

10 arc sec or better. 

The survey itself involved a literature search (see references follow

ing this section) and direct communication with manufacturers of encoding 

hardware. 

The encoding devices selected for in-depth examination are discussed 

in Subsection 8. 1 according to their primary detection concepts. Brief 

functional desciiptions for each class of device are given, and a more detailed 

treatment of the inductosyn (including circuit implementation and the 

theodosyn systems is given because of their more promising features. 

Subsection 2. 6 includes the findings of the tradeoff study that support the 

view that the inductosyn or theodosyn system is suitable for use in this' 

system. 

8. i DESCRIPTION OF ENCODERS AND SURVEY RESULTS 

Digital shaft encoders produce digital output signals proportional 

either to the absolute magnitude of the shaft displacement or an angular 

increment thereof. The flow of information from the whole angle digital 

encoders is presented either in serial or parallel form. The outputs of 

the serial or parallel systems are usually in the form of gray-coded binary 

signals. The conversion to straight binary can be easily ac6omplished in 

the digital computer or in peripheral circuitry. 

The encoding devices may be categorized in terms of their principal 

detection concepts, namely, 

* Optical 

* Variable reluctance 

* Variable capacitance 

* Magnetic 

* Variable inductance 

* Mechanical 
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8. 1. 1 Optical Concept 

The simplest single-channel optical disc encoder consists of a 

light source, glass disc, and masked photodetector. As the illuminated 

disc rotates, the alternate opaque and transparent radial bars near the 

disc's periphery move past the detector, interrupting the light beam. 

Additional wave shaping results in an incremental pulse output. 

Another optical encoder employs two adjacent glass discs with 

slightly different radial bar frequencies. The numbers of bars are N and 

N+ i. Four source-detector combinations are used to record the rotation 

of the grading interference patterns. 

An absolute disc encoder output is obtained with multiple tracks. 

The tracks are normally coded in natural or gray binary. 

8. 1. Z Variable Reluctance Concept 

A typical variable reluctance encoder (Figure 8-i) consists of an 

N segmented disc and two differentially wound E core pickoffs. The pick

offs are mounted such that their outputs are in electrical quadrature. As 

a tooth (a segment of the disc) passes the E core, the reluctance path 

between the stationary E core poles and the rotating tooth will vary as the 

subtended angle of the E core and the number of the disc's teeth enclosed 

by that angle. Thus, equally spaced pulses will be generated as a function 

of the rotating disc displacement and its number of teeth. 

For example, if six teeth are enclosed by the subtended angle of the 

E core, N equal pulses per disc revolution will be generated. If 1Z teeth 

are enclosed, by the subtended angle of the E core, ZN pulses per revolu

tion will result. Commercially, options are available up to I2 IZ pulses 

per revolution (8N system). An interrogating carrier frequency greater 

than the product of the desired number of pulses per revolution and the 

maximum angular velocity of the disc is fed into the pickoffs. This opera

tion produces as an output an AM carrier signal in quadrature with approxi

mately sinusoidal envelope variations. (The modulating signal itself is 

position dependent. ) These signals are then amplified, demodulated, and 

converted into square waves that are appropriately processed via digital 

logic and are indicative of the angular position of the disc. 
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The direction sensing is accomplished by logically using the cosine 

and the sine E core outputs. Referring to Figure 8-1, let A and B repre

sent the cosine and sine outputs, respectively. Let A', A', B', and B' 
represent the differentiated transition from logical 0 to the logical 1 state 

of the outputs A and B. Then during clockwise rotation of the disc the 

output of the clockwise "OR" gate will be represented by logical i 

(A'. B+A' B + B'. A +B'" A = I), and the output of the counterclockwise 

OR gate will be represented by logical 0 (A'. B+ A'.'.A+B'. A = 0). 

The reverse situation is applicable for counterclockwise rotation of the 

disc (Figure 8-i originally appeared in Reference 8. 1.) 

Block Diagram s N 6y,01/ wi,, 

-DEMOSD FP PG 
'~lZ/ _~~"" -l-	 A 2'°" 7 I ,ly 

AW ORCCCW ,4 CI 

LogiciTaol 	 F A P IG -F 

A -, it 
Logic Table disc relacemen 

Uwc0 
?W BA 	 WC't 

S 1 I 	 I 

BA AB 

NOTES: 	 5 = Subtended angle L.9i. Tabl. Block Diagram 
6 Mech. disc replacement 

Figure 8-1. Incremental Reluctance Encoder Block Diagram (4N System) 
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8. 1. 3 Variable Capacitance Concept 

As shown in Figure 8-2, the encoding transducer consists of a 

grounded metal rotor and two insulated metal stators. The periphery 

Each stator alsoof the rotor ias two rows of perfectly aligned teeth. 

surface, surrounding a correspond 

ing row of rotor teeth. (Figure 8-2 originally appeared infReference 8. 2. 
has a sinmilar array of teeth on its inner 

DEGREE CODE DISC 
(ON DECIMAL SYSTEMS ONLY)REPERE 4qCEVARIABLE T "STAT .. 

ROTOR' 

INPUT SHAFT -

DEGREE BRUSH ASSEMBLY
MOTOR 

Figure 8-2. Microgyn Configuration 

A constant-speed motor spins the grounded metal rotor inside the 

pair of stators. The stators are separated radially by a narrow air gap. 

The reference stator is. fixed to the case of the encoding transducer, 

while the yariable stator is attached to the shaft whose angle is to be 

measured. -A-s the, rotor turhs inside the stators, the tgeth produce a 

high capacitance between rotor and stator when the teeth are. aligned 

and a lo'* capacitance when the teeth are misaligned. -

A voltage iapplied across the rotor-stator air gap cad ge's.-a charging 

current-to flow in the variable capacitor formed by the rotda ;and stator, 

generating an ac signahlwitha frequency equal to the number/ se of rotor 

teeth that'pass e, a given stator reference point. The reference and the 

variable signal willbe hii phase only when the two stators are exactly in 

line. As the variable stator shaft is turned through one tooth pitch, the 

variable stator output (variable phase signal) will shift progressively 

through Zr electrical radians with respect to the reference stator output 
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(reference phase signal). While the variable stator is turning, the 

instantaneous frequency of its output will differ from the reference signal 

by the product of the number of teeth and the velocity of the variable stator. 

The change in the phase angle between these outputs is thus independent of 

the variations in the rotor speed. 

Implementation circuitry essentially identical to that described for 

the inductosyn (Subsection 8. Z) may be utilized with this transducer. 

8. 1.4 Magnetic Concept 

Magnetic encoders are available in two forms, incremental and 

coded. The incremental encoder uses inductive coupling between two 

sets of printed electrical conductors to generate a sinusoidal output 

signal. Relatively complex accessory electronics are required to obtain 

digital position information from the analog output. 

The coded magnetic transducer, Figure 8-3, is similar in configu

ration to the coded optical disc. Binary information is stored on the disc 

in the form of magnetized areas arranged in circular tracks, one track 

per bit. When they are interrogated, readout heads adjacent to the disc 

indicate the presence of a local field. A binary output is obtained only 

when the interrogation pulse is supplied. 

8. 1. 5 Induction Concept 

The simple two-pole resolver as well as the multipole resolver 

commercially known as inductosyn typify the electrical induction concept 

in encoding transducers. 

The inductosyn is a multipole, air-core resolver with windings 

consisting of printed precision patterns on glass or metal support plates. 

A 7Z0-pole inductosyn exhibits 360 cycles of accurate, sinusoidal, electro

magnetic coupling between stator and rotor in one revolution. Output 

accuracy is not affected by minor plate mounting errors. 

For special applications, the support plates may be mounted directly 

to the structure of a rotating mechanism. Weights quoted include only a 

pair of aluminum support plates. 

For a digital system, a digitizing electronics package is required. 

Further discussion on the subject is given in Subsection 8. 2. 
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(This figure originally appeared in Reference 8. 3) 

8+ MAGNETIC FLUX FIELD EMANATING FROM MAGNETIC 
BIT IN CODE DISC 

INTERROGATE
 
WINDING WINI 

1 0 1L0 1 EFFECTIVE BIT SPACING 

lbDETECTION LEVEL " -0 v TYPICAL ENCODER OUTPUTfs 
2.0 v *5% Lo I' PTPMIN 

1.0 v PTP MAX 

iC DEMODULATED OUTPUT 

li: SQUARED OUTPUT
 

le DIFFERENTIATED OUTPUT 

f L OUTPUT PULSE TRAIN WITH 
NEGATIVE -PULSES INVERTED 

(Relationship between code disc pattern and output signal 
at successive stages of signal processing) 

Figure 8-3. Magnetic Transducer 
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8. i. 6 Mechanical Concept 

The mechanical shaft angle encoder consists of a coded conducting 

plate and pickup brushes. A parallel binary output is readily obtained since 

the brushes are in constant contact with either the insulating or conducting 

portions of the code plate. 

8.2 INDUCTOSYN SYSTEM 

8. 2. 1 Principle of Operation 

The inductosyn transducer can be considered a multipole resolver 

which depends on the inductive coupling between the stators and the rotor to 

generate an output signal. The rotor and the stator windings are flat metallic 

deposits bonded to flat annular rings. A typical inductosyn stator and rotor 

are shown in Figure 8-4. The particular configuration chosen initially for 

detail study was a 7 in. diameter unit with 720 poles, however, a 3 in. diam

eter unit would more than satisfy the accuracy and resolution requirements. 

(This figure originally appeared in Reference 8.4.) 

INDUCTOSYN STATOR INDUCTOSYN ROTOR 

Figure 8-4. Inductosyn Transducer Discs 
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The voltages induced in the stators are proportional to the sine 

and cosine of the mechanical angle of the transmitter-rotor. The rotor 

output signal is transmitted via a rotary transformer used as a substitute 

for a slip ring assembly. The output signal derived from the inductosyn 

is the result of the averaging of the errors over the total number of poles; 

thus, the effect of small errors in individual windings is minimized. For 

this particular application, it was assumed that a 10 kc fixed carrier 

signal would be fed to one stator while an accurate quadrature signal of 

identical amplitude and frequency would be fed to the other stator winding. 

The resulting signal output from the rotary transformer may be described 

as 

ER = EK sin(. t- N__) 30 x i0-3 sin(ut _ NO), in v 

where 

E = 2. 1 v (peak) 

K = 1/70 at 10 kc 

= (2r)(104) rad/sec 

N 720 poles 

9 rotor angle 

A carrier frequency of 10 kc would take advantage of the optimum 

voltage transformation ratio, K. As a matter of interest, K at I kc = 1/120. 

8. 2. 2 Accurac, 

According to Ferrand (Reference 8.4), the accuracy of the unit being 

discussed is ±3 arc sec. The error tolerance is not known. 

The precision to which a mechanical position can be repeated on
 

successive trials is 0.6 arc sec.
 

The smallest movement that can be reproduced or measured for 

normal bandwidths of operation (2 to 10 cps) is 0. 15 arc sec. As a note 

of interest, a 3-in. inductosyn having a nominal sensitivity of 0. 25 arc sec, 

Subsequent studies have indicated that 10 kc is not required;
 

that 5 kc would, in fact, be adequate.
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when measured at a reduced bandwidth (i-sec time constant, single lag), 

indicated a noise level equivalent to a rotation of 0. 001 arc sec. This 
manufacturer's data seems to be substantiated by TRW's inductosyn 

experience, which indicates that electrical noise is not a major problem. 

In fact, it was experimentally proved for a 3-in. inductosyn that the ic

error for the instrument directly mounted onto a shaft was less than 

3 arc sec. 

In general, the errors introduced into the inductosyn system by the 
associated circuitry, wiring, and undesired mechanical motions such as 
shaft eccentricity and rotor coning, may be categorized as 

* Once-per -revolution 

* Fundamental 

* Second harmonic, in phase 

* Second harmonic, quadrature
 

* Fourth harmonic 

The last four terms above are associated with the cycling frequency 
of the particular inductosyn being used. Hence, for a 720-pole inductosyn, 

the fundamental occurs once each mechanical degree. 

8. 2. 2. 1 Once-Per-Revolution Errors 

Once-per-revolution errors are caused by mechanical misalignment, 

specifically by mechanical misalignment in terms of eccentricity. For 

instance, for a 720-pole, 7 in. in diameter inductosyn, an assumed eccentri
- 4city of 5 x 10 in. will cause approximately 2 arc sec error. 

8. 2. 2. 2 Fundamental Errors 

Fundamental errors may be related to extraneous coupling of 
particular interconnecting cables. For'instance, coupling either from 

stator line to a rotor line or from the reference excitation to either stator 

line can cause these errors. 
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8. Z. 2. 3 Second Harmonic Errors 

Second harmonic errors of either type (in phase or quadrature) may 

be introduced by either mechanical or electrical means. The mechanical 

agency introducing the second harmonic errors is the coning of the rotor 

due to bearing and housing tolerances. However, these errors are small 

even for a relatively large coning angle and thus may be neglected. 

Unequal electrical gain of the stator circuit will introduce the 

stator cirsecond harmonic error. A balance of 0. 1 percent between the 

cuits will introduce an in-phase error of approximately 1/2 arc sec. The 

usually introduced by the crossquadrature type second harmonic error is 


coupling of the stator circuits due to inadequate shielding.
 

8.2.2. 4 Fourth Harmonic Errors 

normally traced to the nonlinear com-Fourth harmonic errors are 

of the stator circuits, such as amplifiers or transformers notponents 

of stator signal amplitudes.capable of linearly transmitting the full range 

The manufacturer recommends a linearity of I part/ 000. 

8.2. 3 Inductosyn Readout 

The following paragraphs give a method for implementing a precise 

incremental angular encoder having a resolution of 3. 5 arc sec. This 

system utilizes a precision multipole inductosyn depending upon the inductive 

coupling between the stator and the rotor to generate an output signal. The 

rotor output signal is transmitted through a rotary transformer to the 

electronics. 

Table 8-I presents a preliminary size, weight, power, and parts 

count estimate of the proposed system. Table 8-11 presents a preliminary 

reliability estimate of the incremental angle encoder system. 

The proposed encoder is a binary incremented system capable of 

anangular resolution of 3. 5 arc sec and of storing the angular information 

up to 3
6 
0deg. The readout of the shaft position takes place within I cycle 

of the excitation frequency. A readout rate up to 10, 000 readings/sec is 

available. The proposed system exploits the fact that the rotor signal 

phase angle is directly related to the mechanical angular displacement. 

The design is adequate provided the velocity of the rotor is less than 

150 rad/sec. - For this case, under no condition will the angular readout 

change by more than I digital count during I carrier cycle period. 
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Table 8-1. Estimated Inductosyn System Characteristics 

Physical 
- Components Features 

Detectoo 1 5 

riei0 
Circuits 
ogCircuits 

i3 4 

4 4 

sot 8so 4 
T . simin 

8 Z 

10 

4 
0ry M 

0 

80 i. 

-

. 47 5 

o 

Inductosyn 
Drive 1 10 13 4 Z 20 20 I 1 1.8 40 

AnlSgCircuit I Z0I I 008I. 11 -5 . i~ 

Logic Circuits - 4 4 - - 10 2 1 -

Zero-Crossing - - 4 - - - - - - 073 5. 

Detector 

Incremental 
Angle Sign -4 Z30 8- 18 Z 0 
Detectore 

ots 18 44 12248 241 1.57515.5 

Table 8-H. Inductosyn Preliminary MTBF Calculations 

8 k o 
Item . di . 0 5 . '4 

k. z~ 0,i . 5 . 
14 wu '0 5 5 5 v 

Individual 
Failure 76 20 150 20 30 5 5 ? 30 30 
Rate 

9
(bits/ 10 hr) 

Quantity 1 18 41 12 2 48 24 1 1 1 

Total 

Failue 76 360 6150 240 60 240 120 ? 30 30 

Notes: MTBF c10917306 = 137, 000 hr 

Using HI-REL failure rates (does not include system
 
power supply).
 
*Does not include inductosyn.
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The incremental angular encoder consists of a 720-pole inductosyn, 

power drive circuitry, and logic control circuitry to obtain angular informa

tion. The information is in the form of a logical i or 0, indicating a change 

of angular position of 3. 5 arc sec. The block diagram of a proposed 

system is presented in Figure 8-5. 

A two-phase inductosyn is used to obtain the proper angle outputs, 

which are fed to peripheral equipment. The two-phase power is obtained 

in the following manner: A 10.24-mc oscillator is used as the system 

clock. The output of the oscillator is buffered and fed into a seven-stage 

counter that decreases the oscillation frequency by IZ8 or 2 
7 

. The output 

of this counter is fed into a seven-stage AND gate, the output of which is 

a 40 kc pulse train. This pulse train is fed into a four-stage ring counter 

and logic such that two square waves, precisely 90 deg out of phase, are 

obtained. 'These two squtare Waves are filtered to produce sine waves. 

(The filters consist of precision components mounted in close proximity 

with each other to minimize the thermal effects on the precise 90 deg phase 

relation of the two sine waves.) These two sine waves are power amplified 

by i-w amplifiers and applied to the two'windings of the inductosyn. 

Figure 8-6 shows the wave shapes at various points on Figure 8-5. 

For precise distinguishing of the difference between the inductosyn 

stator and rotor positions with respect to each other, a reference pulse 

synchronized to the stator drive voltage is used to set a control flip-flop, 

FF- I. The voltage induced in the rotor winding is amplified and level

detected to produce a discrete signal during a rotor voltage null crossing. 

This discrete signal resets the control flip-flop. The output of this flip

flop is a pulse whose width is proportional to the difference in mechanical 

phase between the stator and the rotor of the precision inductosyn. Since 

the function of the equipment is to detect relative change in the angular 

position between the stator and the rotor, the output, QI; of flip-flip i, 

is used to control the input gates to up-down counters. The relative dif

ference is obtained by first enabling the up gate of reversible Counter No. I 

(U/D-i) and allowing iM. -mc pulses to be accumulated in the register.2
4 

The number of pulses c6ntained in this register is proportional to the 

width of control pulse Qi and is therefore proportional to the phase dif

ference between the stator and the rotor. Duringithe next sampling period 
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Figure 8-5. Incremental Angle Encoder Block Diagram
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B 
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AMPLIFIEDFITRDAD APPLIED TO
' EbPSTATOR 

B • C E WINDING
FILTERED AND
 

AMPLIFIED
 

A 40KC 1 1 CREFU PULSE• ' AT REF NULL (00) 

igure 8-6. Waveforms -- Incremental Angle Encoder 

(Qi = I) the high-frequency clock pulses are gated into the counted down 

input of UD-i. The contents of this register then represent the change in 

angular position which has occurred during the sampling interval (0. 1 msec). 

If a continuous difference between successive samplings is to be 

supplied, three reversible counters (UD-i, UD-2, and UD-3) and the 

steering logic from a three-stage ring counter must be used. The descrip

tion thus far is valid for a positive difference. If, however, the difference 

is negative, the most significant bit (MSB) of the reversible counter will 
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be a logical i. This information is used to complement the least significant 

bit of the reversible counters. It should be noted at-this point that because 

of the selection of the sampling rates, the differences that will occur between 

any two sampling intervals will be :Ei pulse or 0. Therefore, it is necessary 

that only the l6ast significant bit of the reversible counters be sampled to 

determine whether there has been a relative change in the angular position 

of the rotor and the stator from the last sampling period. In the event that 

the rotor and the stator pulses occur at the same time (at the input to flip

flop i) and also at the input of the coincidence circuit, logic is required to 

disable the reversible counters since coincidence is equivalent to a full 

register condition. 

Even though the maximum number of pulses obtained during one 

sampling interval may be 10Z4, no more than three stages are needed in 

the reversible counters, because the reversible counters contain a dif

ference of only two sampling periods, and the difference will never be 

greater than i. The other two stages in the counter are used for obtaining 

the sign and for use in the control of the complementing logic. The output 

of complementing logic consists of sign information and the incremental 

change in the angular position between the rotor and the stator of the 

inducto syn. 

8.3 THEODOSYN SYSTEM 

8. 3. 1 Description 

The heart of the theodosyn system is a i/4 in. thick, 3 in. diameter 

glass disc with an optical flat surface divided into 2 
1 5 

equally spaced clear 

and opaque radial sectors. The light source, a low-power subminiature 

lamp, is located under one side of the disc; the photocells are located 

180 deg from the lamp. (See Figure 8-7.) The illuminated segment 

comprises several hundred sectors of the disc pattern. This segment 

is projected by the optical system to the cell side of the disc. When 

the disc is rotating, the instantaneous translation of the pattern is in 

one direction on the lamp side of the disc and in the opposite direction 

on the cell side. Hence, the light is alternately transmitted and blocked 
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in the area where the image is superimposed on the actual pattern and 

the relative displacement of the disc. Hence, the number of the lines 

on the disc is effectively doubled. The two 45 x 45 x 90 deg prisms and 

the roof prism accomplish the folding of the optical path. The two 

identical lenses between the roof prism and the 45 deg prisms facilitate 

the alignment of the optical components. (Figure 8-7 originally appeared in 

Reference 8.5.) 

-ROOF PRISM 
-LENS 

FOLDING 
PRISM 

IMAGE 
SEWMENT 

-A 

LIGHT7SOURCE SC 

PHOTOCELLS
 

DISC 

Figure 8-7. Theodosyn Configuration 

The object plane corresponds to the front focal plane of the first 

lens; the image plane corresponds to the back focal plane of the second 

lens. -The interference -patternby the counterrotation of the image and 

the object segments of the disc pattern is detected by photocells that 

convert the transmitted light intensities to voltages. The-output of each 

photocell is a dc signal whose amplitude fluctuates at twicethe rate of. 

the disc pattern passing across the principal diameter. Thetheodosyn 

channel -comprises two back-to-back connected photocells offset by i/Z 

interference-pattern cycle, or 180 electrical deg. 'The output of the 

photocells varies -sinusoidally. 
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Two such channels, in quadrature with respect to the shaft angle 

increment corresponding to oneelectrical cycle, provide direction sensing 

and the sine-cosine relationship required for phase-shift interpolation. 

The relative pattern position completes two cycles, or 39.6 sec of shaft 

rotation. Since these signals are 90 deg out of phase, their zero crossings 

are equally spaced and can be processed to provide directional information 

while their sine-cosine relationship is used to generate the additional 

phase-shifted waveforms required for increased resolution. 

The output signal from theodosyn photocells are two quadrature
16phased, 2 cycle revolution approximately sinusoidal waveforms whose 

O_
6

amplitude is Z x amp p-p whenterminatedwitha short circuit. These 

signals are amplified within the transducer to provide minimum ac signal 

of iO my. Discrimination of the two null crossings/cycle of the signals 

from each of the two quadrature channels provides angular resolution of 

Z18 increments per shaft revolution at a minimum accuracy of :A count 

at all shaft positions. 

8.3.Z Theodosyn Errors 

8. 3. Z. i Radial Runout 

Because the theodosyn's output is effectively the result of two 

readings taken at both ends of the optical disc, the errors due to runout 

may be disregarded. It appears that for such gross misalignment as 

0. 01 in. only a 0. 04 arc sec error would result. 

8.3. 2. Z Axial Runout 

Axial runout causes the object lens system to shift along the lens 

axis. Hence, for unity magnification, the separation of the image and the 

object surface is twice the magnitude of the axial motion of the disc. The 

defocussing effect of this separation, however, is not significant, unless 

it exceeds the depth of field of the lens. 

8.3.2.3 Disc Ruling Accuracy 

Errors associated with disc ruling are limited by specification to
 

:2 arc sec for 18-bit encoders.
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9. ELECTRICALLY REBALANCED OUTPUT AXIS SYSTEM 

The study described earlier was oriented primarily toward the use 

of a SAP technique to provide the basic angular reference data. This 

section provides a discussion of certain aspects of an alternate technique 

of electrically rebalancing the output axis of a single-degree-of-freedom 

(SDF) rate integrating gyro. The first subsection is a tutorial discussion 

of the principle underlying this technique. This discussion is followed by 

an outline of pulse rebalancing techniques and a discussion of a typical 

electronic hardware mechanization. 

9. 1 PULSE TORQUING, SDF, RATE INTEGRATING GYROS 

Precision pulse torquing of inertial instruments offers certain advan

tages that have led to their rather wide application to current guidance 

system design. While the design details of the Various systems are widely 

different, there is much that all of these systems have in common. This 

presentation will develop a general description of the pulse torquing con

cept and will then discuss the electrical error sources for two generic 

categories. 

The SDF rate integrating gyro is the only class of hardware involved 

in this study, thereby eliminating needless abstraction as the general 

analysis is pursued. However, from the electrical design point of view, 

the analysis is applicable to other instruments that lend themselyes to 

precision pulse torquing. 

A torque rebalanced, SDF gyro can be represented as a torque sum

ming member having a moment of inertia, J, and a damping coefficient, D, 

about its output axis. Rotation about this axis, e, is caused by gyro

scopic and electrical rebalance torques applied about the axis. The genera

lized output axis differential equation may be written 

yJse+ Dse = applied torque (i) 
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If the applied torque consists of a pulse of amplitude aL and duration T, 

s[s +7.e 

The rotation of the output axis gimbal due to this pulse ca be 

determined with the final value theorem: 

II e S 
t- co s-. 0L +L J 

CJi i 

"m [i. e ST ] 

Using V' Hospital's rule to circumvent the indeterhmindncy, 

lim = lim T e afT (2) 
t -- o s---O 2s[2 + 

That is, the final value gimbal displacement is equal to the product 

of torque amplitude and the time of application, divided by the damping 

coefficient. Response time may be gauged by the fact that the mechanical 

time constant of a typical gyto is less thari 0.5 ised 

The inertial angular rate input generates a torque about the output 

axis by -cting through the drigular momentum of the gyro wheel: 

inertial input torque =(t)H 

where 

o(t) = angular rate ihpuit as & funttif 
of time, and 

H .= ahgular momentum 6f the wheel 

Applying superposition to the linear system, w(t)l- hnay be apptoximated 

by the finite summation of a number of pulses of amplitude W.1H of width T 

so thatj using Eq (2), 
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n . Hr 
e(t)=Z D'. 

Allowing n -- o while r-- 0 simultaneously, 

01(T) = nj c(t) dt (3) 

Eq (2) is now used to explain the generalized electrical pulse re

balance system. A number N of torque pulses, each of which will produce
aIT
 

an angular displacement of -- , are used to hold the output gimbal near 

null (0= 0, within the quantization limits) in opposition to the motion of 

Eq (3) that is, 

E = .dt -N - 0E 

with 0E being the gimbal displacement due to the electrical rebalance 

pulses. 

Hf w dt Nar (4) 

The pulse torque level a is related to the electrical current in the 

torque generator by the relationship 

a= KBI (5) 

where K involves the structure of the torque generator, B is the mag

netic flux density in tle iir gap, and I is the current through the torquer 

winding. 

These factors are functionally related and will be discussed later. 
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Now, 

H w dt = NKBIT, using Eqs (4) and (5) 
0 

or 

T 

HT c dt = NA, for brevity, with A = KBIT (6) 

and 

Sw dt = N (7) 
A0 

Thus, N is a measure of the time integral of angular rate input, 

which is simply the net input angle turned from an initial f~enie position. 

A generic pulse rebalance loop is depictbd in Pigdt 9=1i 

.
.. .... C-"urrent 

6Ferator 

Nl'r
 

Figure 9-1. the Generic Pulse Rebalaice Loop 

In actuality.the electrical current pulse g~nktoit Will fenbrate 

negative and positive pulses to balance positiVe and hdgatiie iziput angular 

rates. Thus 

N=N+ -N
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Typically the positive and negative pulses will have different areas 

because of imperfectly controlled electrical current amplitudes and/or 

pulse widths. Eq (6) is rewritten to include these irregularities: 

T
 

= wTNt(A+, A,) -N (A + AZ) H udt 

N = N- N+N=N+ - N 

(8)N+(A + A )+ NA N+A- N-A =H f0 dt 
0 

T 

N+A 1 + NA- N A 2 =H f dt 

H T N+i-N z
 

AodtN= 


The first term is the ideal or desired measurement quantity of
 

Eq (7). The second term is an error term related to pulse area errors
 

and the specific pulse logic mechanization.
 

A number of pulse torqued mechanizations have been produced 'and 

used (see Subsection 9. Z). A symbolic representation of the essential 

elements of the mechanization is presented in Figure 9-2. While other 

techniques have been used for current reversal, the bridge switch is 

usually constructed around switching transistors. Centertypical and is 

tapped torque generator windings and reverse polarity current sources 

have been used in this application also. In any event the problem is the 

same: The inherent difficulty in maintaining the current pulses constant 

and balanced areplus to minus. The effects of these imperfections 

Eq (8). If these effects are to be sepaiated into pure scalepointed up in 

factor and bias terms, the equation must be modified to describe more 

specifically the mechanizatibn. 
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CLOCK N+ 

i TORQUE R pnteCLOCK 

LGENERATOR0 

CURRENT CLOCK 
SOURCE 

BRIDGE 
SWITCHI 

'Figure 9-2. Constant Power Pulse Torque Representation 

Recall Eq (7), 

+ H=H
 

N+ -N- Wfdt
 

and bear in mind that for a constant power system 

N + 
+ N- CT 

where C is the clock repetition rate and the reciprocal of T, the pulse 

width. The error term in Eq (8) will now be computed in terms of the 

nominal scale factor of Eq (7), The computational errors introduced as a 

result of using the nominal scale factor will be of the second order. 
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Solving the above, two equations for N + 
and N-, 

N~+ (T + H_/ dt) 

N T- I T dt 

Substituting into Eq (8) 

A t)N1 cdN-' dt (T + HJIT -d Aj 4 (CT -HJ wdt) 

[ -dit a- A 

Comparison with the ideal relationship from Eq (8) 

N = E w dt 
A0 

shows that for a continuously rebalanced mechanization, a change in pulse 
area (the amplitude-time integral) results in clearly separable scale factor 

and bias errors (see Subsection 9. Z). This derived relationship agrees 

with intuition. If the positive and negative pulse areas increase the same 

amount (A I = A?), a scale factor change will result, but the bias term 

will be zero. On the other hand, if the positive and negative pulses change 

so that A, = -A z the error will appear as a pure bias term. 

An alternate type of logic involves torquing only when the gimbal 

exceeds a certain deadband. This is often termed a "pulse-on-demand," 
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(positive or negative) levels of the 'continuously'rebalanted appfoath. A 

nominal zero rebalance torque level is added so that the systern can call 

up a positive, a negative, or no-rebalance pulse depending upon the state 

of the gyro output axis. A small deadband is established around the gyro 

output axis null so that no pulse is called for when the output state is 

within this deadband. The continuous limit cycling of the binary system 

is eliminated. An extremely simplified symbolic representation of the 

pulse on demand prototype is shown in Figure 9-3. Again, techniques 

other than the bridge switch and the precision current source have been 

used to generate the reversible polarity pulses. Magnetic core and capa

citor storage discharge have been used, but the problem of maintaining 

the constant and balanced current pulses remains. An additional problem 

occurs in maintaining the nominal zero rebalance torquing level sufficiently 

close to zero. 

Systems having transistor switches in the configuration shown are 

most typical. Unbalanced transistor leakage current in the three-way 

switch mechanization is the "primary source of unwanted .gyro torques 

during the nominally zero torquing level periods. (A generalized equation 

describing the pulse-on-demand mechanization will be derived.) 

Note that in this mechanization, once the gyro gimbal is within its 

null deadband and there are no input rates to the gyro, no pulses will be 

called up or applied to the gyro except as required to rebalance extraneous 

gimbal torques. (An ideal drift-free gyro is considered in this electrical 

analysis, so that the extraneous torques to be considered are due only to 

electrical leakage currents. ) In the derivation of Eq (4) only two terms 

were considered, displacements due to inertial rate inputs and rebalance 

pulses. A third term is required for the pulse-on-demand mechanization 

to represent the gyro gimbal displacement due to the unbalanced leakage 

currents during the nominal zero pulse level. 

The new equation is written: 

6I8 TL~ W dt~N - T(N+ +N RlPTo 

I L D JD 
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PRECISION 
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TRUTHTABIEo1 1 1 021 621A 18 c 1 0 
° 
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0 1 0 1 0 0 10 1 " 2 =C
 

l 0 1 0 0 0 0NOTE: WHILETHISISALLOWED LOGIC,.
BYTHEOUTPUT 
IT ISDISALLOWEDBYTHE TERNARY -THRESHOLDLOGIC. 

Figure 9-3. Pulse-on-Demand Pulse Torque Representation 

where [CT - (N+ + N-)] is the number of pulse periods, in time (T) ahd 

with clbck rate (C), where neither a positive pulse nor a negative pulse is 
called up. P- is t& final value displacement for one, period, T, with en 

is the diplceen perod 

unbalanced current, forque, 3, applied. The total final ialue of the dis

placement occurring because of the leakage current through the torquer. 

when it should be flowing into the dummy load is represented by 

CT - (N+ -_]P 

Canceling-the D's, introducing pulse amplitude variations as in the 

derivation of Eq (8); substituting -T = A and PT A 3 , and solving for N, 

the pulse-on-demand equation may be written 

H N - CT N+ - NA 
N= dt NAA A 3 

0 

A 1 A 2 
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By substituting the nominal scale factors for N+ and N7., that is 

-.+ H T+ - -- T 

into the equation, -the following equation is obtained: 

HT at+A .2H f dt
T + T --A ' A0 

-
+ f3H0dt t 0
 
A0 0 .
 

A AA A 
0 A -GA3 (0) 

= , ] Jc dt -1 I wdt dr 

0fA +AIH 

Put in other terms, the output count N will be equal to the algebraic sum 

of the integral of positive input rate. times its ,scale factor, the,,integral of 

negative input rate times its scale factor, and a bias-,term.- The scale 

factor norilinearity (discontinuity at zero) is, caused by positive and negative 

pulse unbalance; the bias term is caused by.unbalanced-leakage currents 

occurring during the nominal zero pulse state; and deviationsof the scale 

factor slope from its nominal value, H/A, are influenced both by pulse 

amplitude variations and the off-state leakage- currents. 

It is instructive to write Eq (10) in another form. Since 
'
 

T -" -'-T! .-T', 

+ dt J, udt = f t 
Nt + N_ = 	 f 

0 0 0,,. 
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Eq (10) may be rewritten as follows: 

T A' fT + A 2T 
N'= 't -[ - OfT +A fT 1 

A-0 0A 

+ I[A 0wIdt - CT] 

The first term is the ideal relationship. The other two terms represent 

errors that are dependent upon circuitry parameters and mission profile. 

It is significant that both error terms kinematically rectify alternating 

input angular rates so that drift rate will be a critical function of vehicle 

limit cycling. The second term, which results from pulse unbalance, 

will grow s the limit cycle w's increase; the third term, which comes 

about due to-the pulse off-state leakage, will dectease as woincreases. 

Before elaborating upon specific hardware errors, a few general com

ments must be made relative to the somewhat idealized mathematical 

models which have been generated. In Eq (6), which describes the general

ized toique pulse,it is implicitly assumed that K (related to torque genera

tor structure) and B (mhagnetic flux density) are constants. Actually, K, B, 

and I (torque generator current) are functionally related in a complicated 

manner and, in fact, the pulse torquing effort is primarily an attempt to 

tie down variations in these coefficients that limit analog torquing methods. 

A magnetic torque generator is nonlinear with current for two 

reasons:
 

(i) Purely magnetic effects. 

(2) Heating effects which change the flux density directly 
(magnetic, material sensitivity) and indirectly through 
geometry changes primarily those which affect the 

.

air kp " 

In the design of a high rate torque generator for a gyro, a tradeoff 

inv 
6 

lving torque level, power, weight, and size is involved but goes bp,

yond a simple. electrical optimization. Numerous system requirements 

and gyro design features must be considered for a thorough understanding 
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of the situation. Among other things, a tradeoff between gyro mechanical 

drift performance and maximum torquing rate must be undertaken. 

Given usual conditions, gyro mechanical drift rate is inversely 

proportional to the angular momentum of the gyro wheel. For high 

performance it is desirable to make H as high as possible, consistent 

with physical constraints. The general gyro torque rebalance equation 

H E = rebalance torque 

indicates that the torque level required to restrain the output axis gimbal 

near null is directly proportional to H and to the maximum input angular 

rate to be accommodated. Thus, if other system parameters are held 

constant, an increase in H to improve gyro drift rate performance re

quires a similar increase in torquing capability. Unfortunately, because 

of the increased mass of the gimbal about the output axis due to a larger 

wheel motor and a larger torque generator, the theoretical i: I drift 

performance improvement with increased H is not achieved in practice, 

so that gyro torque generator level requirements rise faster than any 

corresponding improvement in performance. Attempts at optimal high

level torquer design have led to awkward configurations and to large, heavy, 

high-power consuming devices, typically with torque -versus current 

linearity no better than 0.05 percent. Unless an entirely new gyro and 

torquer design concept can be produced, significant linearity improvements 

are unlikely. 

The purely magnetic part of the nonlinearity is reduced by operating 

the torquer at only two points on its torque-versus-current curve. This 

is, in fact, the essence of pulse torquing. However, due to magnetic 

material saturation characteristics and fringing effects, the torque-versus

current curve is a function of the applied frequency. Similarly,. the fre

qudncy components in a pulse pattern will be a function of input rate, so 

that in spite of constant current pulses, the torque levels will change 

somewhat as a function of input rate. Odd-order terms in the nonlinearity 

will be reflected as small scale factor ionlinearities. Even-order non

linearities will cause a more serious problem-of torque rectification, with 

resultant gyro drift. These effects put constraints upon the torquer to be 

used for pulse torquing. 
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.The binary or constant power mechanization offers an 6rderly solution 

to the heating problem. The torquing power is constant so that after 

warm-up the thermal conditions in. the gyro will be constant. The con

stant power pulse-torqued system thus stabilizes the gyro parameter 

variations with input rate. While the discussion here has been centered 

about torque generator parameter variations, it should be noted that the 

constant gyro temperature also minimizes variations in the temperature 

and temperature gradient sensitive drift coefficients in the gyro. 

The constant power system yields another advantage, of secondary 

importance this time, The torquer winding is typically wound with cop

per wire which has a resistance temperature coefficient of 0. 4 percent/ 

deg C. Where the indicated precision current sources deviate from the 

ideal, resistance changes in the torquer with temperature will be reflected 

as scale factor changes. A constant power torquing system will eliminate 

this effect on scale factor change with input rate. A variable power sys

tem retains the pulse torquing advantage of reducing the torque versus 

current nonlinearity due to direct magnetic effects, but it may suffer from 

the effects of continual, self-generating temperature variations which are 

a function of the angular rate input. These include magnetic material, 

geometric, and torquer wire resistance effects which influence the gyro 

scale factor and drift rate terms. 

A conventional permanent magnet torquer typically will have a tem

perature sensitivity of no better than iOO ppm/deg F; however, magnetic 

shunting techniques may be applied to reduce this coefficient significantly. 

This compensation is most desirable in any case, even in a constant power 

system, to compensate for environmentally induced temperature changes. 

While this technique works well in the steady state, some difficulty is 

experienced in making the compensation track during input rate changes 

accompanying thermal lags. 

A method has been proposed to obtain the advantages of the constant 

power mechanization (constant heat generation in the gyro) while the pulse

on-demand mechanization is used. It has been suggested that the dummy 

load required inthe ternary system (see Figure 9-3) be placed inthe gyro, but 

that it be interwound noninductively with the torquer winding. This design 
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can be justified only if it can be shown that the pulse-on-demand techani

zation will provide superior performance for the specified mission and

that constant power dissipation is required. 

-In suimmary, it can be said that 

-(i) 	 Pulse- torquing will reduce scale-factor nonlinearities 
caused by direct magnetic effects. 

(2)- -A constant power torquing system inherently provides 
an improved thermal environment for the gyro, leading 
-to maximum stability of the gyro drift and' scale, factor 
error terms. 

(3) 	 A basic variable power system will excite various gyro. 
error terms either more or less, depending upon the 
design and input rates. 

The system errors described up to this point are a function of the 

mechanization scheme, the instrument and circuit design, and the mis

sion input rates. Empirical evaluation of the resultant system is gener

ally required. .. .. 

In the preceding discussion, it is assumed that the current pulses 

to the gyro are rectangular. But because of the- inductive nature -of-the' 

torque generator, this assumption is'not strictly correct. At switching 

time, the current source cannot reverse the current instantaneously in' 

the torque generator. Switching circuitry must consider transistor break

down problems related to the inductive flyback voltage generated. For 

a feedback-regulated current source, the primary difficulty is that the 

attempted current reversal will throw the .regulator into saturation for 

the major portion of the switching transient so that the transient-time 

constant is determined by the static circuit parameters, i.,e. , the torquer 

inductance, resistance, and circuit series elements. With the regulator 

in saturation, the circuit is typically driven by the power supply-as a 

voltage source. These factors argue strongly for a constant temperature 

torquer and a highly: regulated voltage sodrce if the transient occupies a 

significant portion of the pulse period. In any case, the transient in any 

pulse must be terminated essentially'before the next switching time 

unless large-scale factor errors can be tolerated. 
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If the pulse rise time constants differs from the fall time cQnstant, 

a scale-factor nonlinearity can arise. Under these conditions an isolated 

pulse will have a different weight than one pulse butted against another 

pulse. To prevent this condition, care must be taken to provide the same 

charge and discharge time constants for the torquer. The continuously 

rebalanced system comes closer to accomplishing this through inherent 

characteristics, but the pulse-on-demand system demands that special 

provisions be made for these constants. 

Torquer tuning is sometimes used to shorten the transient, thereby 

reducing the regulator recovery time and the junction energy dissipated 

during transistor breakdown. This is accomplished to a first approxima

tion by a series RC network across the torquer (Figure 9-4). The torquer 

may be approximated by a series inductor, L, and resistor, R. If the 

torquer time'constant, L/R, is made equal to the tuning time constant, 

RC, and if the two resistors are made equal, the network will appear 

purely resistive at the torquer terminals. 

RL/ = RC 

C R 

Z IN = R+ i0 

Figure 9-4. Torque Generator Tuning 

i2 L(R + .wL)(R + - .uaRC-wJ LC+l+ WTZ.in ="Jc~ = =R 
3 

.R0 -?LC+1+.RC 
(R + .wL) + (R + - j 

= R + j 0, since the numerator and denominator are equal when 

L 

= RC 
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Since the torque generator is" ndt truly -a lumped-parafneter system and 

is riot completely described b 'R + .o>-L the compdrisatidn'is hot perfect, 

*althdiigh typiCdlly this simple' compensation *ill rmarkedly improve the 

-torquer tiansient response.' Rdfirned compensati6nnetworks yield further 

improvemient. 

The idealized switches depicted in Figures 9-2 and 9-3 are only ap

proximated in practice, usually by transistors with their troublesome 

shortcomings of junction offset volItages, series resistance, absence of 

current isolation between current drive and switch, parallel leakage 

currents, and their reacting to temperature and age. As in the case of 

the gyro, the temperature changes are both environmentally and self

induced, but an additional complication arises in the bridge circuit. In 

the constant torquing power system, the total electronics power is in

herently constant, but the duty cycle for the diagonal switches. in the 

bridge will change as a function of input rate. This unbalanced duty 

cycle will act to unbalance the temperature-sensitive parameters n the 

bridge as a function of input rate. In the variable power system, heating 

of the switching transistors will also be a function of input rate. 

Because of the balanced bridge configuration,- symmetrical changes 

are reproduced as pure sdale factor changes. 'That is, both positive 

.and negative pulses are affected similarly, ile changes which unbalance 

the bridge potentially introduce both scale-factor and drift error terms, 

depending upon the mechanization, the particular error source, and the 

mission rate inputs. Eqs (8), (9), and (10) reflect these errors in the 

A quantities. 

Typically, a gyro designed for high level (25 deg/sec) pulse torquing 

will have a sensitivity of about 10 6deg/hr/amp. With the continuously 

rebalanced system and an electronic drift rate uncertainty of 0.1 deg/hr, 

it is necessary to keep the unbalance current below 0.1 a. - On the other 

hand it is usually desired-to maintain the scale factor uncertainty under 

0.01 percent or 100 ppm, which implies a Current stability of better than 

10 [a for a typical torquing current of 100 ma. Nominally then the cur

rent unbalance requirements are abut
7
100 tiies more stringent than the 

requirements for current source stability. 
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9. 2 CATEGORIES OF PULSE TORQUING LOGIC 

Figure 9-5 presents a method of categorizing pulse torquing 

techniques. 

9. 2. 1 Synchronized-Pulse Rate (Period Ts) :Fixed Pulse 

9. 	 2. i. i Two Charge State 

The two charge state system is defined by the following equations: 

Pdlse 	off time/T = Cs 

Pulse 	on time/T = i - Cs 

where C is a constant, 0 <C< I. When C = zero the system has two 

current levels with the pulse time equal to Ts. When zero<C <i, the 

system has three current levels. However, the charge or torque impulse 

produced during each clock period is one of two states. These states are 

positive maximum or negative maximum. 

This system dissipates a constant energy per pulse in the sensor 

torquer by applying torquing pulses to the torquer at a fixed rate, -regard

less of the sensor pickoff position. Three types of two charge state 

systems are discussed below. Their characteristics vary depending on 

the relative frequency'of the clock, fc, and the dynamics of the sensor. 

The dynamics of the sensor can be discussed in terms of fm' the maximum 

limit cycle frequency, which is defined as follows: Given a fixed energy 

torquing pulse, frm is the maximum clock frequency for which a 1-i mod

ing of the system is possible, if closed loop operation for zero input con

sists of alternating positive and negative pulses. 

If f is substantially less than fro the polarity of the amplified 

pickoff signal from the inertial sensor controls the torque polarity of the 

next pulse; howevter, the switching time is constrained to occur only at 

the time of a clock pulse. Typically, in this case the clock period and 

torque pulse width are identical. Since fc is much less than fM , it is 

possible with no input to force the gyro gimbal to move synchronously 

with 1/2 fc. Under -these conditions, the sensor would be operating in a 

mode. Typical operating curves at zero input are shown in Figure 9-6. 
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If the sensor experienced an input, the mode-would change accordingly. 

For example, the mode may be i-i for a while then change to 1-2, and 

so on. In other words, the mode will vary as a function of inputs. In this 

system, instantaneous inputs are not obtainable, and only integrated re

sults are of any value. This'is the case for practicallj alLpulse torquing 

systems due to their fundamental characteristic of storing. information in 

the float angle. 

Now if fc is much greater than f n a torque pulse (the width of one 

torque pulse is usually adjusted to be equal- to- the period.of fc) is not suf

ficient to produce a phase reversal of the sensor pickoff signal prior to 

the arrival of the next clock pulse. The result is that the float motion 

no longer moves at the same fc but at some- other frequenc dictated by 

f . and the-inertial sensor's input. :In this :case, wstable limit-cycles 

other than i - i can be achieved and in fact willbe achieved. For example the 
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limit cycle may be io-iO in which 10 clock pulses occur each one-half 

cycle of the float oscillating period, provided zero input is applied. (For 

f c>f n, see Figure 9-7.) 

When the value of fc is close to that of f , the limit cycle cannot 

be predicted unless some form of compensation is applied to stabilize the 

limit cycle (e.g., to a i-I system). 
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Figure 9-7. 	 Synchronized Pulse Rate, Fixed Pulse Width, Two Charge
 
State System (fc > frm
 

9.2. i. 2 Three Charge State or Pulse-on-Demand 

The three charge state or pulse-on-demand system uses three 

torquer current states and has a deadband associated with the sensor 

pickoff signal. The three charge states are 

(i) Full scale positive 

(2) Zero 

(3) Full scale negative. 

When the pickoff signal is outside the deadband, a pulse of the appropriate 

polarity is applied to the torquer coil. 
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Typically, the pulse .energy is selected in design to be equivalent 

to the information stored in the sensor (a A velocity or a A angle) when 

the sensor pickoff is at the edge of the deadband. When the pickoff is 

within the deadband, no current is applied to the torquer. The algebraic 

sum of the pulses through the torquer as a function of time corresponds 

to the change in angle rotation or velocity experienced by the inertial 

sensor during that time period. 

9.2.1.3 Four Charge States 

The charge as a function of gimbal angle is illustrated by Figure 9-8. 

The values of the torquing rates 

(4I and s) 

depend on the system requirements. 

AL(m+ 1) Ts
 

fidt -


Q2" r. TS 

I I " 
- e 	 SENSOR PICKOFF 

ANGLE 
"Q1
 

Figure 9-8. Four Charge State System 

If it is desired to have constarit power dissipated in the sensor torquer, 
the torquing pulses might be switched through a noninductively wound 
resistor in the torquer when the sensor pickoff is within the deadband. 
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This system's advantage is that throughout the major portion of 

the mission the torquing requirement will be less than the level cor

responding to Q1; therefore, the torquer will be receiving a continuous 

power input. However, a large level pulse is available for the maximum 

vehicle rate to be considered during the mission. 

9.2. i.4 Five Charge States 

After cursory examinations, systems of five charge states or more 

have no obvious merits. These systems would be extremely difficult to 

mechanize. 

9. 2. i. 5 Pulse Frequency Modulation 

In pulse frequency modulation systems, the pulse width is fixed and 

the pulse frequency is made proportional to some function of sensor pick

off angle. 

9.2. 2 Synchronized Pulse Rate (Period Ts): Variable Pulse 

9. 2. Z. i Pulse Width Modulated Systems 

Pulse width is modulated to within TsIN, where N is an 

integer. 

9.2. 2. 1. 1 Two Current Levels. Many techniques are available, only 

one of which will be discussed here. This system employs two clock 

signals, fcl and fc2 ' which are derived from the same source. A low 

frequency clock, fcz is used to switch the logic circuits so that a particu

lar polarity of torque is applied regardless of the sensor float position. 

A signal derived from the float position in conjuction with a'high frequency 

clock signal, fci' is used to determine the precise time of the torque 

reversal, which always occurs in synchronism with the fc'i pulse -train. 

Bythis means a pulse modulation'system is achieved-(see Figure §-9). 
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Figure 9-9. Pulse Width Modulated, Two Current Level System 

The relative widths of the torquing pulses may be measured by using the 

logic circuits to gate the high frequency clock pulse, fc,1 to a counter. 

9. Z.2. 1. 2 Three Current Levels. There is no obvious merit to systems 

of two current levels or more. 

9. 2. 2. Z Pulse Width Pulse Frequency Modulation 

There are no obvious merits to pulse width pulse frequency modula

tion systems. 

9. Z.3 Nonsynchronous Pulses 

There appears to be little advantage to fixed pulse width, nonsynchro

nous systems. The most desirable of the nonsynchronous approach appears 

to be a nonfixed pulse width system wherein the total energy of each pulse 

is accurately measured. (Of course, the concept of measuring the pulse 

energy to improve accuracy is applicable to all the systems discussed so 

far and, in fact, is often implicitly used.) Nonsynchronous systems, if 

desired, could be subdivided into systems similar to synchronous systems. 
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As an example, consider a two charge state, bang-bang, nonsynchronous" 

system. The torquing signal would have two states, full positive or full 

negative. A negative signal from the sensor pickoff would turn on the full 

positive torquing current (this current would continue until the sensor 

pickoff was generating a positive signal. Then the torquing current would 

be switched to negative until the sensor pickoff signal changed state. 

Finally, a measurement of the applied pulse width and pulse area would 

haveto be made. 

9.3 PULSE TORQUING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY 

In pulse torquing, an unbalance between the positive and negative 

pulses delivered to the sensor torquer can cause an apparent sensor drift. 

The magnitude of the drift depends upon the type of logic used and may also 

be a function of the rate input. And since low drift rates are desired, 

it may be necessary to take elaborate precautions in the design of the logic 

and power switching circuitry and the constant current generator to mini

mize asymmetry in the torquing pulses due to variation of circuit param

eters. Also, any drift in this circuitry can cause the energy contained 

in the torquing pulse to change, thereby introducing an error in the scale 

factor (torquing weight per pulse). 

The following discussion of a specific logic and power switching 

circuit and constant current generator for a fixed pulse width, two charge 

state, three current level system typifies the operation of such circuitry. 

9. 3. 1 Logic and Power Switching Circuitry 

The logic and power switches are shown in Figure 9-10. Transistors 

Qi through Q6 are the power switches. Qi through Q4 determine the 

direction of the current through the torquer coil, and Q5 and Q6 switch the 

current through either the torquer coil or the dummy -loadin that order. 

The remainder of the circuit consists of flip-flops and transistor drivers 

and of pulse circuits for triggering the flip-flops. 

The timing pulses are derived from the main counter chain to synchro

nize the operation of the various switching transistors. As indicated, the 

current through the torquer coil is turned off for an interval after each 

pulse and is directed into the dummy load instead. Thus, the same set of 
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Figure 9-iO. Pulse Torquing Channel 

flip-flops, driver transistors and switching transistors are used for both 

the positive and negative torque pluses, thereby equalizing the effects of 

turn on and turn off delay and other anomalies. 

Consequently, as explained below, the turn on and turn off rise times 

of the torquer pulses depend primarily on the turn on and turn off param

eters of Q5, which is not polarity sensitive. 

The sequence of operation with respect to the timing pulses is as 

follows: Between times C3 and CO, the applied torque pulse tends to move 

the gimbal (or pendulum in the case of the accelerometer) so that the 

demodulated signal out of the signal processing circuit changes polarity 

before CO. At the time of CO, whatever polarity is registered in the polarity 
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detector sets the state of the polarity flip-flop, F1, which stores this 

polarity (regardless of the polarity after GO) for determining the polarity 

of the next torquer pulse., It is essential that the-polarity flip-flop be set 

before rather than after the end of the torque pulse in order to prevent the 

torque pulse turn off transient feeding into the signal lines from interfering 

with proper setting of the polarity flip-flop. Approximately 4 1 sec after 

the polarity flip-flop is triggere-d; 'CI triggers the master switch flip-flop, 

-F3which turns off Q5 but does not tuirnoff any of the bridge transistors 

(Qi through 04), thus making the turn off time of either positive or negative 

torque pulses dependent only on' the turn off time of Q5. Approximately 

4 1 sec after Ci turns off the torque pulse, C2 triggers the bridge flip-flops 

to change their states if there has been a polarity reversal or to remain 

unchanged if there has not been a polarity reversal. -Thus, the bridge 

flip-flops are in their proper state and are driving base current into the 

selected pair of polarity switching transistors before the torquer current 

is switched on. This does not make the turn on time of the torque pulses 

completely independent of the turn on time- of the bridge transistors, but 

it does make it independent of base current turn on time. Approximately 

30 1 sec after'C2, C3 triggers F3, which turns on the next torque pulse, 

thus completing a cycle. 

Obviously, the parameters which contribute to a difference between 

the current time product of positive and negative pulses is the variation 

in the turn oil voltages to the bases of Qi through Q4 and the difference 

between-the "turned on" collector current rise times of the positive and 

negatiVe polarit switching transistors. This rise time is 'considerably 

shorter than the normal transistor turn on time, since the emitter base 

diode has been preset to the ON condition. Another accuracy considera

tion for the switching bridge'is the saturation resistance of the various 

transistors. 

Therefore, it can be said that errors contributing to apparent gyro 

drift (unequal positive and negative pulses) are attributable -to differences 

in the collector turn on and turn off time of the polarity switching transistors, 

to bridge unbalance, and to variations in turn on voltage to the polarity 

switching transistors. Likewise, nonideal conditions which contribute to 

scale factor errors are those associated with the maintenance of a precise 
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value of current in the polarity switches, master switch, and torquer 

plus those associated with variations in the turn on and turn off times of 

the master switching transistor. Errors due to the inconstancy of the 

current source are discussed below. 

9.23. 2 Constant Current Generator 

A block diagram of the constant current generator also is included 

in the functional diagram of Figure 9-0. As shown, the cirduit consists 

of a precision reference voltage and a differential dc amplifier (current 

supply amplifier). The precision reference circuit supplies a reference 

signal to the differential amplifier, which compares the voltage developed 

across the torquer current sensing "resistor with the reference voltage 

and corrects the output voltage to make the voltage across the sensing 

resistor approach the reference voltage. A detailed explanation is as 

follows: 

The current supply amplifier is a solid-state chopper stabilized 

amplifier. The circuit consists of integrated circuit ac and dc amplifiers 

arranged with a semiconductor chopper in the standard chopper stabilized 

amplifier configuration. The inputs to.the amplifier are the voltage refer

ence and the voltage across thetorquer current sensing resistor. 

- The precision reference circuitshown in Figure 9-10 and in more 

detail in Figure 9- i1 consists of one circuit for; maintaining a constant .. 

current through a zener reference, diode, and another circuit for supply

ing the precision reference voltage from a low output impedance source. 

The constant current is maintained through the zener diode as follows: if 

ei is initially negative, the zener diode is bf such low resistance that e2 

will be more negative than e 3 , and will produce a positive voltage at the 

amplifier output; as the output goes positive the static resistance of the 

zener diode is greater than until the voltage across the zener diode 

has reached its low dynamic resistance region, so that the voltage across 

R i 


will be less than that across the zener until the above zener voltage is 

reached. The zener voltage at which the static zener resistance is equal 

to R can be made to be very stable by making it a voltage at which the 

zener dynamic resistance is much smaller than R. At this point, varia

tions in will cause much greater variation in e -than in the voltage 

R2 

ei 


across the zener. 
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Figure 9-11. Precision Reference Voltage Generator 

The zener diode voltage feeds the voltage isolation amplifier, which 

is a chopper dc amplifier having an emitter follower output with voltage 

feedback. The circuits in the voltage reference are integrated circuits 

and microminiature transistor circuits. 
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10. NEW CONCEPTS 

During the period covered by the subject contract, no new concepts 

were conceived or first reduced to practice. 
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